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QUAKER ECONOMIST PLANS REVIVAL OF WOOL TRADE

1. HIDE, Ralph. A short discourse in honour, and for the advancement and incouragement
of our trade of woollen manufactures. Wherein is shewed 1. The causes of its present decay.
2. The remedies which might be applyed. 3. The benefits that we shall receive thereby.
[London?] Printed, anno MDCLX. [1660.] First edition. Large 4to (18 x 23.5) [4], 14pp., final page a little dusty, a
few contemporary ink annotations in the margins, very good in modern leather-backed marbled boards in period style.

This spirited call to revive the English wool trade by the Quaker merchant Ralph Hide was “humbly
submitted to the consideration of the Honourable the Commitee for Trade, appointed by Parliament” in
August 1660, soon after the Restoration of King Charles II (1630-1685). Hide emphasises the sad decay of
the wool trade, laid low by the tumult of the English Civil War and Interregnum, also noting the flourishing
of business in France, Holland and Flanders. His remedies include tightening the laws relating to the export
of wool and Fuller’s earth (a type of clay used for cleaning wool), the creation of registers for recording
wool sales, a drive to increase the quality of English cloth, and “the restoring of our severall companies of
merchants to their former rights.” Hide emphasises that in his view: “certainly nothing hath been more our
ruine, than our want of a due correspondency with each other in our trades; at present every man drives
in his own particular design right or wrong .. whereas in a well ordered company, the publick good of trade
is sought after ... advised by ... the most experienced merchants ...” He considers that by increasing
manufacture in England his scheme will increase employment, support the price of woollen goods,
improve merchant shipping and “revive our now-dying factories abroad, which have ever been the best
schools for breeding of merchants.”
Not in Wing. No copy in British Library. ESTC locates 1 copy only (Columbia University). Not in Kress
or Goldsmiths’.
£1250

Rare Books

STOCKBROKER’S INTEREST CALCULATOR PIRATED

2. CASTAING, John. An interest-book
at 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 per c. from 1000 l. to 1 l. for
1 day to 92 days, and for 3, 6, 9, 12
months. Exactly examined by John
Castaing.
London, printed and sold by H.Hills, in Black
Fryars, near the Water-side [1710.] “Third edition”.
24mo (6 x 9.5cm) [176]pp., with frontispiece (days
in each month), numerical tables throughout,
negligible toning to flyleaves, front pastedown with
eighteenth century inscription in ink: “Mr. Pierce
Starkies book,” original blind-ruled calf, front joint
cracked but firmly attached, light wear to
extremities.

Operating from Jonathan’s Coffee House in Change Alley, the Huguenot stockbroker John Castaing was one
of the first to provide weekly prices of stocks and commodities in London, issuing his financial news sheet,
The course of the exchange, from 1698 onwards. This pocket book for calculating interest is the only other
publication to carry his name. Castaing’s interest book was first published in 1700 – presumably by that time
he was considered a reliable supplier of financial information and felt able to capitalise on his name. ESTC
records editions running up to a ninth in 1753 – all are scarce. Castaing’s stock-broking business was carried
on after his death (c.1709) by his son, also John Castaing. The final page here contains a table titled “The
payments of the remainder of malt-tickets”, which relates to the final payouts for the Malt Lottery of 1697,
with a colophon below reading: “The third edition. 1710.” However, it seems in fact to be an unauthorised
piracy produced by the printer Henry Hills, most probably immediately after the death of Castaing senior.
ESTC records a single copy (bL) of a broadside concerning the piratical printing by Hills of this book – the
official third edition was not printed until 1712. The book is noteworthy as one of the first publications
printed in England as a calculation aid to brokers in the emerging financial industry.

Goldsmiths’ 4614. ESTC records 6 copies of this edition (bGu; bE; bLu; nMB; nMH-BA; nMU-RC).
BUSINESS DICTIONARY IN NINE LANGUAGES

3. NEMNICH, Philipp Andreas. Comtoir Lexicon, in neun
Sprachen für Handelsleute, Rechtsgelehrte und sonstige
Geschäfftsmänner ...
Hamburg, 1803. First edition. 8vo (12 x 21cm) [2], xvi, 768, [4]pp., with engraved
title-page, very good in contemporary leather-backed marbled boards, flat spine in
compartments with original blue morocco title label, boards a little rubbed, light wear
to extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this polyglot dictionary of the terminology of
business and accountancy, intended for use by merchants and lawyers, in nine
languages: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Dutch, Danish,
Swedish and German. Published in the port city of Hamburg, a mercantile
hub, this was work of the lexicographer and travel writer Philipp Andreas
Nemnich (1764-1822). Nemnich toured Britain in 1799 and 1805-6,
observing the progress of the industrial revolution and publishing his
observations as: Beschreibung einer im Sommer 1799 von Hamburg nach und durch
England geschehenen Reise (Tübingen, 1800), and Neueste Reise durch England,
Schottland, und Ireland (Tübingen, 1807). This is a different work to
Nemnich’s twelve language dictionary of terms for merchandise published as
Waaren-lexicon (Hamburg, 1797). Not in Kress or Goldsmiths’.
£950

£650
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MERCHANT STRANGERS IN ELIZABETHAN NORWICH

4. CANTIN, Louis. [Letter signed to Bartolomeo Corsini in London, updating him on the
progress of his mercantile transactions in the Norwich cloth market.]
Norwich, 28 June 1585. Letter signed, ink on paper, in French. Folio (20 x 30cm) [2] pages on bifolium, verso of
second leaf with manuscript address panel, uncut, old folds, very good.

This fine Elizabethan mercantile letter dated 28 June 1585 was sent from Norwich by Louis Cantin, a
Dutchman then resident in Norfolk, addressed to the prominent merchant Bartolomeo Corsini
(1545-1613) in London. Cantin, a merchant stranger, seems to have been acting as Corsini’s agent in
the city. Writing to him in French he provides an update on the progress of mercantile transactions
concerning “bayes”, a type of woollen cloth. Mention is made of “sarpelyer”, large canvas bags for
wool, which Cantin offers to send through Mr. Toussaint when they are needed. Qualities of wool are
discussed, with Cantin advising that Corsini should place orders through his servant to avoid them
being lost, as has happened before. Amongst the other names mentioned is that of Vincent Delabarre.
Letters of this type were sent via the Merchant Adventurers postal system, mercantile marks penned
on the manuscript address panel indicating subscription to the network.
Provenance: from the Corsini archive (Christies Robson Lowe, 1984-1988).

£950

Rare Books

LEVANT TRADE LETTERS FROM ALEPPO

5. [LEVANT COMPANY.] HALES, George. [Autograph letter signed to Edward Fisher in
London, concerning the Aleppo silk market and other mercantile matters.]
Aleppo, 2 & 27 February 1685. Autograph letter signed, in English. Folio (24 x 37cm) [1 1/2] pages on bifolium,
verso of second leaf with manuscript address panel, Hales’ armorial seal impressed in red wax, remnants of metal thread
ties, old folds, very good. [TOGETHER WITH]

CALCKBERNER & VAN BOBART. [Letter signed to Edward Fisher in London concerning
business in Aleppo and difficulties with French consul Laurent d’Arvieux.]
Aleppo, 23 January 1685. Letter signed, in Italian. 4to (17 x 23cm) [1 1/2] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf
with manuscript address panel, remains of red was seal, small tear from seal opening not touching text, old folds, very
good.

These two letters, both dating from 1685, were sent from Aleppo in Syria to the Levant Company
merchant Edward Fisher in London, updating him on his business affairs there. Fisher appears to have
been trading in cotton, silk, indigo and galls for ink. In the first letter here George Hales, acting
presumably as Fisher’s agent, reports on sales of silk at various prices and qualities, mentioning dealings
with shopkeepers and the firm of Messrs. Joliffe, Colmore & Horsey: “Some Tripoly silke has been lately
bought at 10:10 ... but inferiour to the last yeares silke. A parcell of S[my]rna secured at Damascus came
lately in and cost here L82 ...” Prices of cochineal and indigo are noted, with details of the ships George
and Levant Merchant. The recovery of “Mr Wilson” is mentioned, together with an explanation of the
terms he reached with his Turkish creditors. The second letter here, from the Dutch merchant house
Calckberner & Van Bobart, advises Fisher that George Hales has not yet received his orders concerning
various mercantile transactions. They also note that after trouble with their convoy at Scanderoon in
Turkey they have placed themselves under English protection, however this has led to repercussions and
hostile actions against them by Laurent d’Arvieux (1635-1702), from 1679 to 1686 French consul at
Aleppo.
For details of the English mercantile community at Aleppo, see: G. Ambrose, English traders at Aleppo
(1658-1756), in: The economic history review, Vol.3 No.2 (Oct. 1931) pp.246-267.
£2750
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ELIZABETHAN SHIPS PASSPORT SIGNED BY THE LORD ADMIRAL

6. [HOWARD, Charles.] [Ships passport signed as lord admiral, for the “White Falcon of
Dansicke bound for Venetia, whereof William Henrickson is m[aste]r quietly to pass on her
voyage thither ...”]
“From the court at Richmond this xxviii[?] th of October 1585.” Manuscript passport signed, ink on paper, in English.
Folio (21 x 29.5cm) [1] page on recto of first leaf of bifolium, signed “C. Howard,” with additional note at foot signed
“[Stephen] Ridlesden”, old folds, uncut edges, fine condition.

This fine example of a ships passport from the Elizabethan era, dated at Richmond October 1585, bears the
large, bold signature of Charles Howard, second Baron Howard of Effingham (1536-1624) in his capacity as
lord admiral of England: “These are to will, and require you to permitt, and suffer the good ship called the
White Falcon of Dansicke bound for Venetia, whereof William Henrickson is m[aste]r quietly to pass on her
voyage thither as well with all furniture, as with mariners, and shipcompanie to her belonginge, without
y[ou]r trouble, molestacion, or further staie: Whereof you not fayle any restraint, or commandment to the
contrarie nothwithstandinge ...” A note at the foot adds “To all vice admiralls, and all others to whome it
maie apertayne and to everie of them. Ridlesden.” Apart from Howard’s signature, the rest of the document
must have been penned by a clerk, most probably Stephen Ridlesden (d. 1607), a senior admiralty official in
the employ of the lord admiral, from 1595 clerk of the ordnance and sometime knighted. Evidently this was
a mercantile voyage, the White Falcon of Danzig being bound for Venice from London. Goods exported to
Italy from England during this period included fish and lead, with more exotic commodities including silks
and spices being brought back.
Ships passports from the Elizabethan period are of considerable rarity. This example is one of only two found
amongst the c.3600 documents of the Corsini archive (dispersed Christies Robson Lowe, 1984-1988).
£2750

Rare Books

FOREMOST ADVISOR TO QUEEN ELIZABETH I

7. [CECIL, William.] [Conveyance; Roger Sadler of London, gent, to William [Cecil], Lord
Burghley, knight of the garter, Lord Treasurer of England: 1. messuage of farmhouse called
Fullers in Edmonton, Middlesex, occupied by William Barnarde, with the barns, stables,
gardens, orchards and buildings; 2. Drabbes Croft (4 acres) in Edmonton.]
27 January 1587. Indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (25 x 43.5cm) 26
lines in Latin, signed by Roger Sadler with appended red wax seal impressed with
his seal, verso with signatures of witnesses Richard Shute, Barnard Dewhurst,
Valentine Pell, William Barnard, John Walker, Thomas Bowne, Robert Atkinson,
Robert Chalenger, Robert Manaste; Attached: [Letters of attorney by William
[Cecil] Lord Burghley to Barnard Dewhurst to accept seisin on his behalf.] 28 Jan
1587. Indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (23 x 12cm) 16 lines in Latin,
signed by William Cecil (“W. Burghley”), with impression of Burghley’s armorial
seal in red wax appended; Attached: “A note taken of some evidence remayninge
in the custody of Roger Sadler touchinge lande in Edmonton ...” 17 February
1587. Manuscript, ink on single sheet of paper (21 x 30cm) [1] page, in English
in a secretary hand, all with old folds, in a very good state of preservation.

Bearing a fine example of the signature and an impression of the seal of
William Cecil, first Baron Burghley (1520-1598), foremost advisor to
Queen Elizabeth I (1533-1603) and lord treasurer of England from
1572, these documents record Burghley purchasing a farmhouse and
lands in Edmonton north of London from Roger Sadler of London, gent.
Attached is a paper document recording a list of deeds of lands in
Edmonton remaining in Sadler’s ownership, and letters of attorney by
Burghley to Barnard Dewhurst to accept seisin on his behalf. Barnard
Dewhurst (1533-1596), whose signature is penned twice as witness on
the verso of the principal deed here, accumulated considerable wealth
during his employment as surveyor and estate manager to Burghley,
from 1586 acting as auditor of Westminster College. Burghley’s special
interest in heraldry is well-known and the impression found here in red
wax of his personal heraldic seal is particularly well-preserved.
£2750
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INVENTORY OF A SAILOR IN CHARLES I’S NAVY

8. [PARKER, James.] An inventarie taken of the goods of James Parker gent purser off his
Ma[jes]ties shipp called the Dreadnought late dec[eas]ed.
[Kent?] [18 November 1646.] Manuscript, ink on vellum,2 conjoined sheets (the whole approx. 12 x 104cm) in
English, some light rubbing in places, text faded in a few areas but remaining legible, rolled up as a scroll.

A scarce example of a probate inventory for an English sailor of the mid-seventeenth century, this
manuscript in scroll form records “the goods of James Parker gent purser off his Ma[jes]ties shipp called
the Dreadnought late dec[eas]ed.” The Dreadnought, a 41 gun Tudor galleon, had been launched in
1573, taking part in several important engagements with Spain, including Drake’s raid on Cadiz in
1587. In addition to Parker’s furniture and bedding, are included “a pewter chamber pott ... books and
phisicall druggs ... table glasses ... one looking glasse.” Among the “legacies” listed are found “silver ...
a bible ... a braclett ... a pistoll & case ... a cloth coat faced with velvett ... an old beaver hatt ... a black
cloth cloak ...” Also noted are “monies due to the abovesaid Mt James Parker” including “fiftie shillings
at Michaelmas 1646 for half a yeares annuitie formerly paid to him during his natural life by the last
will and testament of the right honble the Lord William Maynard”, as well as monies “due to him as
purser of his maties shipp called the Dreadnought for wages for himself and servants.”
£1250

FARMING IN KENT DURING ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

9. [WILLARD, Stephen.] An inventarie of all and singular
the goods and chattels of Stephen Willard late of Chalke
in the countie of Kent yeoman deceased ...
[Kent, 9 December 1645.] Manuscript, ink on vellum, 4 conjoined sheets
(the whole approx. 12 x 208cm) in English, rolled up as a scroll, very good.

Drawn up in the midst of the upheaval of the English Civil War, this
lengthy manuscript probate inventory in scroll form on vellum was
penned 9 December 1645, recording “the goods and chattels of
Stephen Willard late of Chalke.” It offers a representative overview
of the worldy goods of a Kentish yeoman farmer of the
mid-seventeenth century: “His purse and girdle and readie monie
... In the hall ... one ioyned table ... four chaires ... one stoole ...
one caske fowre spitts two dripping panns ... one paire of side
yrons fire shovell one gridiron one muskett ... In the chamber on
the hall ... one bedstead curtens vallens ... two feather boulsters
two blanketts and one coverlett three chests two boxes two joyned
stooles two old swords one old pistoll one dozen of candles one
goblet one clocke and waites ... five spoones one silver boale one
wyne cup silver one sugar dish ...” Other rooms include a “servants
chamber ... maids chamber ... best chamber.” The contents of the
“sellers,” “milkhowse” with cheese-making equipment, and the
“toolhowse” and “brewhowse” are recorded, together with details
of his animals and crops, including: “eight horse and mares in the
stable and three harness ... in the wheate barne at lower farme
fiftie fower quarters of wheate ... one colt and one little nagg ...
barley threshed and unthreshed one hundred quarter ... twelve
hoggs a sowe and a beare ... fortoe six ewes ... one waggon ... two
harrows ... three plows ... ”
INVENTORY FOR A KENTISH YEOMAN
IN DEFOE’S ENGLAND

£950

10. [PARKINS, Thomas.] A true and perfect inventary of
all and singuler the goods chattells and creditts of
Thomas Parkins ... late of Wearhorne in the county of
Kent yeoman deceased ...
[Kent, 8 June 1702.] Manuscript, ink on vellum, 4 conjoined sheets (the
whole approx. 12.5 x 270cm), in English, rolled up as a scroll, very good.

This lengthy manuscript probate inventory in scroll form on
vellum was penned 8 June 1702, recording “the goods chattells
and creditts of Thomas Parkins ... late of Wearhorne.” It offers a
representative overview of the worldly possessions of a Kentish
yeoman in Defoe’s England: “Two silver curralls ... two silver
bodkins ... two silver thimbles ... six gold rings ... a silver tankard
... two silver bowls ... one pott with a silver lidd ... ffifteen pair of
flaxen sheets ... eight table cloaths ... a silke gowne ... one muskett
... two fowling peeces ... eight pewter candlesticks ... thirty two
pewter dishes ... one deske ... six chests ... one plough and
wheeles ... two old harrows ... ox yoaks ... one bedstede ... one
brass furnace ... one mare ... one colt ... one sadle and bridle ... ”.
£750

Rare Books
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GOLDSMITH BANKERS OF RESTORATION LONDON

11. BRETT, Mary. [Assignment of securities and appointment of attorney; Mary Brett of St.
Margaret Westminster, widow, to her brother Christopher Jeaffreson of St. Margaret
Westminster, esq. ]
[London, 23 July 1684.] Indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (approx. 76 x 53cm) 48 lines in English, signed at foot
by Mary Brett with paper-bound wax seal appended on vellum tag, verso signed by witnesses Henry Meux, Constantine
Phipps & William Stooks, old folds, very good.

This indenture offers a window into the complicated finances surrounding the goldsmith bankers of
Restoration London, with debts of both Sir Robert Vyner (1631-1688) and Edward Backwell (c.1619-1683)
featuring. It records Mary Brett (1651-1703) of Westminster, widow, assigning the benefit of various
financial securities to her brother Christopher Jeaffreson (1650-1725): 1. Debt of £390 owed by Sir Robert
Vyner of London to George Gamiell (1615-1684) of St. Andrew Holborn, esq (now deceased), in respect
of which he assigned to George Gamiell an annuity of £23 8s 0d (his proportion of the rent of £25,003 9s
4d granted to Rober Vyner by patent, charged on the hereditary revenue of the Excise), 22 November 1677;
2. Debt of £200 owed by Edward Backwell of London, esq (now deceased) to George Gamiell, in respect
of which he assigned to George Gamiell an annuity of £12 (his proportion of the rent of £17,759 13s 8d
granted as above), 6 February 1677; 3. Bond in £800 for payment of £400 at 4%, Michael Scrimshire
(d.1699) of London, goldsmith, 27 February 1682.

The text recites the will of George Gamiell appointing Mary Brett executrix (11 December 1679) and a
declaration by George Gamiell that it was his intention that Christopher Jeaffreson should be entitled to a
moiety of his estate and that Mary Brett should assign it to him (7 December 1683). Here Mary Brett assigns
the benefit of the various sums to Christopher Jeaffreson, and appoints him her attorney to recover them;
he is then to hold a moiety of the sums recovered in trust for her. Amongst the signatures of witnesses
penned on the verso of the document is found that of Sir Constantine Phipps (1656-1723), later lord
chancellor of Ireland. The complexities of the financial careers of Vyner and Backwell are outlined in their
biographies in the ODNB.
£750

TURKISH OPIUM IMPORTED BY LEVANT COMPANY TRADER

12. HAYES, Anthony & Frederick. [Letter signed
to Isaac Rogers concerning a shipment of opium
and silk being carried by Captain John Phillips
of the brig Hawk.]
Smyrna, 29 September 1785. Letter signed, ink on paper. Folio
(20.5 x 32cm) [2] pages penned on bifolium, verso of second leaf
of bifolium with contemporary stains from disinfection at
Standgate Creek (not affecting text of letter) & penned with
manuscript address panel, remains of red wax seal, mileage mark,
old folds, very good.
Sent from Smyrna in Turkey and dated 29 September
1785, this letter was penned by Anthony & Frederick
Hayes to update the London merchant and clockmaker
Isaac Rogers (1754-1839) on a shipment of “5 cases
opium & 4 ballots silk” being carried by “Capt. John
Phillips of the brig Hawk.” Penned on the second recto of
the bifolium are details of the weights of the individual
cases and bales. Rogers was a prominent trader in
Levantine goods, also exporting English clocks to the
Middle East (see: ODNB).
£450

IRISH JACOBITE MERCHANT TRADING WITH SPAIN

13. ALDINGTON & BOWLES. [Letter signed to
the merchant John Aylward in London
concerning his mercantile interests in Spain.]
Cadiz, 14 April 1701. Letter signed, ink on paper, in English.
Folio (23 x 36cm) [1] page, verso penned with manuscript
address panel & postal Bishop mark, remains of red wax seal,
small marginal tear from seal opening (not touching text), a few
wormholes (not affecting sense of text), old folds, very good.

This mercantile letter dated 14 April 1701 was sent from
Spain to London, updating the Irish Jacobite merchant
and banker John Aylward (d.1705) with news from his
business partners Aldington & Bowles in Cadiz. Aylward,
originally from Waterford, was principal of one of the
Franco-Irish trading houses set up after the Cromwellian
exodus from Ireland. In Malaga by 1672, he was at St.
Malo 1687-98, then at London until his death. His
import-export business traded in a wide variety of goods,
including citrus fruits, herring, cloth and wine. The text
here, including a copy of a second letter dated 21
September 1700, concerns business with the firm
Bayacca & Cloots, dealings with Aylward’s son-in-law
Michel Trublet, and the “return of 6 Spanish men of war
in [the] West Indies.”

Much of Aylward’s correspondence has been dispersed,
however a portion remains intact at Arundel Castle (see:
F.W. Steer, ed., Arundel Castle Archives I, 1968). There
are also some letters at the National Library of Ireland.
£450
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JAMAICA VOYAGE PAYMENT SIGNED BY PEPYS’S SUPERIORS

14. [NAVY.] [Petition addressed to “the ... Comm[issioners] of his Ma[jes]ties Navy” by
Henry Coleman “boatswaine of his Ma[jest]ies ship ye Greate Guift” requesting payment
be made for “the accompts for his expence of stores” on the ship’s last voyage.]
[London, November 1663.] Manuscript petition, ink on single sheet of paper. Oblong folio (31 x 20.5cm) [1] page,
contemporary manuscript endorsement dated 22 November 1663 for payment signed off at left margin by Sir John
Mennes, Sir William Batten & Sir William Penn, marginal fraying in places (not affecting text), a little dustiness along
old folds.

A document evoking naval administration in the era of Samuel Pepys (1633-1703), dated 22 November
1663 this manuscript petition records Henry Coleman “boatswaine of his Ma[jest]ies ship ye Greate Guift”
requesting payment be made for “the accompts for his expence of stores” on the ship’s last voyage, which
had been to Port Royal in Jamaica. The payment had been refused by the “Clerke of the Survey” on
account of the documentation lacking the signature of the master of the voyage, noted as having “gon[e]
to live in Suffolke, at a place there unknowne to your petitioner ...” Penned in the left margin adjacent
to a note authorising payment are the signatures of three commissioners, all senior to Pepys in the naval
administration: vice-admiral Sir John Mennes (1599-1671), then comptroller of the Navy, Sir William
Batten (1600-1667) and Sir William Penn (1621-1670), after whom the colony of Pennsylvania was
named by his son the Quaker William Penn (1644-1718).
£750

Rare Books

ADMIRALTY PRIZE OFFICE DURING SECOND ANGLO-DUTCH WAR

15. [PRIZE OFFICE.] [Four warrants issued by the Principal Commissioners of Prizes,
authorising payments of salaries and other disbursements to officials and employees
involved in the processing of prize goods.]
Whitehall, 1665-1666. 4 manuscript warrants, each folio (approx. 23 x 34cm) each penned on a bifolium, 3 consisting
of [1] page, 1of [3] pages, each signed off by the Principal Commissioners of Prizes & with contemporary docket title
penned on verso of second leaf, 1 with small hole touching a few letters, old folds, some marginal fraying and some light
dustiness to blank versos of second leaves, overall in a very good state of preservation.

During the reign of King Charles II (1630-1695) the Prize Office, a branch of the Admiralty, was headed by
the Principal Commissioners of Prizes, charged with overseeing the management and sale of prize goods
(ships and their cargos taken as prizes captured at sea in the course of war). These four manuscript warrants,
two dating from 1665, the year of the last Great Plague, and two from 1666, the year of the Great Fire of
London, authorise the payment of salaries for officials and other employees involved in the processing of
prize goods during the Second Anglo-Dutch War. A warrant of 5 March 1665 authorises a payment of £400
to “John Bounde” “towards the incident charges in the Port of London and for bringing about shipps from
Harwich and other out-ports into the river of Thames.” Dated 26 June 1665 another contains much
information on several officers employed by Anthony Ashley Cooper, first earl of Shaftesbury (1621-1683),
then chancellor of the Exchequer and treasurer of prize money. Dated 8 May 1666, a third warrant
authorises a payment to “Mr Shales ... late agent for the port of Portsmouth”, while another of 12 November
1666 grants a payment to “George Clifford Esq one of his Ma[jest]ties storekeepers of prizes for the port of
London.”

Each of these warrants bears signatures penned by the Principal Commissioners for Prizes, among them
some very prominent Restoration politicians, including John Berkeley, first baron Berkeley of Stratton
(1607-1678), John Maitland, duke of Lauderdale (1616-1682), Henry Bennet, first earl of Arlington
(1618-1685), Henry Jermyn, earl of St Albans (1605-1684), and George Monck, first duke of Albemarle
(1608-1670).
£1250
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SEVENTEENTH CENTURY SEALING WAX CASE IN SILVER

16. [LETTER WRITING.] [Cylindrical sealing wax case engraved with flower and foliage
design.]
[London, c.1690.] Makers mark “DS” with crown above & pellet below (approx. 7.7 x 1.2cm) the lid released by a
steel spring catch secured with a screw through the body, both ends cut with cypher seals, “WR” on the lid and “ER”
on the base, in a very good state of preservation.

A superb example of a late seventeenth century English silver cylindrical sealing wax case. Made in
London c.1690, most probably by a Huguenot silversmith, it is decorated with a flower and foliage
design incorporating a “green man” figure. The mark “DS” has been attributed to a maker named Daniel
Shelmadine.The case bears two cypher seal matrices, “WR” on the lid and “ER” on the base, presumably
the initials of two members of the same family. Used for closing letters and creating impressions of
seals, sealing wax was an essential part of seventeenth century letter writing paraphenalia. High quality
writing accoutrements of this kind were enjoyed as fine examples of the silversmith’s art, while also
being intended to display the wealth and connoisseurship of the owner.
£3500

Rare Books

MEDIEVAL HERALDIC SEAL MATRIX

17. [POVAY, John.][Personal seal matrix of John Povay bearing coat of arms
with legend “Sigillum Ioh[ann]is Povay”.]
[England, c.1425?] Seal matrix in bronze (38mm, diameter of seal approx. 28mm) chessman form
with trefoil suspension loop, star form orientation mark, the heraldic matrix with small scrape, in a
very good state of preservation.

This medieval English heraldic seal matrix bears a coat of arms (barry of nine) with
surrounding text “Sigillum Ioh[ann]is Povay” indicating the ownership of a man named
John Povay. The style of matrix is representative of the thirteenth and early fourteenth
centuries.Given that the seal was found near Dunmow, Essex, an East Anglian owner
might perhaps be most likely. Essex Record Office holds a deed (D/DP T1/91) dated 22
November 1416 concerning lands in Mountnessing (approximately 20 miles from
Dunmow) which includes mention of a “John Povey, chaplain.”
£950
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LOCKE’S ESSAY REPRINTED IN GOETHE’S GERMANY

18. LOCKE, John. John Locke’s Esq.
Essay
concerning
human
understanding, abridged. A new
edition, with additions ...
Dresden, printed for C. and F. Walther. 1791.
8vo (10 x 16cm) 354pp., with engraved
portrait frontispiece, some negligible paper
toning to first and last few leaves, contemporary
sheep, printed paper pastedowns, original blue
silk bookmark, flat spine gilt in compartments
retaining section of original spine label, boards
and spine rubbed with gilding lost in places,
wear to extremities but sound.

Printed in Dresden, this rare edition of An
essay concerning humane understanding
(London, 1690 [i.e.1689]) by John Locke
(1632-1704) is a reprint of An abridgment
of Mr Locke’s Essay ... (London, 1696)
made by John Wynne (c.1665-1743). Locke’s influence in Germany is considered to have been kept in check
by the dominance exerted over philopsophical discourse there by Gottfried Wilhelm Liebniz (1646-1716).
The Dresden printing house of Walther had been reprinting English works since the 1740s, including
editions of Pope’s Essay on criticism (1774), Fielding’s The history of Tom Jones (1774), George Keate’s Sketches
from nature (1784), and Fanny Burney’s Evelina (1788) and Cecilia (1790), amongst others.
ESTC lists 2 copies only (British Library; Biblioteka Narodowa Warsaw). Yolton 131.1.
OSSIAN STAGED AT ENGLISH THEATRE IN HAMBURG

£750

19. [OSSIAN.] Oscar & Malvina or The hall of Fingal. An heroic drama in action, or serious
pantomime the manner character, and incidents taken from the poems of Ossian. As
performed at the English Theatre Hamburg, 1795.
[Hamburg, 1795.] First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 20cm) [7],7-14, [1]pp., (complete: ESTC collation appears incorrect), in
English & German on facing pages, uncut edges, corners of first two leaves torn not affecting text, self-wraps, old stitch
holes at inner margin, a few small stains or marginal tears not touching text,old ink erasure dated 1796 to initial blank.

A rare theatre programme for the performance
in 1795 at the “English Theatre in Hamburg” in
Germany of the “heroic drama” Oscar & Malvina
or The hall of Fingal, with “manners, characters,
and incidents taken from the poems of Ossian”
by James Macpherson (1736-1796). The text
here, offering “dramatis personæ” and an
outline of “the story” is presented in both
English and German throughout on facing
pages. The “English Theatre in Hamburg” was a
short-lived endeavour initiated by the actor
James Brown Williamson (d.1802), most
probably in 1794. The venture was not a
success and in 1795 he emigrated to Boston,
Massachusetts, with the actress Louisa
Fontenelle
(1769-1799),
who
was
well-received in performances in Boston, New
York and Charleston.

ESTC lists 3 copies only (nMH; nMH-H;
nCtY).
£750

“BEST ENGLISH WRITERS” SELECTED FOR GERMAN STUDENTS

Rare Books

20. EMMERT, J.H. A collection of maxims, anecdotes, fables,
tales, allegories, histories, orations, reflexions, letters, &c.
&c. selected from some of the best English writers, for the
instruction and entertainment of youth.
Gottingen, printed forVictorinus Bossiegel. 1782. First edition. 8vo (11 x 17cm)
x, 243, [1]pp., very good in contemporary continental sheep-backed speckled
boards, light wear to extremities.

Printed at Göttingen in Germany this rare work offers a selection of
eighteenth century English “maxims, anecdotes, fables, tales,
allegories, histories, orations, reflexions, letters, &c. &c.” for the
edification of German youth. The compiler, language teacher Johann
Heinrich Emmert (1748-1831), has included selections from the
works of Lyscombe Maltbee Stretch (1761-1814) and physician Dr
Thomas Percival (1740-1804), as well as choice offerings from Anna
Laetitia Barbauld (1743-1825), Goldsmith, Dodsley, Locke and
Shakespeare. Göttingen university, founded by George II, boasted the
first chair of English at a German institution and during the eighteenth
century the city became a German hub of English language publishing.
ESTC lists 4 copies only (eGOT; eGDAs; nMH-H; nCLU-C).

£750

POEMS OF OSSIAN PRINTED IN VIENNA

21. [MACPHERSON, James.] The poems of Ossian. Translated by James Macpherson, Esq.
Vienna, printed for R.Sammer, bookseller. 1801. 4 volumes. 12mo (8 x 12.5cm) xxi, [1], 290; v, [1], 216 [i.e.316];
[4], 347, [1]; [4], 336pp., with half-title & engraved frontispiece in each volume, very good in original marbled
boards, spines with red leather labels titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

Printed in Vienna for the prominent bookseller and publisher Rudolph Sammer, this four volume pocket
edition of Ossian provided readers in Austria and Hungary with an opportunity to enjoy the poems in the
English of Macpherson’s “translation”. The dating of the preface indicates that the text is that of the
London edition of 1773. Sammer reprinted several other British authors in the original English, the last
few leaves of the final volume here advertising works by Sterne, Shakespeare, Pope, Gay, Wraxall,
Goldsmith and Lady Mary Wortley Montagu among others.
£450
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ENGLISH POEMS FOR GERMAN ANGLOPHILES

22. [CARTWRIGHT, Edmund &c.] Four poems viz: I.
Armine and Elvira. II. The hermit of Warkworth. III.
The deserted village. IV. The traveller.
[Leipzig, 1773.] 8vo (11 x 18cm) [6],34;[4],v,[1],58;[2],iv,
26;[2],vi,28p., with four sectional title-pages each bearing imprint
“Altenburgh. Printed for Gottlob Emanuel Richter and committed to
A.F.Boeme bookseller in Leipzig.1773.”, initial general printed
title-page misbound after first sectional title (but complete), negligible
marginal stain to last 4 leaves, very good in contemporary sheep-backed
speckled boards, spine gilt in compartments with floral tools, original
label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

A rare German publication by Altenburg bookseller Gottlieb
Emanuel Richter of four English poems: Armine and Elvira
(1771) by Edmund Cartwright (1743-1823); The hermit of
Warkworth (1771) by Thomas Percy (1729-1811) and two poems
by Oliver Goldsmith (1728-1774), The deserted village (1770)
and The traveller (1764). The imprints of the sectional title-pages
note that the book was “committed to A.F. Boeme bookseller in
Leipzig” by Richter, and printing in Leipzig is further suggested
by the fact that the four different engraved vignettes, copies
after the English originals, bear the engraved signatures of the
Leipzig printmaker Gottlieb August Liebe (1746-1819).

ESTC lists 4 copies only (bL; bO; eGDAs; nCtY).
DRAMATISATION OF PARADISE LOST IN GERMAN TRANSLATION

£450

23. DRYDEN, John. Der Fall des Menschen : ein
Schauspiel, aus dem Englischen ...
Basel, Daniel Eckenstein. 1757. First edition of this German
translation. 8vo (12.5 x 20cm) 104pp., negligible stain to
final leaf, very good in contemporary leather-backed speckled
boards, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this translation into German of
The state of innocence, and fall of man: an opera (London,
1677) by John Dryden (1631-1700), a dramatic
adaptation of the second edition of Paradise Lost
(London, 1674) by John Milton (1608-1674). Dryden’s
play was prepared with permission from Milton and
became a popular and much-reprinted text. It was
never actually staged however, as the scenery envisaged
by Dryden was considered too ambitious. This German
translation, printed in Basel, was made by Johann Jacob
Spreng (1699-1768), Swiss theologian, lexicographer
and professor of Greek at the University of Basel. It
followed a different German rendering published as Der
Stand der Unschuld und Fall des Menschen (Frankfurt,
1754).

OCLC lists 2 copies only (Badische Landesbibliothek;
Zentral-und Hochschulbibliothek Luzern).
£650

BÜRGER’S GOTHIC BALLAD IN THREE ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS

24. BÜRGER, Gottfried August. Lenore Ballade von
Bürger in drei Englischen Übersetzungen.
Göttingen, bei Johann Christian Dieterich. 1797. 8vo (12 x 20cm)
60pp., some light foxing, mid-nineteenth century cloth-backed marbled
boards, light wear to extremities.

This rare book contains the texts of three different English
translations of the influential gothic ballad Lenore (1774) by the
German poet Gottfried August Bürger (1747-1794). Burger’s
poetic narrative tells of Lenore’s anguished wait for the return
from war of her betrothed, William. Her blasphemous
lamentations upon his failure to arrive back with his fellow
soldiers are followed by his eventual appearance and her
elopement on horseback with him. On arrival at a cemetary
William transforms into the skeletal personfication of Death,
his grave being revealed as the location of their marital bed. The
work exerted a powerful influence on the Romantic
movement. The translations reproduced are those of John
Thomas Stanley (1766-1850), William Robert Spencer
(1770-1834) and Henry James Pye (1745-1813), all of which
had been printed for the first time in London in 1796. All are
scarce. That they should have been reprinted in Germany so
swiftly is noteworthy. They are introduced in German by the
text of two letters by the literary historian and critic Johann
Joachim Eschenburg (1743-1820).
ESTC lists 4 copies only (bL; bOta; eGOT; eBINs).

£450

SPENSER’S FAERIE QUEENE TRANSLATED BY ENGLISH ITALOPHILE

25. SPENSER, Edmund. La mutabilità : poema in due
canti dall’ Inglese di Edmundo Spenser recato in
verso Italiano detto ottava rima da Tommaso Jacopo
Mathias ...
Napoli, Dalla Stamperia del Genio Tipografico. 1827. First Italian
translation. 8vo (14 x 22cm) [4], 70, [2]pp., title-page with small
paper slip pasted in top corner with ink authorial presentation
inscription “dall’ autore”, a few negligible fox marks, a very good, uncut
copy in the original publisher’s card wrappers, spine with printed title,
light wear to extremities.

Uncut in the original printed wrapper, this is a very good copy
of the first edition, scarce, of this translation into Italian of
book VII of the English Elizabethan epic poem The Faerie Queene
by Edmund Spenser (1552-1599), first published as Two cantos
of mutabilitie in the edition of 1607. Translated by Thomas
James Mathias (1753-1835), English scholar and Italophile,
from 1817 resident in Naples, it followed his translation of
book I of The Faerie Queene published as Il cavaliero della croce
rossa (Napoli, 1826), his other renderings from English into
Italian including works by Akenside, Mason and Thomson.
Mathias opens with a lengthy introduction and finishes with an
Italian poetic epilogo addressed to Spenser, this printed with a
facing translation into Greek.
£450

Rare Books
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OWEN’S EPIGRAMS TRANSLATED INTO DANISH

26. OWEN, John. Den berømmelige Engelske Poëtis
Johannis Oveni Latinske Overskrifters tre første Bøgger,
udsatte paa Danske vers, og med nogle Anmerkninger
forklarede af E. Herlov.
Kjøbenhavn, Trykt udi Hans Kongl. Majests. Privilegered Bogtrykkerie.
1726. First edition in Danish. 8vo (10 x 17cm) a few contemporary ink
annotations to title-page and endpapers, title with stamp of Aalborg
Stiftsbibliotek (deaccessioned), some light paper toning, very good in
contemporary full vellum, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this Danish translation by Erik Herløv
(1684-1725) of the first three books of the first collection of
epigrams by the Latin poet John Owen (1563-1622). This appears
to be among the earliest translations of Owen into a Scandinavian
language. First printed in England between 1606 and 1612, Owen’s
books of epigrams were in fact more popular abroad than at home.

Bibliotheca Danica IV, 188. No copy in British Library. OCLC lists
1 copy (Royal Danish Library Aarhus). Copac locates 1 copy
(Bodleian Library). P. N. Poole-Wilson, A best-seller abroad: the
continental editions of John Owen, in: Theatrum orbis librorum:
liber amicorum presented to Nico Israel, ed. T. C. van Uchelen, K.
van der Horst, and G. Schilder (1989), p.249.
£750

BRITISH TACTICS TO DEFEND NAPLES AGAINST NAPOLEON

27. [FORTIFICATION.] Istruzioni dirette agl’ Inglesi per opporsi alle invasioni del nemico,
nelle diverse possessioni di Sua Maestà il Re della Gran Bretagna tradotte per sovrano
comando, e corredate da annotazioni ...
Napoli, nella Stamperia Regale. 1798. First edition in Italian. 8vo (12 x 17cm) 130, [2]pp., with final errata leaf, a
fine copy, crisp & uncut in contemporary patterned paper wrapper.

A fine copy, uncut in contemporary patterned paper
wrapper, of the first edition of this Italian translation and
adaptation by
Giannantonio De Torrebruna “tenente colonnello al servizio
di Sua Maestà il Re delle Sicilie” of
Patriotic
and
military instructions. Addressed to the people of England, with a view
to enable them to defeat the purposes of the enemy, in case of an
invasion of any of the possessions of His Majesty. Preceded by some
new observations relating to fortification (London, 1780).
Torrebruna, finding this British defence and fortification
manual a suitable model in preparing Naples against possible
attack from Napoleonic forces, translated the sections on
general tactics from the English original, while adding
extensive notes on their applicability to the city of Naples. It
seems possible that the manual might have been
recommended for translation by a member of the British
armed forces. In September 1798 Admiral Lord Nelson
arrived in Naples aboard HMS Vanguard after the Battle of
the Nile, in late December 1798 himself escorting King
Ferdinand I of the Two Sicilies (1751-1825) and his family to
Palermo upon the outbreak of unrest that led to the founding
of the short-lived Parthenopean Republic. A second Italian
edition was printed in 1799.
£750

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY CHILDRENS’ BOOK

Rare Books

28. [JUVENILE.] Namen-büchlein, Sampt dem
Vatter unser, Glauben, Zehen Gebotten, auch
anderen
schönen
Gebätten,
mit
underschiedenlichen Sylben, der Jugend vast
nutzlich und fürderlich zu lehrnen ...
Bern, bey Georg Sonnleitner. 1667. 8vo (10 x 16cm) [24],
title-page with large woodcut printer’s device, pages with a
little marginal fraying not touching text, contemporary
plain card wrapper penned with early juvenile ink trials,
wear to extremities.
A rare survival, this seventeeth century “name book”
was printed in Berne in Switzerland in 1667.
Intended as a first book for young children it contains
an alphabet in fraktur type with lower and upper
cases, a large number of names for pronunciation
practice, and short prayers in Swiss German. The
original card wrapper has been penned with juvenile
pen trials indicating contemporary ownership by a
child.
We have not been able to trace another copy of this
edition; OCLC lists a single example (University of
Berne) of a similarly titled volume: Namen-büchlein
sampt dem Vatter Unser ... (Bern, A. Hügenet, 1684).
£1250

GERMAN EMIGRANT TO AMERICA COMPILES TRILINGUAL DICTIONARY

29. LUDOVICI, Christian. A dictionary English, German and French, containing not only
the English words in their alphabetical order, together with their several significations; but
also their proper accent, phrases, figurative speeches, idioms, and proverbs, taken from the
best new English dictionaries ...
Leipzig and Frankfurt.[Leipzig, gedruckt bey George Saalbach.] 1736. Second edition. 4to (21 x 25cm) [4], 739,
[1]pp., light paper toning/foxing throughout, in German vellum, spine with contemporary gilt-stamped “label”
direct-lettered on to vellum, boards with small gilt-stamped arms (von Gaffron) with front board stamped in gilt “P.M.
v G. 1758”, light wear to extremities, very good.

Bound in sturdy German vellum, the boards bearing the
gilt-stamped arms of the noble von Gaffron family of Silesia,
this is a superior copy of this substantial “dictionary English,
German and French.” The front board is stamped in gilt with
the date 1758 and the initials “P.M.v.G” indicating the
ownership of the soldier Palle Maximilian von Gaffron
(1714-1774). First published in Leipzig in 1706, this second
edition is described as having been “carefully revised,
corrected, and considerably augmented” by the compiler,
Leipzig-born Christian Ludovici, also known as Christian
Ludwig or Christian Lodowick (1660-1728), an ex-Quaker
naval physician, almanac maker, and philologist who
emigrated to America c.1684, settling at Newport, Rhode
Island, before later returning to Leipzig and publishing
several Anglo-German linguistic titles at the beginning of the
eighteenth century. The fact that Ludwig had resided in
America makes this dictionary a book of interest for the
study of early American English. Alston II, 113.
£650
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ENGLIGHTENMENT HISTORY OF WOMEN

30. ALEXANDER, William.
The history of women, from
the earliest antiquity, to the
present time; giving some
account of almost every
interesting
particular
concerning that sex, among
all nations, ancient and
modern.
London, printed for W. Strahan; and T.
Cadell. 1779. First edition. 2 volumes.
4to (23 x 28cm) [8], 368, [14] ; [4],
344, [14]pp., foxing to heraldic
bookplates (“Tatton Park”) & first and
last few leaves in each volume, a very
good set in contemporary red
morocco-backed marbled boards, spines
titled & numbered in gilt with
gilt-stamped crests (Egerton family),
boards a little rubbed with light wear
to extremities.

A very good set in contemporary red morocco-backed marbled boards of the first edition of this
significant work by the physician William Alexander (1742-1788). This “history of women” can be placed
amongst Enlightenment histories of civil society, Alexander having been influenced by Scottish historians
including John Millar (1735-1801) and Gilbert Stuart (1742-1786). Drawing from biblical history,
classical sources, medieval chronicles and anthropological observations noted in travel literature,
including female customs from Asia, Africa and the Americas, Alexander’s work is considered rambling
and uneven, but nonetheless was judged by contemporary readers to be a valuable survey, meriting
translation into French and German.

This handsome set bears early nineteenth century heraldic bookplates indicating the provenance of Tatton
Park in Cheshire, ancient seat of the Egerton family, their heraldic crest being found stamped in gilt on
both spines. A large proportion of the historic library at Tatton remains intact.This title is not listed in A
catalogue of the library at Tatton Park ... ([Chester,] 1977), presumably having been amongst those volumes
dispersed from the library by sale in the mid-twentieth century [Sotheby’s, 1953?].
£950
REGENCY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES

31. [EDUCATION.] Mrs Brewer’s School for
young ladies, Feering Hill, Essex: board and
instruction, eighteen guineas per annum ...
[Colchester? c.1815.] Printed card/handbill (7.5 x 11cm)
very good.

We have not been able to trace any record of “Mrs
Brewer’s School for young ladies, Feering Hill,
Essex.” This advertising card dating to c.1815 offers
some details of the educational program and fees:
“board and instruction, eighteen guineas per annum.
Writing and arithmetic, 10s. per quarter. Each
boarder to pay one guinea entrance, and to be
provided with four towels, a knife and fork, and one
silver spoon. Day boarders, 2 guineas per quarter ...
French, music, dancing, and drawing, by approved
masters ...”
£150

MINIATURE CONDUCT BOOK FOR AUTHOR’S DAUGHTERS

32. [GREGORY, John.] A father’s legacy to
his daughters, by the late Dr. Gregory, of
Edinburgh ...
[Edinburgh?] Printed for, and sold by the booksellers.
1799. 24mo (7.6 x 5cm) 111, [1]pp., verso of
title-page with ink presentation inscription: “a present
to Miss Janet Milne from And. Steele 1814”, with
related pencil ownership inscription on rear flyleaf:
“Janet Milne Parkside 44 St. Leonard Street
Edinburgh”, marbled pastedowns, very good in
contemporary straight grain red morocco bordered in
gilt, light wear to extremities.
Bound in contemporary red morocco, this is a
miniature edition of this popular conduct book
for young ladies by the Scottish physician John
Gregory (1724-1773). Gregory compiled the
work in manuscript in the 1760s for his three
daughters following the death of his wife
Elizabeth (c.1728-1761). Not originally
intended for publication, it was brought to print
in 1774 and became a best-selling work.
Offering advice on “religion ... conduct and
behaviour ... amusements ... friendship, love
and marriage,” the book urges prudence in
matters of courtship, advising on how to judge
the intentions and qualities of possible suitors.
This edition most probably was printed in
Edinburgh.
ESTC records 3 copies (National Library of
Scotland; New York Public Library; Yale
University Stirling Memorial).
£350
CHILDREN EDUCATED BY
MNEMONICS BROADSIDE

33. [JUVENILE.] Mnemonics. Squares,
letters and numbers.
[Dublin? 1809?] Broadside. Folio (22 x 38.5cm)
paper watermarked 1809, some fraying at margins not
affecting printed text, old folds, a few negligible stains,
blank verso with contemporary pencil jottings
recording chronology of kings and queens of England
and Britain, old folds.
A rare survival, this educational broadside
presents a mnemonics puzzle titled “squares,
letters and numbers” to be used as a key for
working out a chronology of the kings and
queens of England and Britain, as well as some
geographical and astronomical facts. The section
on “particular geography” lists a variety of
locations in Ireland, suggesting the possibility
that this sheet was printed there, perhaps in
Dublin.
£350
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PORTRAIT OF REGENCY BOOKSELLER IN RICHMOND

34. [BOOKSELLER.] [Robert Hughes, bookseller and reading room proprietor in
Richmond.]
[Richmond?, c.1821?] Portrait, watercolour on paper (image approx.17.5 x 20cm; frame approx. 25.5 x 28cm)
glazed in the original contemporary giltwood frame, back board with pasted-on biographical note, frame with some
light wear to extremities, overall in a very good state of preservation.

A watercolour portrait depicting the Regency-era bookseller and reading room proprietor Robert
Hughes (d.1852) of Richmond. An ink note on the back of the frame penned by a descendant offers
some biographical details: “portrait of Robert Hughes, ob. 25th Dec 1852 at 78 years, bookseller and
reading room proprietor, Richmond, Surrey ... When King George III lived at Kew Palace he used to
walk across the palace grounds to Robert Hughes’ reading room to read the papers ... this portrait was
painted by a strolling artist ... R.H. wished the paper John Bull to be painted in his hand but later he
disapproved of the paper & was sorry that it had been so painted ... The church is Richmond, Surrey ...
it seems probable that this portrait was painted in 1821 or 1822”. Hughes seems to have retired in 1841.
The paper John Bull which Hughes is depicted holding here was edited in 1820 by the writer and hoaxer
Theodore Edward Hook (1788-1841).
£950

FEMALE PRINTSELLER ADVERTISES ARTISTS’ MATERIALS

Rare Books

35. REGNIER, [Celeste]. Regnier at the Golden Ball,
in Newport Street next Long-Acre, London. Sells
all sorts of the most curious prints, Italian, French,
English, Dutch & others from the best masters ...
[London, c.1765.] Trade card / handbill, engraved on paper (sheet
18 x 23cm; platemark 16.2 x 19cm) verso penned in ink with
invoice dated 7 October 1765 signed “Celeste Regnier”, some light
waterstaining, three filing pinholes at centre touching a few letters
but sense of text recoverable, old folds & a few small creases at
corners.
This engraved handbill advertises the printselling business
of Celeste Regnier (d.1769?), niece and successor to the
Huguenot printseller and engraver of seals James Regnier
(?1692-1754) of Newport Street in Covent Garden,
London. She married the sculptor Louis-François Roubiliac
(d.1762) in 1756. The engraved text here notes the sale of
“all sorts of the most curious prints, Italian, French,
English, Dutch & others from the best masters ... scripture
pieces ... portrait of gentlemen ladys & c. hunting pieces,
battles, landskips” and numerous other subjects. Regnier
sold also artists’ materials, advertising here “finest water
colours in shells, ye best crayons & straining frames for
painting, the best lead pencils ... drawing paper ...” On the
verso of the sheet is penned in ink an autograph invoice
signed by Celeste Regnier dated 7 October 1765 noting
prices charged for “half a sett of Swiss crayons ... 4 strainers
... 12 black leads” and a “box” for them. Heal 100.60.
£450

“PICKLE & SAUCE WAREHOUSE ... EVERY DESCRIPTION OF SHIPS’ STORES”

36. WILMOTT, James. James Wilmott & Compy. City
of London export oil, pickle, & sauce warehouse
No. 66, Gracechurch St. , corner of Fenchurch St.
[London.] J. Such, printer, 29, Budge Row, Watling Street.
[c.1850]. Broadside. Folio (28 x 45cm) illustrated with engraved
vignette at head of sheet, old folds, very good.
This large and informative early Victorian broadside lists
products sold c.1850 by “James Wilmott & Compy.” from
their “City of London export oil, pickle, & sauce
warehouse” at “No. 66, Gracechurch St., corner of
Fenchurch St.”, primarily being preserved produce for
exportation and “every description of ships’ stores,” among
them many varieties of “bottled fruits ... jams and jellies ...
pickles ... sauces ... mustards ... vinegars ... British wines
... essences ... seeds & c. ... dried herbs ... salts ... sundries
... oils ... candles ... soaps ... teas ... coffees ... dried fruits
... spices ... chocolate & cocoa ... sugars of all kinds ...
cheese ... hams ... butter ...” Notice is given that liberal
terms will be supplied to “merchants, captains, and large
consumers in general.” “Wilmott’s patent marine soap ...
warranted to wash in sea or hard water” is advertised, and
also “Wilmott’s patent wax candles, which require no
snuffing, and are admirably adapted for exportation ...”
£450
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LONDON APPRENTICES: BUTCHER, IRONMONGER & BARBER

37. [LONDON.] [Three eighteenth century London apprenticeship indentures.]
I. [“Henry Spence son of John Spence of South Malling” to “Edward Lawrence citizen and ironmonger of London.”]
[London.] 21 June 1734. Indenture printed (letterpress) on vellum (19 x 16cm); II. [“John Knight ... son of John
Knight late of the parish of Saint Clement the Dane in the country of Middlesex barber” to “Alexander Warrand
citizen and barber of London.”] [London.] 6 September 1749. Indenture printed (letterpress) on vellum (18 x
14cm); III. [“William Preswell son of Thomas Preswell of Saint Pauls Church Yard London weaver” to “John Stevens
citizen and butcher.”] [London.] 6 December 1749. Indenture printed (engraved) on vellum (18 x 17.5cm); each
completed in manuscript with woodcut arms at head, each affixed with contemporary embossed tax stamps on blue
paper, light wear along old folds, very good.

These three London apprenticeship indentures, for an ironmonger (1734), butcher (1749) and barber
(1749), were all issued during the the reign of King George II (1683-1760). Printed on vellum, both
engraved and letterpress, each bears a different printed coats of arms for the relevant London livery
company. Apprentices were required to serve their masters for a term of seven years, and “ not commit
fornication, nor contract matrimony within the said term ... not play at cards, dice, tables, or any other
unlawful games .. not haunt taverns or play-houses ...” and in return would be taught the secrets of
their masters’ art.
£750
“PERUKE MAKER, HAIR DRESSER & PERFUMER” TO GEORGIAN GENTLEMEN

38. [LONDON.] Ravenscroft, peruke maker,
hair dresser, & perfumer. Serle Street,
Lincolns Inn Fields, London.
[London.] Long Sculpt. Clements Lane, Strand.
[c.1780].Trade card, engraved (11.5 x 7.5cm) old folds,
contemporary ink annotations to verso, very good.

This trade card of c.1780 advertises the celebrated
London wig making firm of Ravenscroft - the
tailoring business known today as Ede and
Ravenscroft can trace its history back through a
succession of companies to foundation in the
capital in 1689. The business has maintained a
particular specialisation in robe making, and also in supplying wigs for London lawyers. The text here
advises that Mr. Ravenscroft “begs leave to acquaint the nobility and gentry, that he has the greatest
assortment ever known in England, of wigs of all sorts; - false tops, curls & tails to wear with
gentlemen’s hair when thin, are made to imitate nature, in the neatest & most fashionable manner, as
he makes it his study to invent & get new fashions from abroad ...”
£450

“EDINBURGH COMPANY OF UPHOLSTERERS AND JOINERS”

Rare Books

39. [PEAT, John.] Advertisement. The Edinburgh Company of Upholsterers and Joiners, at
their large warehouse in Carrubber’s Close, have now a very large assortment of all kinds
of household furniture, in mohogony and other cheaper woods ...
[Edinburgh, 1759.] Handbill (18.5 x 30cm) invoice penned and signed at foot of sheet by John Peat dated 21 July
1759 made out to “Mr. Gilchrist,” old folds, very good.

This handbill advertises the stock of the
“Edinburgh Company of Upholsterers and
Joiners, at their large warehouse in
Carrubber’s Close”, noting that they “have
now a very large assortment of all kinds of
household furniture, in mohogony and other
cheaper woods; several very beautiful glasses,
in rich carved and gilt frames ... great choice
of paper for hanging rooms ... some very
beautiful India pictures ... all sorts of
upholstery goods, viz. mixed damasks,
worsted ... harrateens, chinceys, linceys ...
chintz-pattern cottons, cotton and linen
cheques ...”, also that they offer “upholstery
work” and “funerals furnished in town or
country after the English or Scots methods ...”
Penned at the foot of the sheet and signed by
John Peat, clerk to the company, is a
manuscript invoice made out to a “Mr.
Gilchrist” dated 21 July 1759 recording the
purchase of “an iron door lock” and “a pair [of]
hinges and screws.” A rare survival offering
valuable references to mid-eighteenth century
Edinburgh furniture manufacture.
£650
GEORGIAN PAINTS SUPPLIED BY
LONDON COLOURMAN

40. [LONDON.] Bought of Nathan
Drake, colourman, at the White Hart, in
Long-Acre.
[London, 28 February 1765.] Invoice with engraved
billhead, single sheet of paper (20.5 x 33cm)
completed in manuscript & signed at foot “Nath.
Drake”, old folds & 2 small filing pinholes, old folds,
very good.

This invoice dated 28 February 1765 issed by
the Covent Garden colourman Nathan Drake
records the purchase by John Hussey Delaval,
1st baron Delaval (1728-1808) of pigments for
paint and related supplies, presumably for
interior decoration work at one of his several
grand properties. The bill includes quantities
of “ground white lead ... chreolate colour ...
copperas ... 6 brushes ... linseed oyle 16 gall
... turpentine” and various tools.
£250
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BLIND MAGISTRATE DEPICTED IN MEZZOTINT

41. HONE, Nathaniel. Sir John Fielding, Knt.
Painted by N. Hone R.A. Engraved by J.R. Smith. Publd. 1st Jan.ry 1777, by Wm. Humphrey, Gerrard Street, Soho.
[London.] Mezzotint (sheet 29 x 39.7cm; platemark 28.2 x 39cm) a very good impression, some negligible rubbing
along lower margin outside platemark, verso with a few old adhesions not affecting recto, very good.

A very good impression of this mezzotint portrait depicting the blind magistrate and philanthropist Sir
John Fielding (1721-1780). He is shown leaning on a weighty tome titled on the spine “The Law,” a
writhing serpent being crushed under the volume. The plate was engraved by John Raphael Smith
(1751-1812) after a painting by Nathaniel Hone (1718-1784). Blinded in 1740 in an incident of medical
negligence, with his half-brother the novelist Henry Fielding (1707-1754) he set up the London
employment exchange known as the Universal Register Office. In 1751 he became a justice of the peace
for Westminster, in 1754 for Middlesex, succeeding his half-brother Henry as court justice in January
1754. Fielding was a skilled organiser and encouraged the collating and centralising of information on
criminal cases at Bow Street, setting up systems for communication between magistates, registering
offenders and advertising crimes in order to collect information on suspects. Amongst his numerous
philanthropic endeavours he was involved in the Marine Society and Magdalen Hospital for “penitent
prostitutes.”

This print was first published in 1773 by John Raphael Smith (1751-1812) himself, in this reprint of 1777
the imprint has been changed to bear the name of the publisher William Humphrey (1742-1814) of Soho,
with whom Smith had a close association in the mid 1770s.
£950

Rare Books

“CHAIRMAN OF THE QUARTER SESSIONS FOR THE CITY OF WESTMINSTER”

42. PETERS, Matthew William. Sir John Fielding. As chairman of the Quarter Sessions for
the City of Westminster.
[London.] Painted by W. Peters R.A. Engraved by W. Dickinson. London. Publish’d Nov.r 12th. 1778 by W: Dickinson
& T: Watson No. 158. New Bond Street. Mezzotint (sheet 39.4 x 53.3cm; platemark 35 x 50cm) a very good
impression, two tiny closed tears along lower margin outside platemark, verso with a few old adhesions not affecting
recto, very good.

A very good impression of this large mezzotint portrait depicting the blind magistrate and philanthropist
Sir John Fielding (1721-1780). In this imposing image he is shown seated in his magistrate’s robes, a
large tricorn hat capping the gravitas of his demeanour. His eyes appear to be covered by a silken flap or
bandage. The plate was engraved by the mezzotinter William Dickinson (1746-1823) after a painting by
Rev. Matthew William Peters (1741-1814). Blinded in 1740 in an incident of medical negligence, with
his half-brother the novelist Henry Fielding (1707-1754) he set up the London employment exchange
known as the Universal Register Office. In 1751 he became a justice of the peace for Westminster, in
1754 for Middlesex, succeeding his half-brother Henry as court justice in January 1754. Fielding was a
skilled organiser and encouraged the collating and centralising of information on criminal cases at Bow
Street, setting up systems for communication between magistates, registering offenders and advertising
crimes in order to collect information on suspects. Amongst his numerous philanthropic endeavours he
was involved in the Marine Society and Magdalen Hospital for “penitent prostitutes.” Chaloner Smith
1883 20.II.
£1250
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CAMBRIDGE-EDUCATED ASTRONOMER ON THE VANCOUVER EXPEDITION

43. [GOOCH, William.] [“A curious fish” and “a flying fish”; “a man of St. Jago” and “a
woman of St. Jago Jago”, Cape Verde Islands.]
[1791.] Drawings in pencil on 3 sheets of paper (each sheet 19.5 x 24cm) drawings on rectos with autograph
pencil captions by Gooch, “man of St. Jago” sheet initialled “WG”, verso of “woman of St. Jago” sheet with ink
inscription c.1800 with notes concerning Gooch & noting provenance of “Miss Smithson of Camdridge”, old folds,
very good.

Rare and poignant relics from the voyage of discovery headed by Captain George Vancouver
(1757-1798) between 1791 and 1795, these drawings were sketched in 1791 by William Gooch
(1770-1792). Educated at Cambridge at Gonville and Caius College, Norfolk-born Gooch was
selected to serve as astronomer on the expedition, sailing in August 1791 from Deptford on the
storeship Daedalus. The pencil drawings on three sheets here, drawn and captioned in Gooch’s hand,
are titled: “A curious fish which flew on board the Daedalus on Oct. 15. 1791 in 3º ½ North latitude
and 24º ½ West long”; “A flying fish (which are very numerous between the tropics)”; “A man of St.
Jago, the principal of the Cape Verd Islands”; “The manner in which a woman of St. Jago carries &
suckles her children.” Gooch was amongst a small party that on 11 May 1792 left the Daedalus in a
cutter, going ashore at Waimea on the Hawaiian island of Oahu. The group was attacked by Hawaiian
warriors and William Gooch was killed together with lieutenant Richard Hergest (c.1754-1791),
commander of the Daedalus who had sailed on two of Cook’s voyages, and a seaman named Manuel.

An ink note penned c.1800 on the verso of one of the sheets here records that “these drawings were
given by Mr. W. Gooch [William Gooch’s father] to Miss Smithson of Cambridge - afterwards Mrs
Francis Howes.” Miss Smithson, recorded as the daughter of a cook at St. John’s College, was a friend
of Gooch’s with whom he corresponded during his voyage.

£2250

Rare Books

VOYAGE FROM LIVERPOOL TO HONDURAS - CAPTURED BY THE FRENCH

44. [MARITIME.] Articles of agreement indented, made, and agreed upon, for manning and
fitting out on a voyage to [the Bay of Honduras the brig Rachel - Seacombe Ellison
commander ...]
[Liverpool.] Printed and sold at Smith’s Navigation Shop Pool-Lane. [Dated in manuscript 7 July 1803.] Ship’s articles,
printed on single large sheet of paper (approx. 48 x 60cm) completed in manuscript, embossed and printed tax stamps at
head of sheet, woodcut “Liver bird” printed in the text, paper browned, some wear along old folds not affecting text, a few
small areas of imperceptible strengthening to verso, some slight fraying at edges of sheet.

These printed ship’s articles for the merchant brig Rachel of Liverpool record her setting out in July 1803
under master and partial owner Seacome Ellison bound for Honduras. The printed text records the
arrangements under which prizes would be divided and the terms and obligations governing the crew of
35,whose names and wages are penned in manuscript at the foot and on to the verso of the document. After
an uneventful voyage to Honduras Ellison was heading home when the 16 gun Rachel was captured as a prize
by Capt. Etienne of the Vaillant, a French frigate of 30 guns and 300 men. Ellison’s printed account of his
subsequent experiences as a Napoleonic prisoner-of-war and his escape from France were published as Prison
scenes; and narrative of escape from France during the late war ... (London, 1838). The book begins with Ellison’s
departure from Liverpool in the Rachel:

“I sailed from Liverpool for the Bay of Honduras ... in the brig Rachel, of 240 tons burden, having 16 guns,
and 35 men, myself master and part owner. Nothing particular occurred on the passage outward, nor while
we lay in Honduras, excepting that all my best men either ran away from me, or were pressed, and I could
find none to replace them. I had therefore to leave the bay with only 14 hands, including one worn-out
master whom I carried for charity, and a man lame in both feet. Among the whole crew, there was only one
good seaman ... About four in the morning of the 2nd December, 1803, the second mate awoke me, saying,
there was a large ship close to us – would I wish to speak to her? I followed him up, and saw what I supposed
to be an English frigate; by and by a musket-shot was fired, and I was hailed up by a squeaking, drawling
voice, with “Haul-up-your-foresail.” This untechnical and un-English sound convinced me that I was
mistaken, and that the strange sail was an enemy. Resistance being out of the question, I went below, to
collect what I had of value; but before I was dressed, an officer came down into my cabin, and desired me
very civilly to go with him on board the Vaillant, Capt. Etienne, and I immediately accompanied him ...”
£2500
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SAILING DIRECTIONS FOR ARABIA, INDIA & CHINA

45. [SAYER, Robert & BENNETT, John.] Sailing directions for the East-India or Oriental
Pilot, for the navigation between England and the Cape of Good Hope.
London, printed for R.Sayer and J. Bennett, Fleet-Street. 1781. Second edition? 8vo (14 x 22cm) [2], iv, 134pp.,
title-page with ink stamps indicating deaccesion from “Marinens Bibliothek” (Danish Royal Navy Library), final leaf
bound in reversed, very good in contemporary leather-backed marbled boards, front cover with contemporary ink title
in manuscript “Sailing Directions for the East-India Pilot”, light wear to extremities.

This rare volume of sailing directions was intended as a practical guide for “the East-India or Oriental
pilot” navigating around the Cape of Good Hope and onward to Arabia, India and China. Bearing the
imprint of the partnership of Robert Sayer (1724-1794) and John Bennett (d.1787) of Fleet Street,
foremost London publishers of maritime charts of the 1770s and 1780s, this manual offers navigational
instructions for handling the coastlines of Africa, the Red Sea, the Arabian Sea, the Persian Gulf, the Bay
of Bengal and the South China Sea. The sea captains responsible for advice on specific areas are in many
cases identified. Headings include: “For coming into the Red Sea, and going to Moka ... Extract of the
Journal of the Latham, Capt. Foot, from Surat to Moka, in 1758 ... Remarks taken aboard the Latham,
bound to Geddah ... Remarks for sailing from Cape Gardafui to Babel-Mandel, and through the Straits;
taken in the Doddington, Capt. Norton Hutchinson, 1753 ... Of the coast of Arabia ... Of the coast of
Persia ... Directions for sailing up the Gulf of Persia ... Directions from Bombay to Surat; by Capt. Cable
... Remarks made in a passage from Madras to Trincomalay in April, 1762, to avoid the Little Monsoon;
by Mr. Nichelson ... From Bengal to Madras and the coast of Coromandel ... For sailing to the Straits of
Malacca, from the westward, in either monsoon ... from the Nicobar Islands, through the Straits of
Malacca and Sincapore ... From Batavia to the Straits of Banca ... Of the monsoons in the China Seas ...
Instructions for sailing from the Straits of Sincapore to China ...” Given that the book was intended for
use at sea it is unsurprising that very few copies have survived.
Adams & Waters p.547. ESTC lists 1 copy only (Watkinson Library, Trinity College, Hertford). The only
other copy we have traced is that sold at Sotheby’s, London, 30 September 2015 (Exploration and
Discovery, 1576-1939, The Library of Franklin Brooke-Hitching, Part 4, Q-Z, lot 1101, £6250.00). We
also have traced 1 copy (British Library) of an earlier edition (London, Sayer, 1778, 112pp.).
£6500
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PIONEERING MISSIONARY WRITES FROM JAVA

46. MEDHURST, Walter Henry.
[Autograph letter signed to Rev.
George Burder, secretary to the
London Missionary Society,
updating the society on the
progress of missionary activities
in Batavia and reporting news of
a rebellion.]
Batavia, 8 September 1825. Autograph letter
signed. 4to (18.5 x 23cm) [3] pages on
bifolium, verso of second leaf with manuscript
address panel with postal stamps & markings,
second leaf with small square excised
contemporaneously for seal opening (with loss
of a few words but sense of text recoverable),
old folds, very good.

A rare example of a substantial
autograph letter penned by the
pioneering missionary Walter Henry
Medhurst (1796-1857) of the London
Missionary Society, remembered in
particular for his activities as missionary
printer at the Anglo-Chinese College at
Malacca (1817-1820), his establishment
of a mission at Batavia on the island of
Java (1821-1836), work on a new
translation of the Bible into Chinese in
the 1840s, his setting up from 1842 at Nanjing of the largest London Missionary Society mission in China,
the foundation of the mission press at Shanghai, and the writing and printing of numerous works in both
English and Chinese. Medhust was also responsible for publishing An English and Japanese and Japanese and
English vocabulary (Batavia, 1830).

Here writing 8 September 1825 Medhurst provides an update on the progress of the mission at Batavia,
noting the visit of a deputation from the Society staying for 6 weeks: “they thought it advisable to take a
tour into the interior, as far as Solo, the capital of the Emperor of Java; in which I accompanied them, I
rejoice to say that we went and retuned in the greatest safety. Some little good was done by the distribution
of tracts, & conversing with the Chinese in various parts – who would never otherwise have been likely to
hear the sound of the Gospel – but the principal object of the journey was to gain some idea of the nature
of the country & the facilities that existed for missionary operations in the interior ...” Medhurst comments
on how the visit lifted his spirits: “their accounts of the great change that has taken place in the South Sea
Islands ... were truly surprising – would that they had had to witness something of a similar nature here –
but alas! Not one convert has blessed our longing expectations ...” The circumstances of the deaths of two
men known to the Society, “Mr Slater” and “Mr Diering” are then recounted in detail. Ongoing services in
English, Malay and Chinese are noted, as well as details concerning his expenditure during the visit of the
deputation.
Medhurst also provides information on a serious rebellion precipitated by two Javanese princes rising up
against the Dutch, the beginning of the Java War which ran on until 1830: “having drawn after them many
disaffected chiefs in various parts of the island ... a battle was fought ... between about 180 Dutch troops
& volunteers, & 18,000 of the natives – in which action, the former were completely routed, & only a few
returned to tell the dismal tale. Several Englishmen were among the killed, with whom I was well
acquainted ... The insurgents are advancing on Semarang, being only 18 miles from it; and by a letter
received from Brother Bruckner, the whole town is in a state of great alarm ... & if Semarang falls, Batavia
will be in danger. There is not a single soldier in this place ...”
£2750
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PILGRIM’S PROGRESS IN CHINESE TRANSLATION BY BAPTIST MISSIONARY

47. [BUNYAN, John.] [The pilgrim’s progress ...] [Shen Lu Jing Cheng Zhèng bian.]
[Ningpo, Kai ming shan Chapel.] [Printed in the the 9th year of the emperor Tongzhi.] [1870.] First edition of this
translation.Two volumes bound in 1. 8vo (12.75 x 22.75cm) [1] single leaf (title), 4, 107 folded leaves, [1] single leaf
(blank); [1] single leaf (title), 4, 92 folded leaves, [1] single leaf (blank), 2 woodcuts in the text in each volume, very
good, stitched Chinese-style in original yellow paper wrapper, xylographic printed title on front cover, contemporary ink
annotation to front cover:“The pilgrim’s progress translated by the Revd.T. H. Hudson Ningpo”, wrappers a little rubbed,
two small marginal tears to rear wrapper, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this important translation into Chinese of The pilgrim’s progress ... (London,
1678-1684) by the English Puritan John Bunyan (1628-1688). This translation was made by Rev. Thomas
Hall Hudson (1800-1876) of the General Baptist Missionary Society of England and was printed in 1870
at Ningpo in northeastern China, where Hudson had been running a mission since his arrival there in 1845.
This is the second complete translation of The pilgrim’s progress into Mandarin Chinese, following that made
by William Chalmers Burns (1815-1868) published in two parts (1865-1866). Though Hudson’s version
here is also in Mandarin Chinese it is a more colloquial text and is of particular interest on account of it
being rendered in the traditional style of Chinese fiction, placing the Christian concepts within a Confucian
literary frame. Both volumes here include a woodcut of John Bunyan, with volume 1 containing an
additional woodcut illustrating the principal character Christian, and volume 2 containing an additional
woodcut illustrating a woman and child, presumably intended as a representation of Christian’s family.
We have traced 1 other copy of this book (British Library, 15118.d.4) the collation matching exactly this
copy.
£6500
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SONGS OF THE BATH HARMONIC SOCIETY IN RED MOROCCO

48. [BATH HARMONIC SOCIETY.] A selection of favourite catches, glees, &c. as sung at
the Bath Harmonic Society, with the rules of the society, and a list of the members.
[Bath.] Printed by R. Crutwell ... 1799. Second edition “with considerable additions”. 8vo (12 x 19cm)
16,[1],vi-xiv[i.e.xvi],179,[1]pp., complete, with stipple-engraved frontispiece printed in dark blue ink, p.4 with ink
presentation inscription signed J. Bowen” dated “Feb 9 th 1803,” very good in contemporary straight-grain red morocco,
spine titled & ruled in gilt, boards edged with gilt roll, gilt dentelles, marbled pastedowns, contemporary green morocco
gilt-stamped book label titled “Bath Harmonic Society”), spine a little rubbed, light wear to extremities.

Bound in contemporary straight-grain red morocco, this volume contains the songs sung by the members
of the Bath Harmonic Society, here recorded together with rules of the organisation and a list of
members. The society was sustained by such members as Henry Harington (1727-1816), who filled the
posts of both composer and physician to his fellow members, and the violinist James Brooks (1760-1809).
This copy bears an ink presentation inscription in the hand of the founder, Rev. John Bowen of Bath, “who
requests that Mrs. Ross will do him the honour to accept this as a trifling testimony of the great esteem
& respect which he & the Society entertain for their worthy vice president for the Ladies Entertainment
this season – 1803.” The recipient, “Mrs. Ross,” was most probably Elizabeth Ross (d.1808), wife of Major
David Ross (d.1805), who moved to Bath c.1792 from Exmouth. A useful first line index of the “glees,
catches & c.” is included, with writers indicated throughout. A superior copy of a scarce book evoking
the cuture and society of Austen-era Bath. First printed in 1797, this second edition offers “considerable
additions.” Both this and a variant (of 152pp.) are scarce.
ESTC lists 4 locations only (bL; bTAUa; nCU-MUSI; nNcU).

£1250
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LONDON ACTORS’ SUMMER TOUR – HUGE PLAYBILL FOR PROVINCIAL PEFORMANCE

49. [THEATRE.] By a company of comedians from the theatres Royal of Drury-Lane and
Covent-Garden. At the theatre in the Star Yard, Maidstone, this present evening, will be
presented a tragedy, call’d, The distress’d mother. (Translated from the French of Racine, by
A. Philips, esq.;) ... To which will be added, a ballad opera, call’d, The virgin unmask’d ...
[Maidstone?, June 1757.] Playbill. Large folio (approx. 43 x 54cm) with contemporary ink annotation “June 1757,” a
few small repaired tears not affecting text, some negligible toning at the margins, backed with conservation tissue for
support, old central horizontal fold, very good.

This playbill of unusually large dimensions was issued to advertise a performance in Maidstone in June 1757
of The distress’d mother by Ambrose Philips (1674-1749), staged by a visiting London sharing company under
the management of the actor and playwright John Wignell (d.1774). Setting up in Maidstone proved to be
a disappointing and unprofitable endeavour for Wignell and the large dimensions of the playbill might be an
indication of his difficulties in attracting an audience:

“In 1757, Wignell, an under-actor at Covent-garden, collected a sharing-company for the summer season;
among whom were the late Tate Wilkinson, Jefferson, Miss Hallam, now Mrs. Mattocks, Miss Morrison,
the late Mrs Hull, Mr. Hull, Mr. Jones, &c. &c. There had been no theatricals before for many years. In the
Star-yard he erected a wooden booth, and opened to 5l. Names such as those above inspire a regret at such
success, or rather want of it; for frequently the receipts were found unequal to defray the charge, and the
scanty audience was of course dismissed. In some weeks, the shares were not six shillings each; and
Wilkinson netted at his benefit, by The Distressed Mother, two pieces of candle, and eighteen pence” (Thomas
Gilliland, The dramatic mirror, London, 1808, vol.1, p.181).
We have not been able to trace another example.

£1250
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MANUSCRIPT MUSIC TREATISE ON HARMONIC THEORY

50. GILARDONI, Tommaso. Téorie harmonieuse ou Précis de toutes les regles nécessaires pour
apprendre les accompagnements et à composer raisonée sur les véritables principes
fondamentals, à l’usage de ceux qui souhaitent de profiter de cette science: avec no. 42 petits
themes, ou basses pour des sonnates en tous les tons: entremêlés de petites périodes de
tablature ...
“À Milan chez Les Freres Pirola imprimeurs vis-à-vis le grand theatre MDCCXCVII.” [Milan,1797.] [Autograph?]
Manuscript, ink on paper, in French. Folio (22.5 x 33cm) [24] pages, very good in contemporary plain card wrapper, front
cover with contemporary title in ink “Teoria Armonica,” some negligible wear to extremities.

This manuscript in French offering a treatise on harmony in music with rules for composition was written
c.1797 by the composer and music master Tommaso Gilardoni of Milan. We have not been able to trace any
record of this work having been published in any language, though this manuscript seems to be a fair copy
made up for publication in Milan by the Tipografia Pirola: “Les Freres Pirola imprimeurs vis-à-vis le grand
theatre MDCCXCVII.” It bears a dedication dated Milan 1797 addressed to “citoyen Alexandre Lalance Chef
de Brigade Commandant en Chef l’Artillerie Cisalpine.” Following a section addressed “aux lecteurs” is an
introduction, with the subsequent work then arranged in three parts: “la premiere partie comprend les
éclaircissements des élements, avec les quels se forme l’harmonie, démontrés par des exemples variés et
concis. La seconde partie roule sur différent discours à l’égard des consonances et dissonances, d’où elles
viennent; qu’est ce que le ton, la situation, ou la nature de tous les tons diatoniques. La troisième et derniere
partie régarde tout-à-fait la musique; savoir les trois positions de la main pour accompagner, la situation de
tous les doigts, les échelles en tous les tons, ses themes, ou basses avec les regles générales et particulieres ...”
Gilardoni seems to have composed the music for an Italian staging of Rousseau’s Pygmalion, the text having
been printed as Pigmalione scena lirica nuova traduzione in versi del Sig. Siro Comi pavese. Posta in musica per la prima
volta dal celebre maestro Sig.Tommaso Gilardoni milanese. E rappresentato per la prima volta in Pavia nell’estate del 1799
(Milan, 1799).
£2500

GEORGIAN MUSICAL BUFFOONERY

Rare Books

51. HOWARD, Henry. A tragicomical
dialogue between my Lord Skaggs and his
broomstick.
London printed for John Ryall, at Hogarth’s Head, in
Fleet Street. [1752]. Engraved song sheet. Folio (sheet
20 x 31.5cm; platemark 17.2 x 28.4cm) text engraved,
with mezzotint portrait medallion at head of sheet with
accompanying engraved illustrations, a good impression
in very good condition with generous margins.
An excellent example of this scarce comic song
sheet bearing verses by Henry Howard satirising
the musician Matthew Skeggs (d.1773). At the
head of the sheet is a fine mezzotint medallion
portrait of Skeggs framed by engravings of a
dancing pig, broomstick and brass horn. Skeggs,
sometime keeper of a public house in St. Albans
Street, is remembered for his enthusiastic
participation in burlesque entertainments and
musical buffoonery at the Haymarket and
elsewhere, his best-known comic performance
involving his “playing” a broom stick while
providing the notes by vocal accompaniment. BM
Satires 3190.
£650

MADAME BANTI IN SINGULAR STAGING OF AMATEUR’S OPERA

52. [EDGCUMBE, Richard.] Zenobia. A musical drama, in two acts. Represented at the King’s
Theatre in the Haymarket, the 22d of May, 1800, for the benefit of Madame Banti. The poetry
altered from Metastasio and tranaslated [sic] into English verse ...
London, printed by C. Nicolini. 1800. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 21cm) 67, [1]pp., in English and Italian on facing
pages, a very good copy, stab-sewn in the original blue paper wrapper, light wear to extremities.

An excellent copy in the original paper wrapper of this rare
libretto for the opera Zenobia by Richard Edgcumbe, second
earl of Mount Edgcumbe (1764-1839), noteworthy as one of
a small number of operas composed by an Englishman
during the Georgian era. This staging at the King’s Theatre
on 22 May 1800 seems to have been the only performance,
the principal female role, “Zenobia, daughter of Mithridates,
King of Armenia,” being taken by the leading soprano
Brigida Banti (1757-1806), for whom it was written.
Edgcumbe, when not engaged with his duties as MP for
Fowey (1786-1795) and lord lieutenant of Cornwall, was a
prominent amateur actor and musician, remembered in
particular for his writings on opera in Musical reminiscences of
an old amateur (London, 1824).

No copy recorded in ESTC. OCLC locates 1 copy (Library
of Congress). Copac locates 1 copy (Royal Holloway,
University of London).
£750
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ROBINSONADE OPERA INSPIRED BY PACIFIC EXPLORATION

53. [DE LA CHABEAUSSIÈRE, Ange-Étienne-Xavier
Poisson.] Azemia, ou Les sauvages, comédie, en trois
actes et en prose, mélée d’ariettes. Représentée à
Fontainebleau, devant leurs Majestés, le 17 Octobre
1786, & à Paris, le Mai 1787.
A Paris, chez Brunet. 1788. 8vo (14 x 22cm) 39, [1]pp., title-page
with some light dust marking, final leaf with a few negligible stains,
a large copy with uncut edges, stab-sewn & unbound as issued.

This libretto for the comic opera Azemia by Nicolas-Marie
Dalayrac (1753-1809) was the work of Ange-Étienne-Xavier
Poisson de la Chabeaussière (1752-1820). First performed in
Fontainebleau in 1786, the narrative of this operatic
Robinsonade centres on a young English woman, Azemia,
who lives with her father on an inhospitable island. Following
various adventures she marries a young man named Prosper,
the wedding being celebrated with a grand ceremonial dance
by the “sauvages” resident on the isle. The island setting was
most probably inspired by French popular interest in the
voyage around the world headed by the French explorer
Jean-François Galaup, comte de Lapérouse (1741-1788?)
that set out in 1785. This is one of at least two editions
printed in 1788 bearing the Parisian imprint of Brunet.
£450

“THE WELCH FEMALE HERCULES”

54. [STRONG WOMAN.] ... Just arrived in Liverpool,
and now exhibiting at the Large Room, Friendship
Tavern ... the celebrated strong woman, the Welch
female Hercules. Mrs Laugharne ... purposes
exhibiting a variety of of her astonishing feats of
strength and agility ...
[Liverpool.] W. Bethell, printer. [1819.] Handbill (12 x 24.5cm)
tipped on to sheet of contemporaneous album paper, small ink note
penned at foot “Dec the 22nd 1819”, very good.

Performances by a strong woman named “Mrs Laugharne” in
Liverpool in 1819 are advertised by this handbill. Heralded as
“the Welch female Hercules” the text here describes “a variety
of her astonishing feats”: “she will bear on different parts of
her body, twenty weights, of 56 lbs. each, equal to 1120 lbs.
weight, and disengage herself from them without any
assistance ... She will prove the astonishing strength she
possesses by carrying an hogshead of water, also an anvil of
two hundred and a half, as much as three men can draw up
with double pullies; on which they will beat with two sledge
hammers, at the same time she supports it on her stomach ...
She will take up a chair by the hind rail with her teeth, and
throw it over her head 20 feet distant from her body ...”
£450

Rare Books

SEASIDE HOLIDAYS POPULARISED BY GEORGE III

55. [DELAMOTTE, Peter.] The Weymouth guide: exhibiting the ancient and present state
of Weymouth and Melcombe Regis; with a description of Milton Abbey, Sherborne
Castle, Lulworth Castle and every other place, worthy the attention of strangers ...
Weymouth, printed for the editor. Sold at the Library in St. Thomas’s Street ... [1789.] Second edition, “enlarged
and corrected.” 8vo (13.5 x 21cm) 112pp., with aquatint frontispiece & folding engraved plate, a very good copy, as
issued in contemporary marbled wrapper, engraved armorial bookplate (“LordWalsingham”) light wear to extremities.

An excellent copy of this rare tourist guide to the Georgian seaside resort of Weymouth in Dorset and
surrounding area. The production of this second edition by the editor Peter Delamotte, bookseller and
operator of a circulating library, with enlarged text and the addition of an aquatint view of “Wemouth
Bay” and engraved plan of “Weymouth Castle”, must have been precipitated by the arrival of George III
(1738-1820) in the town. This visit in June 1789 was the first of several that the king made to
Weymouth for recuperation, in particular sea bathing. This guide is of particular significance for the
history of the emergence of the British seaside holiday in the late Georgian period, with much detailed
description of the facilities on offer at Weymouth, serving as a prototype for other British resorts:
“publick rooms for balls and assemblies ... the Library ... toy shop ... ladies boarding school ... hot and
cold baths ... bathing machines ... public walks ... pleasant excursions on horseback or in carriages ...
inns and taverns ... boarding house ... rates of chairmen ...” Amongst the descriptions of surrounding
sites of interest is included a detailed guide to Lulworth Castle with information concerning
noteworthy paintings, furniture and decoration arranged by room.
ESTC lists 4 copies only (British Library; St. John’s College Cambridge; Getty Center; NewYork Public
Library).
£950
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GEORGIAN HASTINGS & SUSSEX COASTLINE IN WATERCOLOUR

Rare Books

56. [BISSE, Thomas.] [Volume of watercolours depicting views in Hastings and
surrounding coastal areas of East Sussex.]
[Hastings & surrounds? c.1800.] Book containing 27 drawings (all in watercolour, excepting 1 in crayon) on card
& paper (sheets ranging from approx. 20 x 14cm to approx. 27 x 19cm ) tipped on to backing sheets, 12 of the
watercolours varnished contemporaneously for effect (a few of these with some minor yellowing), the majority in
landscape format, title-page with contemporary ink title “Hastings” with small pasted-in oval vignette en grisaille,
backing sheets with ink captions & numbers (running from no.79 & no. 114, presumably a few of the watercolour
sheets now lost), contemporary marbled card covers, front cover with modern label penned with ink note concerning
provenance, light wear to extremities, very good.

A fine volume of watercolour views depicting Hastings and surrounding coastlines and countryside in
East Sussex drawn c.1800 by Rev. Thomas Bisse (c.1754-1828) of Portnall Park in Virginia Water to
the east of London. Educated at Wadham College Oxford, as an artist Bisse seems to have been a
gentleman amateur, from c.1785 to c.1805 compiling several volumes of drawings and sketches of a
topographical nature, of which the present volume titled “Hastings” is one. Included amongst the
watercolours here are sketches of buildings along the Sussex coast, scenes of fishermen and their boats
at Hastings, and picturesque views, several including Pevensey Castle and Beachy Head.

A small watercolour vignette en grisaille depicts a bathing machine amidst the waves. Titles of the
watercolours include: “Nockholt Beaches ... Fairlight Down ... Lovers seat at de Govers Hastings ...
Shepherd House ... A spring in the rocks ... Hastings from under the Nore Rock ... Rock under the
castle ... In the rocks toward Bohemia Farm ... Interior of the castle ... from the castle ... Bo Peep ...
approach to Bo Peep ... From Bexhill ... Beachey Head as seen from Bexhill ... Outide of Pevensey
Castle ... Pevensey Castle ... at the foot of Beachey Head ... A swell ... Storm coming in ... Hastings
fishing boats going out ... Coming in ... A reposo ... Hastings boats ...”

Provenance: an ink note penned on a label on the front cover reads: “The Bisse Collection Portnall Park
1785-1805 passed down to the De Salis family who sold them to Mr S.A.Oliver Egham.”
£2750
VICTORIAN SAND PICTURES FROM THE ISLE OF WIGHT

57. DORE, Edwin. Norris Castle. [&] The Keep, Carisbrooke Castle.
Isle of Wight, 1848. 2 pictures in coloured sand with watercolour backgrounds, on identical cards (“de la Rue &
Co.”) framed by embossed borders (cards 15 x 11.2cm, both images 11 x 7cm, with “Norris Castle” in landscape &
“The Keep” in portrait) each titled & signed in ink at foot “Drawn with Alum Bay sand ... By Ed. Dore Newport I of
W 1848,” old album paper adhesions to blank versos, both in very good condition.
During the 1840s the creation of
sand pictures became popular on the
Isle of Wight. Achieved entirely with
coloured sands fixed to a card
backing, these small pictures
displaying views on the island and
architectural sights of interest were
sold as curiosities to tourists. One of
the leading artists in this unusual
Victorian medium was Edwin Dore
of Arreton, the creator of the two
scenes offered here, one depicting
“Norris Castle”, the other “The
Keep, Carisbrooke Castle,” both
bearing his ink inscriptions dated
1848.
£450
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MANCHESTER ROYAL SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

58. [WARD, John.] [Five notebooks recording medical studies at the Manchester Royal
School of Medicine and Surgery.]
[Manchester, c.1860?-c.1864?] 5 manuscript notebooks completed in manuscript, ink on paper. All 8vo (each approx. 11
x 18cm) approx. [750] pages in total, in English, ink notes and several pasted-in contemporary printed cuttings on
pastedowns, a few small marginal tears, occasional negligible stains or dust marks, legible throughout, in contemporary
cloth and leather bindings, worn with extremities rubbed, one volume cocked, 3 spines with some losses at extremities but
bindings remaining sound.

Recording a course of mid-Victorian medical study at the Manchester Royal School of Medicine, these 5
notebooks were penned by a student named John Ward, attending between approximately 1860 -1864.
Founded in 1824, the institution was taken over in 1872 by Owens College, which later itself became a part
of the University of Manchester. A volume concerning “general diseases” includes notes on “The principles
and practice of Medicine” taught by “Dr. Browne” beginning “Oct. 3rd 1861”, including a section on
“Diseases of the mind (insanity)”, with an additional volume recording “Special diseases.” Notes on
“midwifery” taught by “Mr Greaves” from “May 5th 1862” are found together with a record of lectures on
the relatively new field of “Forensic medicine” given by “Prof. Harrison” in the same term. A volume
containing notes on “Clinical surgical lectures” begun “Oct. 30 1860” records classes taught by several
different teachers, including George Southam (1815-1876).
£1750
EDINBURGH LECTURES ON CHEMISTRY & EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY

59. DEUCHAR, John. Lectures on chemistry, and experimental philosophy ...
[Edinburgh, 1830.] Two printed cards (both approx. 11 x 7.5cm) I. [Card advertising “Lectures on chemistry and
experimental philosophy ...”] letterpress, very good. II. [Admittance card for “Mr. Steele; presented by John Deuchar ...”
completed in ink in Deuchar’s hand, date in manuscript 2 December 1830] engraved, old central fold.
Two printed cards: an advertising card and an admission
ticket for a class of “Lectures on chemistry, and
experimental philosophy ...” given in Edinburgh in 1830 by
John Deuchar, private lecturer in chemistry and member of
the Wernerian Natural History Society: “ladies’ and
gentlemen’s class ... each class will be comprised in about 30
lectures, which will be illustrated by nearly one thousand
experiments, and by the whole of the extensive chemical
apparatus and mineralogical specimens formerly employed
by Mr Deuchar in the Glasgow Institution ...”
£250

Rare Books

QUACK DOCTOR’S COUGH CURES PRESENTED IN RED MOROCCO

60. BRODUM, William. A medical essay on the nature, cause and cure of coughs.
London, printed for the author, 21 Great Coram Street, Brunswick Square; and published by Sherwood, Neely, and Jones
... 1814. First edition. 12mo (10.5 x 17cm) xxiii, [1], 92, [2]pp., with stipple-engraved portrait frontispiece, half-title
and final errata leaf, offsetting to title-page from frontispiece, flyleaf with contemporary authorial autograph presentation
inscription in ink: “... to his learned friend Professor Münster”, a fine copy in contemporary red morocco, boards bordered
in gilt with gilt lozenge design, flat spine gilt-titled & decorated with urn tool, turquoise pastedowns, all edges gilt.

A fine copy in gilt-tooled red morocco of the first edition
of this rare “medical essay on the nature, cause and cure of
coughs” by the quack doctor William Brodum (fl.
1767-1824). Born in Copenhagen to Jewish parents, most
probably as Issachar Cohen, he moved to London, adopting
the name Brodum and styling himself as a citizen of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz in Northern Germany. In the 1780s
he became established as a vendor of patent medicines, in
1791 obtaining a medical doctorate from Marischal
College in Aberdeen. In A guide to old age ... (London,
1795), Brodum recommended the two preparations on
which his wealth was founded: his “nervous cordial” and his
“botanical syrup”. This treatise on coughs, dedicated to the
Prince Regent, is an attempt at a more serious medical
work, with Brodum desiring “to render his personal studies
subservient to the benefit of the community.” He cites the
opinions of numerous authorities including Morgnani,
Boerhaave, Sydenham and Willis, while adding
observations on diet and regimen drawn from his own
experience. The flyleaf bears a presentation inscription
penned by Brodum “to his learned friend Professor
Münster.” The frontispiece displays a stipple-engraved
portrait medallion depicting Brodum.
Wellcome II, 244. Not in British Library.

£950
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ARSENIC & OTHER POISONS: LECTURES IN MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE

61. TAYLOR, Alfred Swaine. Guy’s Hospital. Syllabus of a course of lectures on medical
jurisprudence, annually delivered in the medical theatre of the institution ...
[Printed by Morris & Co. Ludgate Street, London.] [1832?] 4to (19 x 23cm) [4]pp., drop-head title, on bifolium, 2 copies,
each with annotations in Taylor’s hand in ink recording lecture dates over the course of 2 different years (1832-34) &
related details, occasional dust marking & a few small marginal tears, old folds, unbound as issued. [TOGETHER WITH]

TAYLOR, Alfred Swaine. Guy’s Hospital. Syllabus of a course of lectures on medical
jurisprudence, annually delivered in the medical theatre of the institution ...
[London.][Deacon, printer and stationer, 7, George Yard, Lombard Street.] [1834?] Folio (23 x 36,5cm) [4]pp.,
drop-head title, on bifolium, 5 copies, each with annotations in Taylor’s hand in ink recording lecture dates over the course
of 3 different years (1834-37) & related details, occasional dust marking & a few small marginal tears, old folds, unbound
as issued. [TOGETHER WITH]

TAYLOR, Alfred Swaine. Guy’s Hospital. Outlines of a course of lectures on medical
jurisprudence ...
[London.] [J. Deacon, printer and stationer, 7, George Yard, Lombard Street.] [1838?] Folio (23.5 x 38.5cm) [4]pp.,
drop-head title, on bifolium, 12 copies, each with annotations in Taylor’s hand in ink recording lecture dates over the course
of 12 different years (1838-49) & related details, occasional dust marking & a few small marginal tears, final copy with
anntations for 1849 frayed and torn at margin, old folds, unbound as issued.
The autograph ink annotations on these 19 copies of the printed syllabus of a pioneering course in medical
jurisprudence taught in London at Guy’s Hospital by Alfred Swaine Taylor (1806-1880) served as Taylor’s own
retained record of the different dates on which he lectured between 1832 and 1849. In 1831 Taylor was
appointed to the newly-created post of lecturer in medical jurisprudence at Guy’s. He became the foremost
authority in the field, publishing Elements of medical jurisprudence (London, 1836), his knowledge of toxicology
leading to his consultation as an expert in many notable Victorian poisoning trials. In three different settings,
running from quarto to folio as the course expanded, these rare syllabus summaries offer an overview of the
subject matter covered in Taylor’s lectures: “asphyxia ... apparent death ... real death ... violent death ...
drowning ... hanging ... strangulation ... suffocation ... aerial poisons ... smothering ... lightning ... cold ...
starvation ... fire ... spontaneous or human combustion ... wounds ... poisoning ... irritant poisons ... arsenic
... mercury ... lead ... copper ... antimony ... narcotic poisons ... impotence ... pregnancy ... paternity ...
personal identity ... insanity ... law of evidence ... contagion ... plague ... cholera ... quarantine ...”
None of these 3 variants are listed in OCLC.

£1450

Rare Books

NOTEBOOKS OF PIONEER IN MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE

62. TAYLOR, Alfred Swaine. Notes on medical jurisprudence.
[London, 1831- c.1843.] 2 volumes. Autograph manuscripts, ink on paper. 8vo (1: 12 x 19cm; 2: 14 x 20.5)
[32, index], 333 pages; [48, index] pages, 51 leaves, 374 pages, vol. 1 in leather-backed marbled boards,
rubbed with wear to extremities but sound , vol. 2 in sturdy full vellum, marbled pastedowns, clasp gone, both
with spines titled & numbered in ink, very good.

These two substantial manuscript volumes compiled between 1831 and c.1843 contain autograph
“notes on medical jurisprudence” penned by Alfred Swaine Taylor (1806-1880). In 1831 Taylor was
appointed to the newly-created post of lecturer in medical jurisprudence at Guy’s Hospital in
London, holding the position until 1877. He became the foremost authority in the field, publishing
Elements of medical jurisprudence (London, 1836), his knowledge of toxicology leading to his
consultation as an expert in many notable Victorian poisoning trials. From 1832 he also held the
chair of chemisty at Guy’s, jointly with Arthur Aikin (1773-1854) until 1851, afterwards holding it
alone until 1870. These notebooks date from a period during which Taylor was developing his
syllabus at Guy’s, his combined competence in both medical and chemical matters underpinning his
preeminence as a medical jurist. Included here are notes drawn from his own medical practice: “Oct
3rd 1832 called to examine the body of a girl aetat 15 suspected to have died of poison. The girl was
a servant at an eating house in the neighbourhood of Golden Square ...” Also included are occasional
notes drawn from medical publications: “Statistics of poisoning in France ...” The headings under
which notes are arranged here include many of the areas in which he was lecturing at Guy’s:
“Suspected poisoning ... Poisoning by ammonia ... Poisoning by opium ... Poisoning by S[ulphuri]c
acid ... Feigned diseases ... Infanticide ... Death by lightning ... Wounds ... Contagion of cholera ...
Poisoning by arsenic ... Suicide ... Insanity ... Organic chemistry ... Poisoning by poppies ...
Poisoning datura ... Suffocation ... Strangulation.”
£3500
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MANUSCRIPT TRAVEL JOURNAL: FROM NAPLES TO MILAN

63. TAYLOR, Alfred Swaine. Notes of a journey &c.
[France, Italy and Switzerland.] [1828-1829.] Autograph manuscript, ink on paper. 8vo (11 x 17.5cm) [122] pages,
penned in English, several small ink drawings in the text, flyleaf with ink notes & Taylor’s signature, contemporary plain
soft leather binding [roan?] front joint starting but firmly attached, light wear to extremities.

This manuscript journal records observations and notes on a journey made in 1828 and 1829 through
France and Italy by a young Alfred Swaine Taylor (1806-1880). In 1831 Taylor was appointed to the
newly-created post of lecturer in medical jurisprudence at Guy’s Hospital in London, holding the position
until 1877. He became the foremost authority in the field, publishing Elements of medical jurisprudence
(London, 1836), his knowledge of toxicology leading to his consultation as an expert in many notable
Victorian poisoning trials. Before charting a course to preeminence as a medical jurist Taylor spent around
eighteen months travelling, primarily in Italy. Arriving on the coast of France 13 May 1828 he passed
through Dieppe, Abbeville and Rouen before reaching Paris, taking the opportunity for some medical
study: “commenced my studies at the Ecole Pratique obtained admission to all the hospitals and 30
courses of lectures gratis on all branches of science connected with the medical profession – the surgeons
to the Hotel Dieu are Dupuytreu, Brechet and Sanson all excellent ...” Taylor squeezed in several other
medical interludes on the trip. After visiting Montpellier he travelled by sea to Naples, the majority of
this volume being occupied with a record of his journey north overland up the length of Italy, visiting
Rome, Florence, Pisa, Livorno, Genoa, Parma, Bologna, Ferrara, Venice, Verona and Milan before heading
on to Switzerland, the volume ending with Taylor at Bellinzona. He spent nine months in Naples during
which period two articles penned by him on physiology were published in the Giornale medico Napoletano.
“On the 24th March we made a journey to Mount Vesuvius in company with the surgeon of Ibrahim Pacha
and 3 Neapolitan gentlemen. At Revina a village about 6 miles from Naples we quitted the diligence and
provided ourselves with ciucci and guides ... the ascent being to this point very gradual without stopping
we continued our course to the foot of the cone accompanied by a gendarme to protect us. Here we left
the asses and commenced the ascent on foot it was so excessively steep ... so much exertion from the
looseness of the ashes that when I attempted to rest at the height of about 1000 feet I fainted ... we
entered the clouds and found it excessively cold ... all a sudden the crater with all its horrors burst on
our view – the rumbling of the earth beneath our feet like the discharge of 40 pieces of artillery – the
awful blazing of the volcanic fire in the smoke ...”
£2750

Rare Books

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE - PUBLICATION OF INFLUENTIAL MANUAL

64. TAYLOR, Alfred Swaine. [Correspondence and documents concerning the
publication of Elements of medical jurisprudence, and other titles.]
[London & Philadephia.] [c.1834-c.1880.] Manuscripts, ink on paper. 29 items, including letters from
publishers, memoranda of agreement, quotations from printers, account sheets & related documents. (8vo, 4to &
folio) the majority single sheets or bifolia, old folds,a few negligible marginal tears, very good.

The letters from publishers and other manuscript documentation offered here were sent to the
medical jurist Alfred Swaine Taylor (1806-1880). Amongst the 29 items are memoranda concerning
publishing agreements and records detailing the number of copies printed, sold and distributed of his
influential books including the Elements of medical jurisprudence (London, 1836) published by John
Deacon of 7 George Yard, Lombard Street, and the expanded second edition published as A manual
of medical jurisprudence (London, 1844) by John Churchill. A bundle of letters, 1872-1880, to Taylor
from his American publisher Henry C. Lea of Philadelphia are present, together with two account
sheets recording the distribution and sales of copies of Taylor’s pioneering work on photography On
the art of photogenic drawing (London, 1840).
£1250
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EIGHTEENTH CENTURY METEOROLOGICAL READINGS

65. [METEOROLOGY.] A meteorological diary commencing March 1st 1786.
[Norfolk? 1786-1791.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Tall folio (16.5 x 41cm) [133] pages, two leaves frayed at edges
not affecting text, original vellum, front cover with manuscript ink note c.1900: “Record March 1 1786 to June 30
1791 of meteoroloical diary. A.E. Powell ...” contemporary vellum over card boards, vellum rubbed with some old stains,
extremities worn but binding sound.
A good example of an eighteenth century meterological record in manuscript, this volume runs from 1
March 1786 to 30 June 1791. In addition to temperature readings are found daily notes on barometric
pressure, wind direction and general weather observations. Rainfall is also recorded included July 1786,
with sporadic notes on meteorological or phenological matters of interest to the compiler: “Parching dry
weather with cold easterly wind, some fruit trees blighted ... much lightning at night ... leaves remain
on the trees in a very beautiful verdure ... great fall of leaves ... leaves almost off ... cuckoo heard ... 5
young swallows seen ... ”
A Norfolk provenance for this volume is probable. The name “A.E. Powell” penned on the front cover
c.1900 may link the book in some way to the Norfolk estate in Stratton Strawless of the noted naturalist
Robert Marsham (1708-1797), considered a pioneer in the field of phenology. Alfred Edward Powell is
recorded as sometime resident at The Beeches in Stratton Strawless. There are several notes in the
manuscript suggesting that the readings were being carried out at the behest of an “RB”, perhaps Robert
John Buxton (1753-1839) MP for Thetford, second cousin to Marsham.
£1250

PHRENOLOGICAL BROADSIDE SOLD IN DUBLIN

Rare Books

66. [PHRENOLOGY.] Phrenological Chart
... Phrenology is the science that treats of
mind, explains its various powers, points
out their harmony with each other, and
shows the relation that exists between
them and the external world ...
GeorgeYoung, Suffolk Street, Dublin. [Printed in Paisley
by] J. Neilson, printer. [c.1830.] Large folio (44.5 x
56cm) some marginal dustiness, light wear along old
folds.

This large format phrenological broadside was
printed c.1835, published by the bookseller
George Young of Suffolk Street, Dublin. The
phrenological heads at the top of the sheet are
keyed with numbers, the text below offering a
detailed description explaining the qualities of
feeling and intellect indicated by differences in
the shape of the various areas of the cranium.
Propagated by the German physician Franz Josef
Gall (1758-1828) and developed by Johann
Gaspar Spurzheim (1776-1832), phrenology
attracted pan-European popular interest in the
first half of the nineteenth century.
£450
APPRENTICE TO JERMYN STREET SURGEON & APOTHECARY

67. [MEDICINE.] [Apprenticeship indenture recording “that John James Grindley son of
James Grindley of Saint James Westminster merchant doth put himself apprentice [to]
Ogden Eustace of Jermyn Street Saint James surgeon and apothecary and also citizen and
carpenter of London, to learn his art ...”]
London, 2 May 1769. Printed apprenticeship indenture, single sheet of vellum (approx. 20 x 14cm) printed form
completed in manuscript, woodcut arms at head, small red wax seal, contemporary impressed beige paper tax stamp, old
folds, very good.

This printed apprenticeship indenture on
vellum records Ogden Eustace, surgeon
and apothecary of Jermyn Street in
London, taking as an apprentice for
seven years “John James Grindley son of
James Grindley of Saint James
Westmister merchant.” Dated 2 May
1769, the form details stipulations
including that Grindley “shall neither buy
nor sell without his masters licence:
taverns, inns, alehouses he shall not
haunt: at cards, dice, tables, or any other
unlawful game he shall not play ...” This
printed form must have been issued by
the Worshipful Company of Carpenters,
of which Ogden Eustace was a
liveryman, as the printed arms of the
company are found at the head of the
form.
£350
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SUGAR & SPICE
FOR GEORGE II’S HOUSEHOLD

68. [KENSINGTON PALACE.] Anno
xxvii R[eg]ni R[egi]s Georgii Sec[und]i
1753 Veneris vi Die Julii 1753 Pro Regal
Fam Apud Kensington Dispens’s ...
[London, July 1753.] Manuscript, ink on single
sheet of vellum (approx. 21 x 96cm) penned on both
sides in Latin & English, rolled as a scroll, very good.

This vellum scroll records the quantities of
sugar, spices, dried fuits, biscuits and candles
dispensed on a daily basis within Kensington
Palace for the family of King George II
(1683-1760) for twelve days running from 6
July to 17 July 1753. Two different types of
candle wax are recorded (“cerae albae” and
“cerae flavae”) together with cloves, mace,
nutmeg, cinnamon, refined sugar, powdered
sugar, dates, biscuits and lemons. Presumably
scrolls of this kind were drawn up for the
purposes of keeping a detailed store account
of quantities of these valuable commodities.
During the reign of George II fresh candles
were lit each day in Kensington Palace.
£650
“IN THE MASCAREN ISLANDS ...
IT IS CALLED TAGUA PLANT”

69. [NATURAL HISTORY.] Vegetable
ivory or nuts of the Ivory plant.
[London.] R. Boyd, printer, Upper Street, Islington.
[c.1847.] Handbill. 4to (17 x 19cm) printed text
framed by typographic border, very good.

This handbill offers a description of the “Ivory
plant” Phytelephas macrocarpa, a type of palm
cultivated for the vegetable ivory that can be
obtained from its nut: “this extraordinary
nut, from the solidity it acquires at a certain
age, is rendered an object of peculiar interest
and astonishment to those who contemplate
the wonderful economy of the vegetable
world ... The learned Dr. Lindley classes the
tree among the family of palms; and it is
common in the Mascaren Islands, where it is
called Tagua plant ...The Indians cover their
cottages with the largest leaves; and the
English manufacture all kinds of fancy articles
in the nut, which in colour supersedes the
Elephant ivory ...”
£250

Rare Books

COOKERY RECIPES FROM THE AUSTRIAN TIROL

70. [COOKERY.] Dißes Koch buch angehörig Maria Justina Langgenhaydterin ... Anno 1732.
[Tirol, Austria, 1732.] Manuscript, ink on paper. 4to (15.5 x 19cm) [204] pages, wormtrack at upper margin of approx.
initial third of volume (touching letters in places but sense of text recoverable), contemporary green vellum-backed red
paper-covered boards, 3 of 4 sheepskin ties remaining, edges of boards worn in places, tip of upper corner of rear board gone,
binding rubbed with wear to extremities but sound.

A substantial manuscript volume of cookery recipes from the Alpine region of the Austrian Tirol, the title-page
of this volume was bears the name “Maria Justina Langgenhaydterin” and is dated “1732”. It contains over one
hundred and ninety recipes, penned in two hands, presumably mother and daughter, in what must have been a
relatively prosperous household on account of the variety and quality of ingredients employed. Among the
recipes listed are many for Austrian desserts, puddings, breads and cakes, and preserves including doughnuts
(“kierkel”), biscuit cake “Guede biscoten dorten”, almond cake (“mandl dorten”) and Carmelite cake
(“Carmeliter dortau”), lemon loaf, redcurrant jam, preserved plums and stuffed apples. Many of the pies and
breads feature almonds as an ingredient. Savoury treats include dumplings in broth (“Maultaschen”) and crayfish
strudl (“Krebsen Strudl”).
£1250
RECIPES FOR EIGHTEENTH CENTURY AUSTRIAN CAKES

71. [COOKERY.] Koch Büchl der Johanna Sunsbüchlerin
gehörig Waydhoffen an der Ybbs Anno 1796.
[Waidhofen an der Ybbs, Austria, 1796.] Manuscript, ink on paper. 4to (17 x
19cm) 92 pages, small marginal stain not affecting legibility, contemporary
printed patterned paper wrapper, front cover with original papel label titled in
manuscript, some light dust marking and wear to extremities.

This manuscript cookery book contains one hundred and four numbered
recipes, the original paper label on the front cover recording that it was
compiled in 1796 by “Johanna Sunsbüchlerin” in Waidhofen an der Ybbs
in Lower Austria. Among the recipes listed are many for Austrian
desserts, puddings, breads and cakes, including almond cake (“Mandl
Koch”), Carmelite cake (“Karmeliter Tortau”), apricot cake (“Marilu
Tortau”) and marzipan cake (“Märzipan Torttau”). Various recipes for
different boiled dumplings (“Knödl”), ravioli (“Ravioll”) and soups
(“Suppen”) are included, together with instructions for cooking meat
dishes, among them venison (“Wildbrät”) and French beef
(“Franzosiches Rindflaich”).
£650
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LAND IN COLONIAL VIRGINIA PURCHASED FROM THE CROWN

72. [VIRGINIA.] George
the Third ... To all to whom
these presents shall come
... know ye that ... for and
in consideration of the
sum of [fifty shillings] of
good and lawful money ...
paid to our Receiver
General of our revenues in
this our colony and
dominion of Virginia We
have given granted and
confirmed
...
unto
[Richard Witton one
certain tract or parcel of
land containing five
hundred and forty acres
lying and being in the
county of Lunenburgh on
the East or lower side of
Blackston’s Creek ...]
Williamsburg, 26 September 1764.
Printed certificate, engraved on
single sheet of vellum (32 x 38cm)
completed in manuscript, signed at
foot “Fran. Fauquier”, cloth tie
remaining attached at base of
document (seal gone), old folds,
some negligible dustmarking to
blank verso, very good.

A scarce example of an engraved certificate printed on vellum produced for the specific purpose of
recording purchases of land in Virginia from the British crown. Issued 26 September 1764 at
Williamsburg, the manuscript completions detail the purchase of “five hundred and forty acres lying and
being in the county of Lunenburgh” by Richard Witton. At the foot of the document is penned the
signature of Francis Fauqier (1703-1768) in his capacity as lieutenant governor of the colony.
London-born Fauquier is remembered as a fair administrator and cultured gentleman who developed a
close friendship with Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826). Richard Witton seems to have been one of the
coroners for Lunenburg county in the 1750s. In addition to the ownership of “all woods under woods
swamps marshes low grounds meadows feedings”, the purchase also included a “due share of all veins
mines and quarries as well discovered as not discovered ...”
The exact boundaries of the land purchased by Witton are outlined as: “one certain tract or parcel of land
containing five hundred and forty acres lying and being in the county of Lunenburgh on the east or lower
side of Blackston’s Creek and bounded as followeth to wit ... beginning Fruittys Corner hiccory on the
creek thence along his line south ... seventy three degrees east sixty four poles to a red oak south eighty
degrees east ... one hundred and sixteen poles to a small hiccory thence a new line south three three
hundred and twenty poles to a hiccory in Hatchers line thence along his line south forty five degrees west
eighty four poles to a pine thence a new line north eighty degrees west two hundred fifty four poles to a
dogwood on the creek thence down the same as it meanders to the first station ...”
£1750

TRADING TO NORTH AMERICA BEFORE REVOLUTIONARY WAR

Rare Books

73. [AMERICAN TRADE.] The
Committee of British Merchants
trading to North America previous
to the American War, submit, on
behalf of themselves and the
numerous body they represent, the
following statement of facts relating
to their unfortunate situation ...
[London.] Printed by J. Barfield,Wardour-Street,
for H.T. Hodgson, Wimpole-Street. [c.1802]
Folio (24.5 x 39cm) 3, [1]pp., drop-head title,
verso of second leaf of bifolium with printed
docket title: “A statement of facts, by the
Committee of British Merchants trading to
North America, before the war”, unbound as
issued, second leaf with a few small tears along
old folds touching a few letters but not affecting
sense of text. [TOGETHER WITH]

The case of the British merchants trading to America before the American War, whose
claims have been adjudged good by the commissioners appointed by the act of the 43d
year of his present majesty ...
[London, printed by B. McMillan, Bow Street, Covent Garden.] [1811?] 4to (20.5 x 25cm) 11, [1]pp., drop-head
title, verso of final leaf with printed docket title, old folds, unbound & stitched as issued, old folds, very good.
[TOGETHER WITH]

Appendix to the case of the British merchants trading to America before the American
War, &c.
[London, printed by B. McMillan, Bow Street, Covent Garden.] [1811?] 4to (20.5 x 25cm) 13, [3]pp., drop-head
title, verso of final leaf with printed docket title, old folds, unbound & stitched as issued, old folds, very good.
[TOGETHER WITH]

Case of the British American claimants.
[London, printed by B. McMillan, Bow Street, Covent Garden.] [1811?] Folio (20 x 32cm) 3, [1]pp., drop-head title,
verso of second leaf of bifolium with printed docket title, old folds, unbound as issued, a few negligible marginal tears
not affecting text, very good. [TOGETHER WITH]

Order of the commissioners appointed by act of Parliament, under the convention with
the United States of America.
[London.] Printed for T. Reynolds and Son, 137 Oxford Street. [1811?] Folio (15 x 28cm) 2pp., single sheet printed
on both sides, unbound as issued, old folds, light wear, very good.

This group of 5 rare printed items dated between 1802 and 1811 contain much information on the
processing of a long-running claim by a group of British merchants for compensation for losses after the
American War of Independence: “The claim of the petitioners, is not for losses by war, but for losses
occasioned – by the violation, on the part of America, of the Treaty of Paris concluded in 1783; by her
subsequent violation of the Treaty of Amity concluded in 1794; and by the convention between his majesty
and the United States in 1802. Before the American War, in the year 1776, the relations between Great
Britain and her American Colonies, were those of fellow-subjects; and when the war commenced,
immense sums were due from the colonists, to British subjects residing in Great Britain, and to such loyal
subjects of Great Britain residing in America, as took part with the mother country, in the contest which
ensued. The present claimants, consist of both these descriptions of British subjects ...” The commission
appointed to assess the historic claims from British merchants completed adjudication in 1811.
Of these 5 items, OCLC lists 1 copy only of II & III (both Duke University), the others being untraced.

£2500
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TOBACCO MERCHANT IN DISPUTE OVER VIRGINIA ESTATE MANAGEMENT

74. [AMERICAN TRADE.] Mr Richard Hanson’s Case.
[London?, c.1801.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (34.5 x 42cm) [3], [1, blank] pages penned on rectos of single uncut
leaves, manuscript docket title to verso of final leaf, old folds, very good. [TOGETHER WITH]

[W.R. Lidderdale Esq. to Messrs. Jacob & Adam Huntsman: conveyance of two lots of land
in the county of Charlotte, Virginia.] London, 9 March 1784 (with affidavits dated 10 March 1784).
Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (approx. 24.5 x 39cm) [6] pages penned over 6 leaves, (last two leaves blank save for
docket title ), two leaves with repairs at foot with loss of a few words, blank verso of final leaf dusty, old folds.
[TOGETHER WITH]

[Power of attorney: “Robertson Lidderdale of Castlemilk in ... Scotland” appointing
“Richard Hanson Esquire of Petersburgh in the state of Virginia” his “true and lawful
attorney ... in the state of Virginia or elsewhere in the United States of America. 4 January 1787.
Manuscript, ink on paper. Oblong folio. Single sheet (50 x 39cm) [2] pages, verso with red wax seal & signatures of
Lidderdale & witnesses, imperceptible repairs along old folds, very good. [TOGETHER WITH] [Bill of exchange
signed by Richard Hanson] “Virginia, Petersburg 3d. May 1801.” Single sheet (20.5 x 11cm) printed (with
imprint “Printed by William Young, No. 52 South Second Street, Philadephia”) with manuscript completions, old folds.
[TOGETHER WITH] [Mr Richard Hanson in account currant with Robert Kennan]. Petersburg,
Virginia, 9 July 1802. Manuscript, ink on paper. 4to [3]pages on bifolium, old folds. [TOGETHER WITH] Copy
certificate Wm. Marshall Clerk of the courts of the United States in and for the Virginia
district ... 12 January 1803 [concerning claims of Richard Hanson]. [Certified a true copy in
Baltimore 19 January 1803.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio [2] pages on bifolium, old folds, very good. [TOGETHER
WITH] [3 documents concerning Hanson’s claim as judged by the Office of the
commissioners appointed by act of Parliament under the convention with the United States
of America]. 4to & Folio [3]p in total, old folds, very good.

This group of documents concerns a claim for compensation made by Richard Hanson of Petersburg,
Virginia, against William Robertson Lidderdale (d.1814) of Castlemilk, Dumfries, Scotland. From 1784 to
1801 Hanson seems to have been acting in Virginia as agent for Lidderdale, claiming “the sum of £3370. 2.
5. to be due to him on the balance of the account left herewith for salary as pr. agreement money paid for
the s.d Wm. Robertson Lidderdale & commission on monies rec[eive]d by Mr Hanson for Mr. W. R.
Lidderdale ...” A manuscript titled “Mr Richard Hanson’s case” traces the history of his relationship with
Lidderdale and is accompanied by various documents relating to Hanson or Liddedale dating between 1784
and 1811. Hanson, a prominent tobacco merchant, was on the Loyalist side during the American War of
Independence, returning to Virginia in 1784. Lidderdale had inherited various concerns in Virginia from his
father, including interests in the tobacco trade, which Hanson undertook to manage on his behalf.
£1750

Rare Books

REPORT ON PROGRESS OF ABOLITIONIST CAUSE

75. [ABOLITION.] London, 28th July, 1789. At a committee of the Society, instituted in
1787, for the purpose of effecting the abolition of the Slave Trade.
[London, 1789.] Printed leaflet. Folio (20 x 31.5cm) [3], [1, blank]pp. on bifolium, drop-head title, old folds,
unbound as issued, very good.

A rare example of an early report on the progress of the abolitionist cause, this printed leaflet was
produced in July 1789 as an annual update on the activities of the Society for Effecting the Abolition of
the Slave Trade, founded 1787. Signed off by the chairman Granville Sharp (1735-1813), the text notes
the influence of speeches made in the House of Commons in support of abolition and an ongoing inquiry
by the Committee of the Privy Council: “the information it produced has been printed for the use of the
members of both houses of Parliament. It exhibits, in a large folio volume, the examination of a great
number of witnesses ... The cruel treatment of the slaves is too flagrant to be be concealed under any
description of testimony ...” Details of the publication of a tract by Thomas Clarkson (1760-1846) are
noted, together with comments on the influence of the society abroad: “We continue to receive from
France accounts of the impression which had been made on that enlightened nation in favour of the
suffering negroes ...” Also discussed are the actions of planters in relation to the recently-published
Jamaica Report. Appended accounts include a list of more than twenty books published at the society’s
expense with costs noted.

ESTC lists 3 copies only (British Library; Durham Cathedral Library;Library of the Religious Society of
Friends). Reports for other years are similarly rare.
£750
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ST. KITTS PLANTATION ACCOUNTS

76. [ST. KITTS. ] Thomas Caines acco[un]t curr[en]t w[it]h the estate of J[oh]n
Lynch French.
[St. Kitts, 1799.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (20 x 33cm) [11]pages, blank verso of final leaf rubbed
and frayed at inner margin with a few small tears touching letters of docket title but sense of text
recoverable, a few small tears along old folds, unbound, stitched.

This manuscript records expenditure overseen by estate manager Thomas Caines relating to
the operation of the St. Kitts plantation of John Lynch French (d.1801) of Nottingham Place,
London. Penned in 1799 it lists payments made to different companies and individuals for a
wide variety of goods and services, including the purchase of timber, freight charges, paper
and quills, foodstuffs (including corn, rice, salt fish, rum), candles, “negroe cloathing”, various
carpentry jobs, lime for building, the “medical attendance of 123 negroes” and other services
provided by “Dr. Lawlor M.D.”, “parish tax ... on 126 slaves” and payments to Caines as
manager. A record of the annual births and deaths of slaves on the estate is also noted.
£1750

Rare Books

FINANCES OF ST. KITTS PLANTATION OWNER

77. [ST. KITTS.] [Bill of lading:] Shipped in good order and condition by [Maria Geagan]
in the good ship [Penelope Alexr. Ritchie] master, now at anchor in the road of Basseterre,
and bound for Port Glasgow ... [five] hogsheads muscovado sugar ... unto Messrs. George
& Robert Dennistoun & Co ...
[St. Christopher, 19 December 1804.] Printed bill of lading (22.5 x 12), completed in manuscript, old folds;
[TOGETHERWITH] 2 printed bills of exchange, completed in manuscript (both approx. 22.5 x 8.5cm): I. [To “Messrs.
George & Robert Dennistoun ... Glasgow”, signed by “Maria Geagan”, for £100 to “Mrs Parnell Seaton in London,” 24
October 1803. II. [To “Messrs. Buckwoods Daniel & Co merchants London”, signed “Henry Rawlins”, for £100 to “Mrs
Parnel Seaton,” 23 October 1805.] with imprint:“Printed by Thomas R. Howe, in St. Christopher.” [TOGETHERWITH]
BRYAN, William. [ALS to [Mrs Parnell Seaton] concerning financial matters arising from her interests on St.
Christopher island.] “St. Kitts 3d November 1803” (a copy resent from St. Kitt’s). Folio. [1 1/2 ] pages, old folds;
[TOGETHER WITH] [Paper envelope addressed in ink to “Mrs Parnel Seaton N. 36 Lambs Conduit Street Queens
Square London”].
These documents concern financial matters arising from the plantation interests on the Caribbean island
of St. Christopher of Mrs Parnel Seaton (d.1810), widow. A former resident of the island, she is recorded
on an envelope here as residing in London c.1800 at “36 Lambs Conduit Street Queens Square London.”
A printed bill of lading of 1803 for a shipment of Muscovado sugar from St. Kitts bound for Glasgow
bears the printed name of merchants “Messrs. George & Robert Dennistoun.” Of the two printed bills
of exchange here, one is noteworthy for bearing the imprint “Printed by Thomas R. Howe, in St.
Christopher” indicating that it was printed at Basseterre on the island. A letter of 1803 from William
Bryan in St. Kitts to Mrs. Parnel Seaton detailing various ongoing related transactions is included.
£450
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MEDAL PROMOTING ABOLITIONIST MESSAGE

78. [SLAVERY.] [Medal bearing Wedgwood’s design of
an enchained slave, with text:] Am I not a man and a
brother.
[London?, c.1790.] Medal, brass, signed “W.D[ixon].” (diameter 3.2cm)
obverse with design of kneeling slave and text beginning “Am I not a
man ...”, reverse with text beginning “Whatsoever ye would ...”, remains
of original gilt surface colour in places, very fine.

This medal in brass, manufactured c.1790, was issued to
promote the message of the Society for Effecting the Abolition
of the Slave Trade. Soon after the formation of the Society in
1787 a jasperware medallion was modelled by William
Hackwood (d.1836) at the behest of master potter Josiah
Wedgwood (1730-1795) depicting an enchained slave
accompanied by text “Am I not a man and a brother?” This
seminal image had been chosen as the emblem of the Society
and occupies the obverse of this medal, the reverse bearing the
text “Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you. Do ye
even so to them.” During the 1790s abolitionist designs were
incorporated into many everyday items such as tobacco tins,
fob seals, tokens and medals of this type, which were sold
presumably to raise funds for the abolitionist cause. Rare in
brass and in very fine condition. BHM 269.
£2250
SLAVE APPRENTICESHIP
ABOLISHED IN THE WEST INDIES

79. [SLAVERY.] [Medal bearing design of an
emancipated slave couple with infant, seated under a
palm tree, with text:] Liberty peace and industry.
[Birmingham?] 1838. Medal, white metal, signed “Davis Birm.”
(diameter 3.8cm) obverse with text beginning “To commemorate the
abolition of negro apprenticeship ...”, tiny spot on obverse, otherwise
extremely fine with original silver surface colour almost entirely intact.

Modelled by the Birmingham medallist Joseph Davis (fl.
1818-1857) this medal was manufactured in 1838, the text on
the obverse recording that it was issued “to commemorate the
abolition of negro apprenticeship in Jamaica. Barbados.
Grenada. St. Vincents. St. Kitts. Nevis. Montserrat & the Virgin
Islands by acts of the respective legislatures August 1. 1838.”
The reverse bears a design of an emancipated slave couple with
infant, seated under a palm tree, with accompanying text
“Liberty peace and industry.” After the Abolition of Slavery Act
had been passed in 1833 a transitional system was introduced
whereby former slaves were required to become apprentices
labouring on plantations for their former owners, running until
1838 by which time the system had been abolished by all
colonial assemblies. This is an extremely fine example of this
scarce medal. BHM 1876.
£1250
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RECORD OF SLAVE LABOUR ON BARBUDA ESTATE

80. [COLLINS, William.] [Autograph letter signed to Sir Christopher Bethell-Codrington
updating him on the growth of crops on his Barbuda estates; enclosing a separate autograph
manuscript recording “Employment of the negroes on the island of Barbuda during the
months of Febry. March & April 1797.”]
Barbuda, 1 May 1797. Autograph letter signed. 4to (18 x 22cm) [1 1/2] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf with
manuscript address panel & small circular seal residue, the autograph enclosure titled “Employment of the negroes ...” also
4to, [4]pages on bifolium, both with old folds,very good.

William Collins, estate manager of the Barbuda plantations of Sir Christopher Bethell-Codrington
(1764-1843) of Dodington Park in Gloucestershire, writes 1 May 1797 with an update on the progress of
crops, noting consequences of the lack of rain, the favouring of corn over cotton, and details concerning the
visit to the island of a Dr. James Athill (1769-1850). Included here also is a manuscript penned by Collins
titled “Employment of the negroes on the island of Barbuda during the months of Febry. March & April
1797,” sent to Codrington enclosed with the letter: “Feb. 1. Great gang weeding land for cotton. Second
gang husking corn ... 3rd Men raising stone for the masons. Women tying up corn. Second gang washing
fish and gathering grass for the stable ... 6th Great gang driving sheep & weeding land for corn. Second gang
cleaning out corn stores ... 7th All hands taking in Guinea corn till prevented by rain, the remainder of the
day gathering up & tying the corn which was blown down.” A rare record of daily work carried out by slaves
on a plantation.
£1250
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ABOLITIONIST VERSES IN MANUSCRIPT POETRY COMPILATION

81.
[ABOLITION.]
Catherine Massy Tuthill’s
poem book.
[Ireland, c.1795] Manuscript, ink
on paper. 4to (17 x 20cm) 155,
[8]pages, some negligible marginal
waterstaining to first & last leaves,
front pastedown with contemporary
ink inscription “Catherine Massy
Tuthill’s poem book Spring Lodge”
stitching loosening between book
block & binding but remaining
firmly attached, contemporary
leather-backed marbled boards,
marbled paper rubbed off in places
with wear to extremities but binding
sound.

The compiler of this volume of poems in manuscript can be identified from the ink inscription of c.1795
penned inside the front cover: “Catherine Massy Tuthill’s poem book Spring Lodge.” This would appear to
be Catherine Tuthill (d.1836), daughter of John Villiers Tuthill (1744-1814), of Co. Limerick, Ireland. In
1795 she marrried Hon. Edward Massy (1766-1835), a son of Hugh Massy 2nd baron Massy of
Duntrileague. Spring Lodge is recorded as a property in the ownership of the Massy family. An index here
lists some 45 titles, among them “The death of Alico an African slave addressed to his wife”, a poem
expressing sympathy for a slave condemned for participating in the Jamaican rebellion of 1760, written by
the planter and historian of the West Indies Bryan Edwards (1743-1800). Also present is the text of the
anonymous abolitionist poem titled “Epilogue to The Padlock.” Published in 1787 in The gentleman’s magazine,
this poem is presented in the form of an imagined epilogue spoken by Mungo, a West Indian slave character
in the opera The Padlock (1768) by Isaac Bickerstaffe (1735-1812). The verses record Mungo lamenting his
lack of liberty and the inhumanity of the slave trade, imploring the British to abolish slavery
ANTI-SLAVERY PLAY PERFORMED IN WILBERFORCE’S CONSTITUENCY

£950

82. [SLAVERY.] Theatre, Driffield. On Monday evening,
December 30th, 1799, will be presented a comic opera,
called Inkle & Yarico ...
[Hull.] J. Ferraby, printer, Butchery, Hull. [1799.] Playbill. Folio (17.5 x
27.5cm) light paper toning at margins, contemporary ink annotation
changing date to “Wednesday Jany 1st 1800”, very good.

A rare provincially-printed playbill advertising a performance on 30
December 1799 of the comic opera Inkle andYarico at the theatre in
the market town of Driffield in Yorkshire, then the political
consitutency of the anti-slavery campaigner William Wilberforce
(1759-1833). First performed in August 1787 in London, this work
by George Colman the Younger (1762-1836) was highly successful,
having been staged as far afield as Dublin, New York and Calcutta by
the end of the eighteenth century. The story of Inkle and Yarico tells
of an English merchant (Inkle) shipwrecked in the West Indies who
is helped by a West-Indian maiden (Yarico) with whom he falls in
love but then sells into slavery to regain his fortune. The earliest
source of the story has been identified as Richard Ligon’s True &
exact history of the island of Barbadoes (London, 1657) and a number
of variations of this influential narrative were versified and
dramatised in the eighteenth century.
£350
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ABOLITIONST ADAPTATION OF HAITIAN REVOLTION NOVEL

83. HUGO, Victor. The slave-king. From the
Bug-Jargal of Victor Hugo.
Lndon, Smith, Elder and Co. 1833. First English translation.
8vo (11.5 x 18cm) viii, 319, [1]pp., small ink ownership
inscription at head of title dated 1833, with additional series
title as issued, patterned paper pastedowns, as issued in the
original publisher’s textured cloth, spine titled in gilt, binding
cloth a little frayed at head and foot of spine, rear joint and
hinge starting, light wear to extremities.
First edition, scarce, of this first English translation and
adaptation of the French novel Bug-Jargal (Paris, 1826)
by Victor Hugo (1802-1885). Set during the outbreak
of the Haitian Revolution in 1791, the narrative
centres on the friendship between an enslaved African
prince, Pierrot, and a French officer, captain Leopold
d’Auverney. The editor of this edition, Scottish novelist
Leitch Ritchie (1800-1865), publishing it as volume VI
of a series titled The library of romance, made certain
changes in the narrative of this English translation in
order to render The slave-king more sympathetic to the
abolitionist cause than Hugo’s French original. An
additional “historical sketch” written by “a friend who
has lately travelled in St. Domingo” is appended
(pp.[277]-319).
£450

ABOLITIONIST OPERA STAGED IN LIVERPOOL THEATRE

84. [SLAVERY.] Theatre-Royal, Liverpool. This
present Saturday, December 22, 1798. Will be
presented a favourite opera, called Inkle and
Yarico ...
[Liverpool, 1798.] Playbill. Folio (18 x 28cm) small old ink
stain not affecting text, very good.

A rare provincially-printed playbill advertising a
performance on 22 December 1798 of the comic
opera Inkle andYarico at the Theatre Royal in Liverpool,
a port city with significant connections with the
transatlantic slave trade. First performed in August
1787 in London, this work by George Colman the
Younger (1762-1836) was highly successful, having
been staged as far afield as Dublin, New York and
Calcutta by the end of the eighteenth century. The
story of Inkle and Yarico tells of an English merchant
(Inkle) shipwrecked in the West Indies who is helped
by a West-Indian maiden (Yarico) with whom he falls in
love but then sells into slavery to regain his fortune.
The earliest source of the story has been identified as
Richard Ligon’s True & exact history of the island of
Barbadoes (London, 1657) and a number of variations of
this influential narrative were versified and dramatised
in the eighteenth century.
£350
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QUAKER FAITH OF NEW YORK PLANTATION SLAVE

85. [SLAVERY.] [SERLE, Ambrose.] An authentic account
of the conversion and experience of a negro.
[colophon: “London: printed by T.Wilkins”.] [c.1795]. 8vo (12.5 x 20cm)
4pp., drop-head title, unbound as issued, very good.

A scarce early edition of this chapbook recording a conversation
between an English colonial official and a slave on a New York
plantation. The authorship can be attributed firmly to the
evangelical writer Ambrose Serle (1742-1812) who spent time in
America in the 1770s as secretary to Admiral Richard Howe
(1726-1799), commander of the British fleet during the American
War of Independence. The main theme that Serle seems to have
been trying to communicate is the unifying quality of religous faith.
He is surprised to discover that the slave, his master being a
Quaker, reads the Bible, and the pair enjoy several hours of
conversation discussing their shared evangelical fervour, with Serle
remarking on his departure that “neither the colour of his body, nor
the condition of his present life, could prevent him from being my
dear brother in our dear Saviour ...” The colophon on this copy
bears the name of the London printer Thomas Wilkins of 23
Aldermanbury. ESTC supplies a date of [1795?] for this edition,
and records four other printings, all scarce (London, [n.d.,
between 1772-1794]; Edinburgh, 1790; Portland (Maine), [179-];
Windsor (Vermont), 1793). This account became one of the principal evangelical abolitionist chapbooks,
with variant editions of the text being circulated under similar titles, including The happy negro, into the
first decades of the nineteenth century.
ESTC lists 9 locations only (bL; bLfr; bMRu; nMH-H; nCSmH; nCaOHM; nNjP; nKU-S; nCtY-BR).
LEADING FEMALE ABOLITIONIST’S VISIT TO SAINT VINCENT

£450

86. ACLAND, Frances. [Autograph letter signed to John
Bishop Estlin in Bristol concerning their trip to the
island of Saint Vincent, her Unitarian faith and
abolitionist interests; also concerning the death of Ram
Mohan Roy.]
Hackney, 5 February 1834. Autograph letter signed. 4to (18.5 x 23cm) [3
1/2 ]pages penned on bifolium, verso of second leaf with manuscript
address panel & postal markings, old folds, very good.

A rare autograph letter penned in 1834 by Frances Acland
(b.1806), who as Frances Armstrong, after her marriage in 1840 to
the Unitarian minister George Armstrong (b.1792), became a
prominent female abolitionist. Here she writes from Hackney to
the Unitarian Bristol surgeon John Bishop Estlin (1785-1855).
Following comments noting her gladness concerning Estlin’s
return to health, Acland begins by mentioning the Bengali Hindu
reformer Ram Mohan Roy (c.1774-1833), a patient of Estlin’s, repeating an anecdote reported by her
uncle Edward Lawford concerning Roy’s knowledge of the Christian scriptures. She then moves on: “I did
not forget that the first of February was the anniversary of our landing in St. Vincent. I remember what we
did almost every hour of that day ... I am glad you have engaged to write in the Christian Reformer on the
subject of slavery – I hope you will be able to introduce something respecting Mr. Grant’s plan for white
labourers going out ...” Acland then adds some comments concerning “Alexander’s Transatlatic sketches”,
noting “he did not see half the beauties of St. Vincent ...”
£450

PIN-PRICK PICTURE OF SLAVE ON COTTON PLANTATION

Rare Books

87. [SLAVERY.] [A female slave
carrying a tray of picked cotton.]
[England, c.1830.] Pin-pick picture on
single sheet of card (approx. 14.5 x 20cm)
incorporating pencil and watercolour
elements, with gilt paper border &
contemporary paper “frame” folded in a
repeated star design, light wear, overall in a
very good state of preservation.

Dateable to c.1830 this English
pin-prick picture depicts a female slave
on a cotton plantation carrying a baby in
a sling while balancing a large tray of
picked cotton. Presumably this image
was created for inclusion in an album by
a woman who was in sympathy with the
cause of the the abolition of slavery. The
prominent featuring of the infant in the
picture, in parallel with the exertion of
the slave at work carrying cotton, most
probably was intended to highlight the
hardship experienced by slaves at work
on agricultural plantations in America.
£950

PLANTATION PROSPECTS FOR GRENADA, SAINT VINCENT & GUADELOUPE

88. TAYLOR, John. [Autograph letter signed to John Tarleton in Liverpool, offering his
opinions on the respective merits of the islands of Grenada, Saint Vincent and Guadeloupe
“relative to the purchase of an estate or plantation.”]
“Basseterre Guardaloupe 4th Dec[embe]r 1762.” Autograph letter signed, ink on paper. Folio (21 x 32cm) [1 1/2 ] pages
penned on bifolium, verso of second leaf with manuscript address panel, a few negligible tears along old folds not affecting
text, very good.

This letter penned from “Basseterre Guardaloupe 4th Dec[embe]r
1762” by John Taylor is addressed to the West India merchant and slave
trader John Tarleton (1719-1773) in Liverpool. In advance of the
expected ceding of several islands in the West Indies from France to
the British upon the conclusion of the Seven Years’ War, Taylor offers
his opinions on the respective merits of the islands of Grenada, Saint
Vincent and Guadeloupe in reply to Tarleton’s queries “relative to the
purchase of an estate or plantation”: “you mention in your last that
probably we will hold the Grenadas, if so, that is the likeliest place as
it is naturally strong & has as good a chance as any of our islands –
ex[ce]pt a French & Spanish war & then it may be in danger, its a fine
soil, very fertile & chief of these estates capable of great improvement
... St. Vincents is capable of great improvement tis with a few batterys
fortified by nature on the leewside & if the Indians were to be
banished might be made a safe island. Otherwise your greatest enemy
might be in the hart of the country, in case of a war, as those poor
creatures are chiefly converted to the Roman C.[atholic] religion &
may thro’ their ignorance be lead to comitt the same barbaritys that
has been experienced by our ... settlers in No[rth] America ...
Guardaloupe & its dependencys with Dominico seem to be the
likelyest to keep ...”
£750
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TOBAGO SUGAR PLANTATION SOLD AT AUCTION

89. [SLAVERY.] Sugar plantation, called The Lure,
island of Tobago. Particulars of a valuable freehold
estate, advantageously situate on the eastern bank of
Great River, south side of the island, consisting of a
sugar plantation, containing nearly five hundred
acres ...
[London, 1815.] Folio (25.5 x 40cm) 3, [1]pp., printed on bifolium,
with printed docket title to verso of second leaf, a few negligble tears
and dust marks along old folds, unbound as issued, very good.

This printed auction catalogue records the sale particulars of
“The Lure”, a sugar plantation on the Caribbean island of
Tobago, offered for sale at Garraway’s Coffee House by Mr.
Burrell on 10 January 1815: “this very valuable estate, which
is freehold, is desirably situated about two miles from the
Shipping Beach, and ten from Scarborough ... it consists of
about five hundred acres, nearly two hundred of which are
cleared ... fifty acres in canes ... with buildings, comprising a
residence for the manager and overseer, a stable,
boiling-house, and curing-house, still-house, trash-house,
sick-house, store-house, and a small stock-house, a water mill,
in complete order, and sufficient negro-houses ...” The slaves
on the plantation were also included for sale in the auction,
the catalougue noting that “there was on the estate, on the 1st
of July, 1814 ... ninety healthy male and female negroes ...” A
scarce example of an early nineteenth century plantation
auction catalogue.
Not traced in OCLC.

“SLAVERY SHALL CEASE IN THE BRITISH COLONIES”

£950

90. WINTER, John. [Autograph letter signed to Sir Christopher
Bethell-Codrington concerning news that “slavery shall cease in
the British colonies,” with his views on the implications for
Codrington’s plantation and slaves in Barbuda.]
Barbuda, 2 August 1833. Autograph letter signed, ink on paper. Folio (20.5 x 33cm)
[3] pages, verso of second leaf penned with address panel, old folds, very good.

In this letter dated 2 August 1833 addressed to Sir Christopher
Bethell-Codrington (1764-1843) at Dodington Park in Gloucestershire,
John Winter, plantation agent in Barbuda, offers his opinions regarding the
implications for Codrington’s plantations as a result of the impending
emancipation of slaves due to the Abolition of Slavery Act 1833: “it is with
much regret that we learn that the British Parliament have declared slavery
shall cease in the British Colonies, it is rather alarming to the free white
population and very curious consequences are entertained. What you will
do with your Barbuda negroes is impossible for me at present to say, if they
are to be manumitted and bound for any term of years will be making them
a heavier burden on you than they are at present, it is impossible for you to
find work for them here ... wages is entirely out of the question, if you are bound to feed and cloth them for
their labor your live stock must be sold to pay for it, its evident they would not do more than half the work
they do now ... they say if they was free they would not work the hoe, and the other day they was heard to
say they would have half of Barbuda with their freedom and no master to over look them ...”
£750

Rare Books

NEVIS PLANTER COMPENSATED AFTER FRENCH INVASION

91. [NEVIS.] [Debenture entitling “Thomas Abbot of the island of Nevis, planter who was
a sufferer by the said invasion of the French, and resettled there before the said 25 th day
of December 1711, to the sum of one thousand one hundred and six pounds, and eleven
shillings, being one third part of his loss ...”]
“Office of Trade and Plantations, in the Cock-pit at Whitehall”, London, 1 April 1713. Printed debenture certificate.
Folio (23.5 x 37cm) [1]page printed on recto of first leaf of bifolium, with manuscript completions & signatures at
foot of 4 “Commissioners for the affairs of trade and plantations,” scored out with 4 contemporaneous ink lines
(indicating payment completed), old folds, very good.

A rare debenture recording compensation granted by Parliament in 1713 to an English planter named
Thomas Abbot on the Caribbean island of Nevis after the destruction in April 1706 caused by the French
invasion of the island headed by Pierre Le Moyne d’Iberville (1661-1706). Abbot was entitled to the
amount of £1,106. 11s. 0d “being one third part of his loss ... with interest from the 25 th day of
December 1711, after the rate of 6 pounds per centum per annum.” The text cites the “Act of Parliament
... directing her Majesty’s Commissioners for the affairs of trade and plantations .. to make forth, sign,
and deliver debentures ... to such of the proprietors or inhabitants of the island of Nevis and St.
Christopher’s, who suffer’d by the late French invasion, and who should, on or before the 25 th day of
December 1712, make proof, as by the said act is directed, that they have resettled their plantations or
habitations in the said islands respectively, on or before the 25 th day of December 1711.” The signatures
of the president of the Board of trade, Francis North 2nd baron Guilford (1673-1729) and three
commissioners, Sir John Hynde Cotton (1686-1752), Sir Philip Meadows (1626-1718) and Arthur Moore
(d.1730), are penned at the foot of the document.
ESTC locates 2 copies only, both held at The National Archives (UK).

£1250
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PHYSICIAN’S REMEDIES IN MANUSCRIPT HANDBOOK

92. [MEDICINE.] [Physician’s handbook for the preparation of ointments, poultices and
plasters for the healing of wounds.]
[Austria?, c.1637-c.1700.] Manuscript, ink on paper. 8vo (10 x 17cm) c.[254] pages in Latin & German, in 2 or
possibly 3 hands, some marginal dustmarking in places not affecting text, a few small stains, in contemporary vellum
(reusing older manuscript leaf), binding rubbed & darkened with joints starting but remaining sound, remains of
sheepskin ties, light wear to extremities.

Dating from c.1637 this manuscript in German and Latin offers instructions for the preparation of
approximately 150 different ointments, salves, poultices, plasters, bandages, oils and tinctures: “Ein braun
pflaster ... Stichpflaster ... Melilozen pflaster ... Ein alt shaden pflaster ... Emplastrum ad fracturas ...
Emplastrum Stomagium ... Ung. Egipciacum ... Franzosen Oillen ... Aqua Ruthae ... Fur das Potagra ...
Ein pflaster Nervinum ... Lapis Virginis ... Ungentum Apostulorum ... Oxercrucium Pflaster ... Diaculum
gumis ... Unnegentum Aloe ... Ungentum Anodynim ... Ein diaculum pflaster ... ” The majority of the
ingredients appear to be of a botanical nature. Some of these remedies are for the cure of open wounds,
medical knowledge that would have been of use in central Europe in the mid-seventeenth century on
account of the ravages of the Thirty Years’ War. Towards the end of the volume are two pages of alchemical
terms and related symbols. The date 1637 appears once at the beginning of the volume and is also penned
at the foot of a note on the verso of the last leaf. Penned on one of the initial flyleaves is an account of a
hailstorm in Bratislava in July 1650. Most probably penned by a physician or apothecary in Austria, this is a
scarce example of a seventeenth century medical handbook in manuscript.
£4500

Rare Books

ELIZABETHAN PHYSICIAN’S GUIDE TO HEALTHY LIVING

93. HOLLINGS, Edmund. Edmundi Hollyngi, Eboraceni, Angli, doctoris medici, et
professoris Ingolstadiani, De salubri studiosorum victu, hoc est: de literatorum omnium
valetudine conservanda, vitaq[ue] diutissimè producenda, libellus.
Ingolstadii, Typis Ederianis, per Andream Angermarium. 1602. First edition. 8vo (10 x 15cm) [14], 145, [1]pp.,
full-page woodcut arms printed on verso of title leaf, title-page with 2 small ink stamps (deaccesion stamp: “UBM”
[Mannheim University Library]), title with early ink inscription “Bibliotheca Acad. Ingolstad.”, a few negligible marginal
stains, several leaves with seventeenth century ink annotations in the margins, late seventeenth century vellum-backed
speckled boards, spine with original manuscript label, light wear to extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this medical treatise by the English recusant physician Edmund Hollings
(c.1556-1612). Yorkshire-born, Hollings was educated at Oxford (Queen’s College) and the English
College of Douai. In August 1579 he set out on foot from France to Rome with several other Roman
Catholic students, later settling in Bavaria as professor of medicine at Ingolstadt, where this work was
printed. Here Hollings presents a guide to healthy living, with chapters on air, diet, sleeping habits and
exercise. His dietary advice, aimed in particular at sedentary students and academics, includes
recommendations concerning the avoidance of pastries and puddings and the drinking of water rather than
beer.
Shaaber H241; Krivatsy S939; Wellcome I, 3285.

£1750
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ENGLISH RECUSANT & PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE AT INGOLSTADT

94. HOLLINGS, Edmund; WIDEMANN, Johann. Theses
ex parte medicinæ semeiotica depromptæ, et ad
publicum examen positæ, quas (favente Deo) &
permittente facultate medicorum ...
Ingoltadii, Typis Wolfgangi Ederi. [1594]. First edition. 4to (15 x
19.5cm) [4], 11, [5]pp., title framed by architectural woodcut border,
day of month (“19”) completed in hand on title in contemporary
manuscript, verso of title-leaf with woodcut arms & 2 small ink stamps
(deaccesion stamp:“UBM” [Mannheim University Library]), very good in
modern speckled boards.

This rare medical dissertation on the symptoms of disease was
printed in 1594 at Ingolstadt in Bavaria as a university
disputation defended by Johann Widemann and presided over
by the English recusant physician Edmund Hollings
(c.1556-1612). Yorkshire-born, Hollings was educated at
Oxford (Queen’s College) and the English College of Douai. In
August 1579 he set out on foot from France to Rome with
several other Roman Catholic students, later settling in Bavaria
as professor of medicine at Ingolstadt. A latin poem printed
here on the verso of the title page is attributed to Hollings and
he is mentioned in Widemann’s dedication which is addressed
to William V duke of Bavaria (1548-1626).

VD16 H4483, listing 2 copies only (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek
München; Bibliothek der Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität
München).
£750
ENGLISH RECTOR OF GERMAN JESUIT COLLEGE

95. GIBBONS, John; SCHANAEUS, Petrus. De
Sacrosanctae Eucharistiae communione sub una
specie. Disputatio theologica in alma Treverensi
academia Anno M.D. LXXXIII. Die mensis Octobris
publice proposita. Praeside R.P. Ioanne Gibbono
Anglo Societatis Iesu, SS. Theologiæ Doctore &
Professore ordinario. Respondente doctissimo Petro
Schanaeo ...
Augustae Trevirorum [Trier], In Officina Emundi Hatoti. 1583. First
edition. 4to (16 x 21cm) [48]pp., title framed by border of type
ornaments, printed woodcut arms to verso of title leaf, paper with
negligible even toning, nineteenth century marbled boards.

A scarce academic dissertation printed in 1583 at Trier in
southwestern Germany on the subject of the Eucharist, this
theological disputation was defended by Petrus Schanaeus and
presided over by the English recusant John Gibbons
(1544-1589), from c.1584 rector of the Jesuit College at Trier.
Somerset-born, Gibbons passed through Lincoln College
Oxford before entering the German College in Rome in 1569
and the Society of Jesus at Trier in 1578. He compiled and
edited an important volume concerning persecution of English
Roman Catholics: Concertatio Ecclesiæ Catholicæ in Anglia, adversus
Calvinopapistas et Puritanos, a paucis annis singulari studio
quorundam hominum doctrina et sanctitate illustrium renovata ...
(Trier, 1583). VD16 G1956.
£750

Rare Books

PLOT TO TAKE LEIDEN FOR THE EARL OF LEICESTER

96. Copien vande vonnissen binnen der stadt Leyden ghewezen, ende ter executie ghestelt
ieghens Jacques Valmaer, Cosmo de Pescarengijs, ende Nicolas de Maulde, op maendaghe
den zessentwintichsten Octobris M.D.LXXXVII. Mitsgaders van de brieven van perdon
den burgeren ende innewoonderen der voorschreven stede, by zijn Excellentie van
Nassau ghegheven ende veeleent.
[Amsterdam, Harmen Jansz. Muller. 1587.] 4to (15 x 19.5cm) [7], [1, blank]pp., margin extended in 19th century
by approx. 1cm in matching old paper (just touching first word at head of title-page but no loss of printed text),
disbound.
A rare Dutch news pamphlet reporting on the foiling of
a plot in October 1587 hatched in the city of Leiden in
the Netherlands in which three Calvinist conspirators,
Jacques Valmaer, Cosmo de Pescarengijs, and Nicolas de
Maulde intended to take control of the city and place it
in under the command of Robert Dudley, earl of
Leicester (1532-1588). After apprehension they received
death sentences and were executed, although Maurice,
prince of Orange (1567-1625) did pardon some of those
citizens on the periphery of the plot. The English were
suspected of involvement, the discovery heightening
fears that Leicester was planning a military coup against
the States General. This Amsterdam edition followed a
first printing in Leiden. We have not been able to trace an
English translation of this account. Knuttel 806.
£750

ANGLO-DUTCH ALLIANCE ATTACKED BY JESUITS

97. [SCRIBANIUS, Carolus.] Der Holländisch Apocalypsis, Gantz ohne Schew auszgelegt
und verfertiget, durch Pambonem Verimundima. Dann Tractet der Verbündtnusz,
zwischen dem König in Engellandt und den Holländern, wegen eines Offensivi und
Defensivi Kriegs, auffgericht und beschlossen zu Zintampton, den 27. Sept. Anno. 1625.
Gedruckt in der New Newenstat, [i.e. Augsburg], Bey Vielhüppens Warsagern. 1626. First edition of this German
translation? 4to (15 x 20cm) 23, [1]pp., faint waterstain to title-page & final leaf, disbound, very good.
A scarce German translation of this propaganda
pamphlet attacking the Anglo-Dutch alliance engineered
in 1626 during the first months of the reign of King
Charles I (1600-1649). Written by the Belgian Jesuit
Carolus Scribanius (1561-1629) this pro-Spanish tract
had originally been published in Latin as Den Hollantschen
Apocalypsis ([Antwerp?], 1626). This German translation
is thought to have been produced in Augsburg with the
involvement of the Roman Catholic printer Andreas
Aperger and included a translation of the Anglo-Dutch
treaty of Southampton of 27 September 1625. The text
also contains references to Spanish conquests in the New
World, including Peru, Mexico and Brazil.

Alden, European Americana 626/120. VD17 lists 3
variants; this one (VD17 12:193312Q) with 1 location
listed (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich).
£750
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FLIGHT OF CHARLES I’S FLEET FROM LA ROCHELLE

98. [SEIGE OF LA ROCHELLE.] La fuitte des Anglois, et le veritable recit de tout ce qui s’est
passé au combat, suivant le memoire envoyé aux Reynes, & à Monseigneur frere unique du
Roy. Du 18 de ce present mois de May 1628.
A Lyon, chez Claude Larjot. [1628.] Second edition? Small 4to (11.5 x 19.5cm) 14, [2]pp., some negligible foxing,
edges uncut, unbound as issued, very good.
A French news pamphlet reporting on the flight from
La Rochelle of the English fleet headed by William
Feilding, first earl of Denbigh (c.1587-1643). The
second La Rochelle expedition in May 1628 followed
the humiliating defeat by the French of English forces
under George Villiers, first duke of Buckingham
(1592-1628). Attempting to relieve the French
blocade of Huguenot-controlled La Rochelle, the
English had arrived 12 July 1627, failing over the
course of three months to take control of the citadel
of St. Martin before making a costly retreat. Of the
eight thousand men that left with Buckingham only
three thousand would return to Portsmouth. The
second expedition ended with humiliation too, though
no loss of life - on discovering the harbour defences of
La Rochelle to be impregnable, the English sailed back
to Portsmouth without having engaged the French.
This seems to be the second edition, following a first
printing in Paris by Jean Bessin [1628]. Both appear
scarce.

Not traced in OCLC which lists 1 copy only of a Paris
edition (Bibliothèque Nationale de France).
£450

PRINTING OF SEDITIOUS BOOKS BANNED IN HOLLAND

99. [PRINTING.] Placaet vande doorluchtige ho:ende mo:heeren, die Staten Generael der
Vereenighde Nederlanden, tegens het maecken, in-brengen, drucken, verkoopen ofte
stroyen van alderhande argerlicke ende seditieuse boecrkens, liedekens, &c. Ende waer nae
alle druckers hen voortaen sullen hebben te reguleren.
In ‘sGraven-Haghe [The Hague], BydeWeduwe, ende Erfghenamen van wiljen Hillebrandt Iacobssz vanWouw. 1639. 4to
(16.5 x 20.5cm) [8]pp., large printers’ mark on title-page, small marginal paper flaw touching a few letters on first &
last leaf (not affecting legibility of text), uncut & unbound as issued, very good.

A rare Dutch ordinance dated 3 October 1639 against
the importation, printing and sale of seditious books
in Latin, French, English and other languages, on
political and religious subjects, in particular relating
to King Charles I of England (1600-1649) and his
principal ministers: “Libellen ende Geschriften, in
Latinsche, Fransche, Engelsche, Scotse, ende allerley
Talen, so wel in Ecclesiastique als Politicque saecken,
raeckende die Persoonen end Regieringe van
Coningen ende Princen, Vrienden ende Geallieerden
van dese Landen, voornamentlijk den Coninck van
Groot Bretagne, ende desselfs principale Ministers ...”
Not traced in OCLC which locates 1 copy of a
broadside version (British Library).
£650

Rare Books

MORAVIAN HYMNS TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN

100. [MORAVIAN CHURCH.]
A collection of hymns, for
the use of the Protestant
Church of the United
Brethren.
London printed: and sold at the
Brethren’s chapels in Great-Britain
and Ireland. 1789. First edition. 8vo
(13.5 x 21cm) viii, 276, [40]pp., with
index and final advertisement leaf,
marginal browning to title-page and
last leaf, some light paper toning
throughout, contemporary ink
annotations (noting authorship of
individual hymns), contemporary tree
calf, flat spine ruled in gilt, joints
cracked but boards remaining firmly
attached, light wear to extremities.

First edition of this British Moravian hymnal, compiled and edited by John Swertner (1746-1813),
Haarlem-born minister to the Moravian congregation at Dublin. His anonymous preface here dated London 25
March 1789 contains observations on the history and evolution of the English language Moravian hymnals of
1754 and 1769, noting that his preparation of this new compilation was precipitated by “objections to the size”
of the earlier volumes and that some hymns were translated “in a peculiar style.” He notes that, in particular, a
number of the German hymns here have been “re-translated or altered” for this updated collection which
contains in total 887 hymns. Usefully, a contemporary reader has penned the name of the original writer next
to many of the printed hymns.
£650
POLYGLOT PRAYERS OF ARMENIAN PATRIARCH

101. [ST. NERSES.] ... Preces
Sancti Nierses. Armeniorum
Patriarchae Turcice, Graece,
Latine, Italice, et Gallice
redditae.
Venetiis. In Insula S. Lazari. 1815. Third
edition. (enlarged). 24mo (7.5 x 11cm)
172pp., including engraved portrait,
flyleaf with signature “F. Pasquale Aucher
... July 23 1817,” very good in
contemporary sponge-painted boards,
edges of boards stamped with gilt border,
all edges gilt, marbled pastedowns, pink
silk bookmark, housed in original
matching slipcase, slipcase with some
negligible wear to extremities.

Bound in gilt-tooled, sponge-painted boards with matching slipcase, this volume contains prayers of the
Armenian Patriarch Saint Nerses IV the Gracious (1102-1173), including versions printed in Armenian, Greek,
Latin, Italian, French, English, German, Hungarian, Serbian, Dutch, Spanish and Ilyrian. This prayerbook was
printed at the Armenian Press of St. Lazarus for sale to visitors to the Mechitaristican convent located on an
island in the Venetian lagoon. Presumably publication was supervised by Fr.Paschal Aucher, known for teaching
Byron Armenian during his visits to the monastery in 1816-17. Aucher’s signature is penned on the front flyleaf
of this book in both Roman and Armenian script, dated 23 July 1817. The first edition of this polyglot
prayerbook seems to have been printed in 1810, with a second edition following in 1811 – additional languages
appear to have been added in each edition. Nersessian 314.
£450
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MARY OF MODENA IN EARLY MEZZOTINT

102. [BROWNE, Alexander.] Maria D.G. Ang: Sco: Fran: et Hib: Regina.
[London.] P Lelly Eques pinx: Cum privilegio Regis Alexr. Browne ex. [c.1685.] Mezzotint
(sheet 25.7 x 34.9cm, platemark 25.1 x 34.3cm ) a very good impression.

A fine mezzotint depicting the pious Roman Catholic Mary of Modena (1658-1718), second
wife of King James II (1633-1701). As the title describes her here as Queen consort of England,
Scotland and Ireland, the print presumably was produced between 6 February 1685 and 11
December 1688. After a painting by the artist and collector Sir Peter Lely (1618-1680), the
most prominent portrait painter of the court of Charles II, this mezzotint bears the imprint of
Alexander Browne (d.1706), miniature painter, auctioneer and one of the first men in London
to publish mezzotints. Chaloner Smith 1883, 43, III.
£750

Rare Books

RELICS AUTHENTICATED IN ROME FOR ENGLISH NUNS AT LIEGE

103. [RELICS.] [Certificate signed by Pierre-Lambert Ledrou, bishop of Porphyry,
authenticating relics of St. Boniface for Mother Paula Greene of the Convent of the
nuns of the Holy Sepulchre, Liege.]
[Rome, 18 January 1697.] Printed certificate, oblong folio (31 x 22cm) [1] page on bifolium, completed in
manuscript & signed by Pierre-Lambert Ledrou, manuscript endorsement in margin dated 10 July 1697 signed in
Liege by Guil. Ber. De Hinnisdael, wax seal joining sheets of bifolium at foot with embossed seal impressed in paper,
verso of second leaf with contemporary manuscript address panel “Pour la Rde. Mere Paula Grene religieux Angloise
dfe l’ordre St. Sepulchre” & further contemporary manuscript endorsements “Mother Paula Greene at Liege from
her brother Christopher Grene” & “Authentication of the relics of St. Boniface & Pius kept in the chapel, ” blank
verso of second leaf with tears along old folds not affecting content, very good.
An unusual document recording late seventeenth English recusant piety, this printed certificate was
issued in Rome 18 January 1697 to authenticate relics of St. Boniface and St. Pius. It bears the
signature of Pierre-Lamber Ledrou (d.1721), bishop of Porphyry, with manuscript endorsements
indicating that it was sent to Mother Paula Greene of the Convent of the nuns of the Holy Sepulchre
in Liege by her brother Christopher Greene. A note in English on the verso in ink, “authentication of
the relics of St. Boniface & Pius kept in the chapel,” suggests that the relics in question were housed
in the convent at Liege. A note in the margin records the inspection of the relics at Liege in July
1697.
£750
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PSALM BOOK FOR NEOCLASSICAL CHAPEL IN CHELSEA

104. SANDILANDS, Richard. Psalms, hymns, and anthems, selected for the use of
Ebury-Chapel, near Sloane-Square, Chelsea ...
[London.] Chelsea, printed by D. Jacques. 1792. First edition. 8vo (10 x 16.5cm) vi, 154pp., front flyleaf with
contemporary ink ownership inscription (“Right honble Lady Mary Martin”), marbled pastedowns, a fine copy in
contemporary polished tree calf, flat spine gilt-tooled in compartments incorporating neoclassical spoked wheel design,
edges of boards ruled in gilt.

Bound in contemporary polished calf with restrained gilt tooling in a neoclassical style, this is a fine copy of
the first edition, rare, of this psalm book complied by Rev. Richard Sandilands (1758-1836), printed in 1792
for use at the opening of the newly-built Ebury Chapel near Sloane Square in Chelsea. Educated at Balliol
College, Oxford, Sandilands at this time held the post of chaplain to Henriette Charlotte Tracy, viscountess
dowager of Hereford (d.1817). He later became chaplain at the English Church at St. Omer. His preface
notes that the psalm texts included here were both selected and edited by him: “I have selected to the best
of my judgement, from the most approved versifications; but have been constrained to take some liberties
with the excellent originals; and have sometimes ventured an abridgment or transposition to render the
sense more clear, and to improve the harmony and smoothness of the stile ...” Many names of the translators
of the versions included here are noted, including John Dryden (1631-1700), Joseph Addison (1672-1719),
Elizabeth Rowe (1674-1737), Isaac Watts (1674-1748), Alexander Pope (1688-1744), Christopher Pitt
(1699-1748), James Merrick (1720-1769) and Anna Laetitia Barbauld (1743-1825), as well as several
translated by Sandilands himself. A second edition, also rare, was published in 1818. This copy bears an ink
signature indicating the aristocratic ownership of Lady Mary Martin (1769-1814), sister of John Murray, 4th
duke of Atholl (1762-1830), wife of Rev. George Martin, vicar of Great Ness.
ESTC lists 3 copies only (British Library; Bodleian Library Oxford; Rector’s Library Whitchurch).

£1750

Rare Books

UNIFICATION OF PROTESTANTS - INFLUENTIAL IN AMERICA

105. PUFENDORF, Samuel. The divine feudal law: or, covenants with mankind,
represented. Together with means for the uniting of Protestants. In which also the
principles of the Lutheran churches are stated and defended ...
London, printed for John Wyat. 1703. First edition in English. 8vo (12 x 20cm) [16], 365, [3]pp., with half-title
and final 3pp. of ads., first few leaves with some negligible fraying at upper blank margin (not affecting text),
title-page with contemporary ink ownership inscription (“D. Das”?), modern bookplate (“PH exlibris”), contemporary
speckled calf, front joint sometime strengthened imperceptibly, light wear to extremities.
First edition in English, scarce, of this significant treatise on the “uniting of Protestants” by the German
philosopher Samuel von Pufendorf (1632-1694). Intended as a manifesto for a possible reunification of
Lutherans and Calvinists, the work was first published in Latin as Jus feciale Divinum (Lubeck, 1695).
Here the translator Theophilus Dorrington (1654-1715) has added a short introduction for the English
reader: “He wrote it with the blessed design to serve and promote peace and union among the
Protestant churches in Germany ... the state of the church being much the same with us in England, as
it is with them, we may reckon ... that such an essay or endeavour ... is very seasonable and proper,
and may be useful to us ...” Pufendorf’s political philosophy, especially De jure naturae et gentium (Lund,
1672), exerted a notable influence on American thought in the second half of the eighteenth century,
in particular upon Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826).
£1250
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KING CHARLES I AS CHRISTIAN MARTYR

106. [GAUDEN,
John.] Eikon
Basilike. The
pourtraicture of
His Sacred Majestie
in his solitudes and
sufferings.
[London.] Printed [by
William Bentley for John
Williams] anno dom.
1648 [i.e. 1649]. 12mo.
(6 x 11cm) [8], 312,
315-342pp., complete
with the initial leaf signed
A and folding engraved
plate (Madan: B), a few
catchwords shaved at foot,
a very good, crisp copy in
contemporary plain sheep,
light wear to extremities.

An excellent copy of this scarce pocket-size edition of Eikon basilike, the purported spiritual autobiography
of King Charles I (1600-1649). First published 9 February 1649, ten days after the King’s execution, the
work offers explanations of the royalist perspective on the events of the English Civil War, with prayers
interspersed. More than thirty editions were printed in 1649. The authorship of the work remains disputed,
Charles himself and John Gauden (1605-1662) being the principal contenders. The iconic engraved folding
frontispiece cemented the image of the king as a Christian martyr. Printed for John Williams, bookseller at
the Sign of the Crown in St. Paul’s churchyard, this was one of the several editions of Eikon basilike printed
by William Bentley of Finsbury in north London. In comparison to the 8vo editions, fewer copies of the
12mo editions of Eikon basilike appear to have survived, and to find an example in very good condition in a
contemporary binding, as here, is uncommon.

Wing E286. ESTC lists 8 copies only (bL; bCk; bC; bCt; bOc; bMRu; bWNc; oZWTU). Madan, F.F. A new
bibliography of the Eikon basilike, 19; Almack, E. A bibliography of the King’s book, 18.
£650
KEEPER OF ROYAL ARMOURY AT ST. JAMES’S PALACE

107. [JAMES II.] [The bond of James Jones “Keeper of his
Ma.ties armes and provisions of warr in the Armoury at
St. James’s near the Parke”.]
Westminster, 7 July 1687. Manuscript indenture, ink on paper. Folio (24 x
36.5cm) [1] page penned on bifolium, verso of second leaf with docket title
in ink, signed & sealed at foot by James Jones, Augustine Jones & Edward
Price, also signature of witness John Whiting, old folds, very good.

This manuscript bond from the reign of King James II (1633-1701)
is dated 7 July 1687 and was issued to James Jones, constituting
him “Keeper of his Ma.ties armes & provisions of warr in the
Armoury at St. James’s near the Parke” in return for a salary of £50
per annum, conditional to the fulfilment of his duties: “from time
to time render and give unto the Rt. Honble. The Master Genll. Of
the Ordnance ... a true and just accompt monthly of all receipts
returne and issue of all his Ma.ties stores under his charge ... from
tyme to tyme upon reasonable demand and proof thereof to be
made answeare satisfie and make good ... all such damage and losse
whatsoever as from the tyme of his entring upon the foresaid
charge ...”
£450

Rare Books

ENGLISH ENGRAVING OF RAPHAEL’S ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGON

108. DES GRANGES, David. [St. George and the Dragon.] Nobilissimus Potentissimusq[u]e
Dominus Gulielmus Comes De Pembroock Baro Herbert, & Seneschallus Domus Regi,
Garterii Ordini Eques, et Serenissimo Regi Carolo ab intimis consiliis, hanc eximiam
Raphaelis Urbini picturam inter sua rariora habet ...
[London.] David des Granges sculptor 1628. Engraving on paper (sheet 21.7 x 30.2cm, trimmed to platemark) printed
surface with 3 small holes filled touching printed surface (almost imperceptible), some light paper toning, a little dust
marking at foot of sheet.

This print was engraved in London in 1628 by David des Granges (1611-1672?) as a copy of a print
engraved by Lucas Vorsterman (1595-1675) in London in the previous year, after the celebrated painting
by Raphael (1483-1520) of St. George and the Dragon (now in the National Gallery in Washington).
Raphael painted St. George with the blue garter of the English Order of the Garter on account of the
receipt by his patron Guidobaldo da Montefeltro (1472-1508) of the award from King Henry VII of
England (1457-1509). The print is almost exactly the same size as Raphael’s painting which by 1627 was
in the collection of William Herbert third earl of Pembroke (1580-1630), later entering the collection of
King Charles I of England (1600-1649). Vorsterman’s version shows the composition of the painting
reversed and it may be that one of the reasons that the young David Des Granges chose this subject for the
display of his virtuosity as an engraver was that by reversing Vorsterman’s print he was returning the image
to alignment with the original painting. Later in his career Des Granges became well-established as a
miniature painter (see: ODNB). This print is very rare, and significant as an early example of English
reproductive printmaking in the flowering of connoisseurship and art collecting that burgeoned during the
reign of King Charles I.

Antony Griffiths, The print in Stuart Britain 1603-1698, British Museum Press, 1998, p.81 (item 36).
Hollstein 80; Hind 1952-64 III. 266.3; BM 1915,1119.3.
£2500
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LUTHERAN MARRIAGE REGULATIONS FOR AUGSBURG APPRENTICES

109. Ains Ersamen Raths, zu Augspurg, Statut und Gesetz, der Heyraten halb,
zwischen Eehalten unnd anndern Personen, die nit Burger alhie seyen, noch das
Burgerrecht erheyraten.
[Augsburg, Heinrich Steiner.] 14 October 1544. Broadside, oblong folio (approx. 46 x 32cm) edges uncut,
old central vertical fold, some negligible toning at the margins, very good.
This large printed broadside dated 14 October 1544 records a proclamation issued by the town
council of Augsburg concerning the regulation of Lutheran marriages in the city. These new
guidelines were brought in on account of the occurrence of too many thoughtless and unsuitable
marriages, the text noting the concern of the local authorities that many of the poorer citizens
marrying did not have the financial means to support themselves or their offspring. The text then
outlines various controls, in particular concerning the need for maids and apprentices to have
undertaken 10 years of service and obtain good references before being granted the right to
marry within the city.

Not in VD16. OCLC lists 3 copies only (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek; Staats-und Stadtbibliothek
Augsburg; Yale University Library).
£1250

Rare Books

EARLY QUAKER MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE

110. [QUAKERS.] [John Robins of Market Street in the county of Hartford hattbuyer. And
Sarah Hobbs of Sundon in the county of Bedford widdow.] Having declared their
intentions of taking each other in marriage before several publick meetings of the people
of God called Quakers in [Pulloxhill] according to the good order used among them ...
[Pulloxhill, Bedfordshire, 27 December 1719.] Marriage certificate, printed on single sheet of vellum (approx. 35 x
47cm) contemporary completions penned in ink, with signatures of 39 witnesses at foot of document, 5 shilling blue
paper embossed tax stamp at top of sheet, old folds, blank verso with some light dustiness and manuscript docket titles,
old folds, very good.

Quaker marriages seem to have been recorded on manuscript certificates at least as early as the 1660s,
these documents being the principal written record of such unions. Some time before the end of the
seventeenth century printed forms of this type, with spaces for completion by hand, were introduced.
Printed on vellum this scarce example of a relatively early certificate is dated 27 December 1719,
recording the marriage of “John Robins of Market Street in the county of Hartford hattbuyer” and “Sarah
Hobbs of Sundon in the county of Bedford widdow” at Pulloxhill in Bedfordshire. A notable feature of
Quaker marriage certificates is that those in attendance at the wedding would sign their names at the foot
of the document as witnesses, thirty-nine signatures being present here. Quaker meetings at Pulloxhill
are recorded in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the witnesses “John Gamble” and “Joanna
Gamble” who signed here were most probably related to the Thomas Gamble of Pulloxhill who was fined
for hosting a Quaker meeting in his house in 1670.
The earliest printed Quaker marriage form that we have traced is dated 1697 (Wing H1162B, a single
example located at the Bodleian Library).
£750
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BURIED IN WOOL TO SUPPORT THE ENGLISH ECONOMY

111. [FUNERAL.] [Two seventeenth century
certificates recording burial in wool in Great
Kimble, Buckinghamshire.]
I. [Certificate for burial in wool of “Ann Reeve a traveler” in
Great Kimble in Buckinghamshire.] [21 June 1682.]
Manuscript, ink on single sheet of paper (19.5 x 23.5)
sealed in red wax by witnesses Susanna Wigersly & Dorothy
Kite, signature of Rev. Paul Griffin at foot, small filing hole
at centre, blank margin at foot of sheet frayed (not touching
text), very good.[TOGETHER WITH] II. [Certificate for
burial in wool of Thomas Carter of Great Kimble in
Buckinghamshire.] [8 November 1686.] Manuscript, ink
on single sheet of paper (15.5 x19cm), sealed in red wax &
signed by witnesses FrancesWilmer, Mary Tibbetts, signature
of CartwrightWilmer (1649-1722), rector of Ellesborough
at foot, small filing hole, marginal tear to one corner not
affecting text, very good.

Two seventeenth century manuscript certificates recording burial in wool. The first, dated 21 June 1682,
records that witnesses “Susanna Wigersly and Dorothy Kite both of the parish of Great Kimbell in the county
of Bucks make oath and testify that Anne Reeve a traveler late deceased ... was not put in wrapted or wound
up or buried in any shirt shift sheet or shroud or any thing whatsoever made or mingled with flax hemp silk
hair gold or silver or other than what is made of sheeps wool onely or in any coffin that is lined or faced with
... any other materiall but sheeps wool only ...” The second, dated 8 November 1686 records the burial in
wool of Thomas Carter of Great Kimbel of Gamlingay, Cambridgeshire: “Emma Moors of Great Kimbel in
ye county of Bucks maketh oath yt Thomas Carter of the aforesaid county & parish (buried within eight days
last past) was not wrapt or wound up in any shirt shift sheet or shroud or any other materiall but sheeps wool
only, nor in any coffin joyned or faced with any other materiall but sheeps wool only ...”

In support of the English wool trade the Burial in Woolen Acts (1666, 1678, 1680) required that the dead of
England should be buried in pure English woollen shrouds and not foreign cloths. An affidavit, as here, then
had to be sworn in front of a Justice of the Peace by a relative or close associate to confirm that the deceased
had been buried in wool. A penalty of £5 was instituted for non-compliance.
£950
STATUTES OF TRINITY COLLEGE CAMBRIDGE

112. [TRINITY COLLEGE CAMBRIDGE.] Statuta collegii
sanctæ et individuæ Trinitatis in Academia Cantabrigiensi a
Rege Henrico Octavo fundati.
Cantabrigiæ, Typis academicis excudebat J. Archdeacon. 1773. First edition.
Large 4to (23.5 x 29.5cm) printed on thick paper, a few contemporary ink
annotations, contemporary manuscript index penned on rear flyleaf, very good in
contemporary plain calf, boards and spine rubbed in places, wear to head and
foot of spine and extremities of boards, joints cracked but boards remaining
attached firmly.
Printed in 1773 on thick paper at the Cambridge press of John
Archdeacon, printer to the university between 1766 and 1793, the text
here reproduces the Statutes of Trinity College Cambridge of 1560, this
appearing to be the first time that they appeared in print. These statutes
remained in force for approximately three hundred years, outlining
how the college was to be organised and administered, with details
concerning the Master, Fellows, Scholars, Chaplains, Christian
worship, the issuing of degrees, accomodation, benefactions and
accounts. Rare.

ESTC lists 4 copies only, all held at Trinity College Cambridge.

£450

CAMBRIDGE MATHEMATICS IN MANUSCRIPT NOTEBOOK

Rare Books

113. [DIXON HOSTE,
Theodore
Henry.]
[Mathematical
notes
penned during studies at
Trinity
College,
Cambridge.]
[Cambridge, c.1798] Autograph
manuscript, ink on paper. 4to
(approx. 23 x 28.5cm)
[74]pages, signed at head of first
page “T.H. Dixon Hoste Trinity
College Cambridge”, 3 leaves with
sections
excised
contemporaneously, a few ink
stains, legible throughout, in
contemporary marbled wrappers,
ink stains & light wear to
extremities.

This manuscript volume records mathematical notes penned c.1798 whilst studying at Trinity College,
Cambridge, by Theodore Henry Dixon Hoste (c.1778-1805), eldest son of Rev. Dixon Hoste (1750-1805)
of Godwick in Norfolk. Headings include: “compound proportion ... decimals ... algebra ... involution &
evolution ... extraction of the square root ... cube root ... quadratic equations ... arithmetic progression ...
geometrical progression ... binomial theorem ... surds ...”
The notes include Dixon Hoste’s working out of mathematical problems and therefore offer some insight into
both his curriculum and the method by which it was taught - an uncommon example of student notes
recording late eighteenth century university mathematical study at Cambridge.
£750
MASTER OF PETERHOUSE IN CUT PAPER SILHOUETTE

114. EDOUART, Augustin. [Francis Barnes D.D. Master of St. Peter’s College.]
[Cambridge.] 1828. Cut paper silhouette, laid on contemporaneous sheet of paper (approx. 17.5 x 28.5) signed at foot in
ink “Aug. Edouart fecit 1828”, verso with contemporary ink inscription “Francis Barnes D.D. Master of St. Peter’s College”
and small contemporary printed trade label (5 x 5.5cm), paper with some light browning and faint offsetting, sometime
framed (maple?) & glazed, verso glazed to allow viewing of verso of sheet.

Taken in 1828, this silhouette by the renowned portrait
artist in cut paper Augustin Edouart (1789-1861)
depicts the Cambridge philosopher Francis Barnes
(1744-1838), Master of Peterhouse from 1788 and
Knightsbridge professor of moral philosophy from 1813.
Having arrived in England in 1814, French-born
Edouart began his artistic career as a maker of hair
pictures. From c.1825 he began working in silhouette,
touring Great Britain and Ireland and producing
approximately five thousand likenesses. From 1839 he
spent a decade working in the United States of America.
He is recorded residing in Cambridge in 1828: the
printed label on the verso of this sheet advertises his
prices for different silhouettes, noting that “numerous
proof specimens may be seen at Mrs. Bays’s,
Trinity-Street, Cambridge.” For Edouart, see: Sue
McKechnie, British silhouette artists and their work,
London, 1978, pp.203-214.
£650
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PRINTING BLOCK PORTRAIT OF MANCHESTER INDUSTRIALIST

115. [WILD, John.] [Henry Marsland MP] & [The coat of arms of the city of Manchester.]
[Bolton, c.1845?] Two bolt stamps, wooden bases [sycamore?] with inlaid metal [copper?] printing surfaces: I. [Henry
Marsland.] (approx. 21 x 28.5 x 4.5cm) edge of block stamped in blind “Henry Marsland Stockport” & “J.Wild Bolton.”
II. [Coat of arms of the city of Manchester.] (17.5 x 15.5 x 4.5cm) edge of block with numbers painted on sides “341”
& “334”, both blocks in a very good state of preservation.

These two large printing blocks, of a type known as bolt stamps, are dateable to c.1845. One depicts the
Manchester industrialist and manufacturer Henry Marsland (1798-1864), the other displays the coat of
arms of the city of Manchester as granted in 1842. Marsland owned Park Mills cotton mill and was a
reforming Liberal MP for Stockport (1832-1847). These substantial blocks, with copper printing faces
laid into sturdy wooden bases, were used for printing on cotton - Manchester was a leading centre for
cotton manufacture during the Industrial Revolution. The Marsland block bears a blind stamp indicating
that it was manufactured by John Wild of Bolton and Manchester.
£450
CITY DONORS TO THE WATERLOO SUBSCRIPTION

116. [WATERLOO.] City of London Tavern, 30th June, 1815. At a
meeting of the committee for conducting The Waterloo
Subscription, J.J. Angerstein, Esq. in the chair ...
[Printed by W. Phillips, GeorgeYard, Lombard Street, London.] [1815.] Leaflet. 4to
(20 x 24cm) [3]pp. on bifolium, drop-head title, old folds, very good.

This leaflet records the names of donors and amounts donated to the
Waterloo Subscription: “28th June, 1815. At a meeting of the merchants,
bankers, traders, and others, of the metropolis ... it was unanimously
resolved, that a general subscription of all classes be now opened for the
special relief and benefit of the families of the brave men killed, and of the
wounded sufferers of the British Army, under the command of the
illustrious Wellington, in the signal victory of Waterloo ...” Amongst the
numerous names included here are businesses, individuals, livery
companies, bankers, and a separate section listing the subscribing “member of the Stock Exchange,” that
list headed by the name of David Ricardo (1772-1823), who is thought to have made much of his fortune
by speculations concerning the British government war loan of 1815.

We have not been able to trace another copy. National Library of Scotland holds a similarly titled Waterloo
Subscription leaflet dated 20 July 1815.
£350

Rare Books

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY ELECTIONEERING - PRINTED ON PINK SILK

117. [LIVERPOOL.] May peace and plenty Britons bless, and Pole and Cunliffe have success.
[Liverpool? 1761.] Election ribbon, printed on strip of pink silk (approx. 5 x 83cm), letterpress text framed by a border
of type ornaments (text here reproduced twice on the ribbon) old folds, very good.

A rare example of mid-eighteenth century English printing on silk, this pink election ribbon, repeating the
text “May peace and plenty Britons bless, and Pole and Cunliffe have success” within a decorative border of
type ornaments, was produced in support of Ellis Cunliffe (1717-1767) and Charles Pole (1695-1779),
standing jointly for Liverpool in the election of 1761. The incumbent Cunliffe, inheritor of a fortune from
his father the prominent Liverpool ship owner Foster Cunliffe, was returned on the corporation interest,
the merchant and insurer Pole being unsuccessful.
£450
POLTICIAL NEWSPAPER PRINTED ON CLOTH TO EVADE TAX

118. [BERTHOLD, Henry.] Berthold’s Political Handkerchief.
London, Monday, September, 5, 1831.“No.1” Newspaper printed on cotton. Folio (approx. 27.5 x 49cm) metalcut in text
on first page, light dusting along old folds, a few negligible stains, unbound as issued.

A scarce example of this political newspaper published in London by the radical journalist Henry Berthold
(d.1838) and printed on cotton in an attempt to avoid the stamp duty on paper. This was the first issue of a
total of only ten, all produced in 1831. The Stamp Office decided swiftly that cloth with printed text was
subject to the same duties as paper, and vendors of the publication were arrested. Berthold led the National
Union of Working Classes in campaigning for universal
male suffrage. The content here attacks the British ruling
class: “the lava of England’s bankruptcy will overspread the
European world – overwhelming kings and aristocracies,
but cementing the democratic interests as it flows …
Frenchman are about to abolish the hereditary peerage,
which is the first symptom of improvement since the late
revolution … to the weaver boys of Lancashire. Now lads
put all your looms in order, here is a hit for you … we have
no patent for this new pocket handkerchief because we
intend to advocate the interest of the working people and
consequently do not intend to pay any tax for our
knowledge to the tyranny that oppresses us …” Two years
later Berthold was convicted for shoplifting and was
transported to Australia on the ship Hive, arriving at New
South Wales 15 September 1834. He died at Port
Macquarie hospital in 1838. Though his attempt to evade
the Stamp Office failed, his radical publishing venture is a
noteworthy episode in British printing history.
£650
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POEMS PENNED BY PROMINENT GOTHIC NOVELIST

119. LEWIS, Matthew Gregory. Poems ...
London, printed By D.N. Shury ... and sold by Hatchard ... 1812. First edition. 8vo (10.5 x 16.5cm) viii, 112pp., with
half-title and final leaf of advertisements, very good in contemporary leather-backed marbled boards, spine ruled & titled
in gilt, front joint starting but remaining firmly attached, light wear to extremities.

First edition of this collection of poems penned by the prominent Gothic novelist Matthew Gregory Lewis
(1775-1818), known in particular for his authorship of the seminal horror novel The monk (London, 1795),
the Gothic drama The castle spectre (London,1797) and Tales of wonder (London, 1801), a collection of ballads
on supernatural themes including both traditional folklore narratives and pieces newly-written by Lewis,
Walter Scott and others. During his lifetime Lewis was celebrated as an influential balladist and poet, in
particular for his Alonzo the brave and fair Imogine which featured in The monk, however this was the only
collection of his poems to be published. It is notable for the inclusion of Crazy Jane, a ballad that seems to be
the earliest reference to what became a well-known nineteenth century female character in myth and
balladry, and The captive, subtitled “a scene in a private mad-house,” a poem which charts the descent into
insanity of a woman detained against her will by her spouse: “My tyrant husband forged the tale,Which chains
me in this dismal cell: my fate unknown my friends bewail; Oh! Gaoler, haste that fate to tell! ...” Dibdin
recorded Lewis as “a poet of no mean calibre”, noting that “the ballads and little pieces scattered throughout
his novel of The monk, were, in their day, the most popular things known. They were chanted in the street,
and in the drawing-room ...” (Thomas Frognall Dibdin, The library companion, vol. II, London, 1825,
p.748). A very good copy of a scarce book.
£1250

Rare Books

GOTHIC POETRY & HISTORICAL DRAMA BY ECCENTRIC ACTRESS

120. BRAND, Hannah. Plays, and poems ...
Norwich, printed by Beatniffe and Payne. 1798. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 20.5cm) xv, [1], 424pp., dedication leaf
signed in ink by author (“Hannah Brand”) a very good, large, copy with some edges uncut, mid-nineteenth century
green morocco-backed marbled boards, spine gilt-ruled in compartments with original gilt-stamped leather label,
light wear to extremities.
First edition of this substantial volume containing three plays and five poems by the eccentric actress and
playwright Hannah Brand (1754-1821). This seems to be the only printing of these pieces, the book
having been published by subscription and printed provincially in the writer’s native city of Norwich.
The lengthly list of subscribers records many East Anglian literary and theatrical patrons and enthusiasts.
“Huniades; or, The siege of Belgrade: a tragedy,” Brand’s first play, had been the vehicle for her theatrical
debut, staged in January 1792 with the Drury Lane company at the Kings’ Theatre in London’s
Haymarket. Also included here are her two comedies “The conflict; or love, honour and pride ... altered
from D. Sanche d’Aragon, by P. Corneille” and “Adelina ... altered from La Force du Naturel ... by
Destouches”. Of particular interest amongst the poems is a lengthy gothic work titled “The monk of La
Trappe.” Brand seems to have garnered a reputation for peculiar behaviour and after the floundering of
her theatrical career took up the profession of governess.
Johnson, Provincial poetry 125.

£750
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GERMAN GOTHIC NOVEL IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION

121. [NOVEL.] [NAUBERT, Benedikte.] Alf von Deulmen; or, The history of the Emperor
Philip, and his daughters. Translated from the German by Miss A.E. Booth.
London, printed for J. Bell. 1794. First edition in English. 2 volumes. 8vo (13.5 x 22cm) xx, 300; [4], 305, [1]pp.,
light paper toning to last few quires of vol.2, both volumes with engraved armorial bookplate (George Forbes, 6th Earl
of Grannard) a very good set in contemporary polished calf, flat spines ruled in compartments, spines with original red
and black labels titled & numbered in gilt.

First edition in English translation of this gothic historical romance set in thirteenth century Germany.
First published as Alf von Dülmen: Oder Geschichte Kaiser Philipps und seiner Tochter (Leipzig, 1791), this is one
of two novels by the pioneering female novelist Benedikte Naubert (1756-1819) centred on the operation
of the so-called “Secret Tribunal”, or Vehmic courts, her other similarly-themed work being Hermann von
Unna (Leipzig, 1788). We have not been able to discover any biographical details of the translator into
English, identified on the title-page as “Miss A.E. Booth”, though her handling here garnered some praise
from contemporary reviewers:
“This is a tragedy, and a very deep one, in the form of a history, and in a series of letters ... of the terrible
Secret Tribunal ... The date of the first of these letters, which is 1198, affords ample room to the author
for mixing (according to a fashion which has lately prevailed) the fictions of fancy with the truths of
history. A good use, however, is here made of this liberty. We are presented with a story, in which the
misfortunes of virtuous love and friendship, and the dreadful mischiefs of unprincipled ambition and
intrigue, are set before us in a manner uncommonly interesting and affecting. Ordinary novels exhibit the
characters and passions of persons in common life, or a little exalted above it; but here we are concerned
with Popes, Emperors, Princes, Princesses, Counts, Bishops, &c. and their several characters are well
discriminated and supported. That of the hero, Alf Von Deulmen, excites, in a very high degree, our
compassion and admiration. Since German authors can supply books like this and Herman of Unna, our
English novel-writers would, most of them, do wisely to undertake the study of that language. The style
of this translation is, in general, very good ...” (The British Critic, vol. VI, London, 1795, pp.189-190).
An excellent set of a scarce title, with the noteworthy provenance of George Forbes, 6th Earl of Grannard
(1760-1837) of Castle Forbes in County Longford. Among the books from this library, dispersed Sothebys
21 July 1993, were many rare gothic novels.

Garside, Raven & Schowerling 1794: 40; Summers p.88.

£1250
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GOTHIC TALE OF KIDNAPPING & IMPRISONMENT IN ITALY

122. [NOVEL.] [ROUVIERE, Henrietta.] Suzanne, ou Le chateau du Saint-Bernard, traduit de
l’Anglais ...
Paris, chez Domère. 1821. First edition of this French translation. 2 vols bound in 1. 12mo (10.5 x 15.5cm) [4], 250;
[4], 250, [2]pp., with half-titles, marginal closed tear with no loss to 1 leaf in vol. 1 (pp.75-6), both title-pages with
small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed) occasional light foxing, very good in
contemporary marbled boards, spine with remnants of old paper label, light wear to extremities.
First edition of this rare French translation of the Minerva Press gothic Lussington Abbey (London, 1804), first
novel of the Irish writer Henrietta Rouviere Mosse (d.1834). She is thought to have arrived in London
c.1802 as Henrietta Rouviere, marrying in December 1806 Isaac Mosse (1766-1828), a businessman and
author. Set in the seventeenth century, the narrative here traces the history of Susan, an orphan girl of
mysterious origins, taken into the care of a noblewoman, The Marchioness of Oriel. Susan’s charms attract
the attention of both the Marquis of Oriel and his cousin Osmond Lussington, however the Marquis is
granted Susan’s hand, much to the torment of Lussington. On the day of their marriage Susan disappears in
mysterious circumstances. Oriel and Lussington track her journey through France to Italy, where they
uncover rumours of a tormented Englishwoman who has been locked up for many years in a remote
chateau. In investigating the story they locate Susan, and in rescuing her discover the true story of her
origins and the identity of her kidnapper. In this anonymous French translation the title of the novel has been
changed to Suzanne, ou Le chateau du Saint-Bernard, with the title-page stating, erroneously, that it was the
work of Regina Maria Roche. This is a completely different translation to an earlier French rendering
published as L’Abbaye de Lussington (Paris, 1807).

OCLC locates 2 copies only (Universitätsbibliothek München; Bibliothèque Nationale et Universitaire de
Strasbourg).
£1750
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GEORGIANA’S NOVEL EXPOSING GEORGIAN VICES

123. [NOVEL.] [CAVENDISH, Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire.] Le sylphe,
traduit de l’Anglois.
A Geneve; et se trouve a Bruxelles, chez Emmanuel Flon. 1784. Second edition in French. 2 volumes.
12mo (8.5 x 14cm) [4], 240; [4], 207, [1]pp., with engraved frontispiece in volume 1 (complete, with
both half-titles), modern bookplate (“Girald”) very good in contemporary continental leather-backed
sponge-painted boards, spines gilt in compartments with floral tools, original red and yellow labels
titled& numbered in gilt, light wear to extremities.

This scarce French translation of The sylph (London, 1779), an epistolary novel exposing the
vices and failings of the British aristocracy of the 1770s, was made by Pierre le Tourneur
(1736-1788). Attributed to Georgiana Cavendish, Duchess of Devonshire (1757-1806), the
parallels between her own addiction to gambling and fraternising with high society libertines
and the rakish characters encountered here by her fictional heroine Julia Grenville suggest an
autobiographical dimension to the work, offering an authentic flavour of the life of the
eighteenth century British aristocracy. This 12mo edition was printed following the 8vo first
of the same year (Genève/Paris: Mérigot, 1784) – both are scarce.
Rochedieu p.50; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 84.15.

£750

Rare Books

“THE FATAL CONSEQUENCES OF GAMING”

124. [NOVEL.] [MACKENZIE, Anna Maria.] Les joueurs, traduit de l’Anglois.
A Geneve, chez Barde Manget ... Et à Paris, chez Defer de Maisonneuve ... 1789. First edition in French. 3 vols.
12mo (9.5 x 15.5cm) 280; 230; 252pp., leaf A12 (pp.23-24) misbound behind title-page in volume 1 but set
complete, title-pages with small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in
near contemporary sponge-painted boards, spines with original paper labels titled in manuscript, light wear to
extremities.

First edition in French translation, scarce, of The gamesters (London, 1786), an epistolary novel by the
prolific writer Anna Maria Mackenzie centred on the dangers of the English obsession with gambling,
one of the defining cultural features of metropolitan Georgian culture. Louisa Jenkins, on visiting her
married sister in London, is horrified to discover that her brother-in-law, Edward Wilmot, is a
gamester. The tale concludes with Wilmot being freed from incarceration in a debtors’ prison by the
charity of a kindly lord, himself a rehabilitated gambling addict. It was well-received in England: “This
novel has more to recommend it, than most publications of the kind ...The characters are well
supported, and sufficiently various; the story well told ... it possesses the merit of placing, in the most
striking light, the fatal consequences of gaming, and illicit amour ... the boundless culpability of Mr.
Wilmot often tempts us to despise him, though he is represented in other respects as a sensible man ...
a considerable acquisition to the circulating libraries ... (The English review, vol. vii, London, 1786,
pp.223-224).
Rochedieu p.198; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 89.83. OCLC lists 2 locations only (Bibliothèque
Nationale de France; University of Alberta).
£1250
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“DUELS! ADULTERIES! ... AND BREAKING HEARTS!”

125. [NOVEL.] [BICKNELL, Alexander.] Isabelle ou La bonté récompensée. Histoire
attendrissante. Destinée a instruire le beau sexe en l’amusant ... Traduit de l’Anglois.
A Paris, chez Merigot le Jeune. A Rotterdam, chez Bennet & Hake. 1781. First edition in French. 8vo (10 x 15.5cm)
[2], 198pp., engraved heraldic bookplate [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque de Mr. le C.te de la Leyen”, title-page with related
small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in contemporary leather-backed,
sponge-patterned boards, spine gilt in compartments with floral tooling, original gilt-titled citron morocco label,
green silk bookmark.

First edition in French translation, rare, of Isabella: or, The rewards of good-nature. A sentimental novel.
Intended chiefly to convey united amusement and instruction to the fair-sex ... (London, 1776) by the novelist
and editor Alexander Bicknell (d.1796), known in particular for transforming the journals of Jonathan
Carver (1710-1780) into the narrative published as Travels through the interior parts of North-America ...
(London, 1778). This particular romance was reviewed as one of Bicknell’s better literary efforts: “Death!
duels! adulteries! fornications! burning livers and breaking hearts! what would the present race of
novelists do without you, ye horrid train? Yet, notwithstanding this terrible business ... the work has some
merit. For Isabella is a very amiable picture of conjugal tenderness and prudence ...” (The monthly
review, vol. LV, London, 1777, p.157).
This first edition not found in Rochedieu or Martin, Mylne & Frautschi. OCLC lists 3 locations only
(Ostfriesische Bibliothek; Koninklijke Bibliotheek; Taylor Institution, Oxford).
£750

Rare Books

“DELUSIONS OF THE HEART”: INFLUENCE ON ANN RADCLIFFE

126. [NOVEL.] [BURKE, Anne.] Ela, ou Les illusions de coeur. Traduit de l’Anglois.
A Paris, chez Lagrange. 1788. First edition in French. 8vo (10 x 16.5cm) [4], 211, [1]pp., with half-title, engraved
heraldic bookplate [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque de Mr. le C.te de la Leyen”, title-page with related small nineteenth century
heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in contemporary leather-backed, sponge-patterned boards,
spine gilt in compartments with floral tooling, original gilt-titled citron morocco label, silk bookmark, light wear to
extremities.
First edition in French translation, rare, of the popular epistolary novel Ela: or, the delusions of the heart. A
tale, founded on facts (London, 1787), the first romance known to have been penned by the Irish gothic
writer Anne Burke (fl.1780-1805), author of, amongst others, The sorrows of Edith (London, 1796) and
The secret of the cavern (London, 1805). It is thought that this novel Ela may have had some influence on
Ann Radcliffe’s Romance of the forest (London, 1791) (see: Virginia Blain, Patricia Clements & Isobel
Grundy (Eds.), The Feminist Companion to Literature in English , Batsford, 1990, p. 157). The heroine
here, influenced by Rousseau, chooses a wayward rogue in place of a more suitable suitor. “This novel
represents, in very lively colours, the fatal effects which may arise to the female who indulges the tender
passion uncontrolled; who listens not to the voice of reason, nor to the admonitions of her relations and
friends. It is indeed a moral, and truly pathetic tale” (The monthly review, vol. 78, London, 1788, p.166).
“While its distress for a time pains, its moral mends the heart. The conduct of the story renders it
interesting, and differs from the frequent narratives which, in this season of the year, the press sends forth
in abundance; and it is the conduct and the reflections on the different incidents, rather than the novelty
of the story, that distinguish the delufions of Ela” (The critical review, vol. 65, London, 1788, p.75). It
was well-received in America, with editions being printed at Philadelphia (1789), Wilmington (1789) and
Boston (1790).

Rochedieu p.39; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 88.37. OCLC lists 3 locations only (British Library;
Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg; Bibliothèque Nationale de France).
£950
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“SUPERIOR TO MOST ... AT STORY-TELLING”

127. [NOVEL.] [HUGHES, Anne.] Zoraïde ou Annales d’un village. Traduit de l’Anglois.
A Londres, et se trouve à Paris, chez Buisson. 1787. 3 vols. bound in 1. First edition in French translation. 8vo (10
x 16cm) [4], 206; [4], 206; [4], 100pp., with half-titles, engraved heraldic bookplate [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque de
Mr. le C.te de la Leyen”, title-page to vol. 1 with related small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen
library, dispersed), very good in contemporary leather-backed, sponge-patterned boards, spine gilt in compartments
with floral tooling, original gilt-titled citron morocco label, green silk bookmark, spine a little rubbed, light wear
to extremities.

First edition in French translation, rare, of Zoriada: or,Village annals (London, 1786), the earliest of four
novels attributed to Anne Hughes (fl. 1784-1816). Her three others, Caroline (London, 1787), Henry
and Isabella (London, 1788) and Jemima (London, 1795) were all published by William Lane
(1745-1814) of the Minerva Press. The heroine here, a mysterious orphan arriving from India, fends off
the unwanted advances of an unsavoury lord, assisted in his pursuit by a scheming clergyman. Marrying
Edmond Withers, a doctor’s son, Zoraida discovers a long-lost uncle along the way. The novel found
favour with The Monthly review (vol. 76, London, 1786, pp.265), though the reviewer assumed that the
writer was a man: “This novelist is superior to most of his brethren at story-telling. His portraits
likewise have really something striking in them; the highest coloured of which is that of Parson
Swinborne, a truly contemptible character. This picture we are inclined to consider as a likeness;- but
whether it actually be intended for the clerical hero in our eye, or whether it be merely the work of fancy,
we cannot pretend to say ...”
Rochedieu p.155; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 87.48.

£1250

Rare Books

TWO GEORGIAN HEROINES IN ONE NOVEL

128. [NOVEL.] [HELME, Elizabeth.] Clare et Emmeline, ou La Bénédiction maternelle.
Nouvelle. Par l’auter de Louise ou de La Chaumiere, & traduite de l’Anglais par M.
Soulés.
A Londres, chez Kearsley; et se trouve, a Paris, chez Lagrange. 1788. 2 vols bound in 1. First edition in French. 8vo
(10 x 16cm) viii, 167, [1]; [4], 183, [1]pp., with half-titles, engraved heraldic bookplate [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque
de Mr. le C.te de la Leyen”, first title-page with related small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen
library, dispersed), very good in contemporary leather-backed, sponge-patterned boards, spine gilt in compartments
with floral tooling, original gilt-titled citron morocco label, silk bookmark, spine a little rubbed, light wear to
extremities.

First edition in French translation, scarce, of the epistolary Clara and Emmeline; or, the maternal
benediction... ([London, 1788]), second novel penned by the prolific writer and translator Elizabeth
Helme (d.c.1814). The narrative is centred on two sisters and their relationships with their husbands.
“The story ... is new, probable, and interesting. Instead of an hero, as usual, we have here two heroines,
Clara and Emmeline; the latter is the younger sister, who was, by her deceased mother, left under the
care and protection of Clara, a young lady, married, contrary to her own inclination, to a gamester and
libertine. Clara is, indeed, an amiable wife, a tender mother, a dutiful daughter, and an attentive
guardian; but Emmeline, her sister-ward, is weak and credulous ...” (The English review, volume xi,
London, 1788, p.312). “Clara and Emmeline rise above the common rank, and are distinguishable for
their tenderness and their affection, as well as for the various and interesting situations in which they
are placed. - The second plot, however, the character and adventures of lady Anne Delany, appeared to
us more entertaining: they had a greater air of originality, and the spirit of the lady was an agreeable
contrast to the softness of Clara. Both plots are connected with great address ...” (The critical review,
vol. 64, London, 1787, p.480).
Rochedieu p.144; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 88.66.

£850
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“HIGH LIFE ... OR, THE HISTORY OF MISS FAULKLAND”

129. [NOVEL.] [HIGGS,
Henry.] Aurélia, ou La
vie du grand monde,
traduit de l’Anglois ...
A Amsterdam, et se trouve à
Paris, chez Briand. 1789. 2
vols. First edition in French.
8vo (10 x 17cm) [4], 269,
[1]; [4], 240pp., with
half-titles, a few negligible
marginal marks, engraved
heraldic
bookplates
[c.1790?] “Bibliotheque de
Mr. le C.te de la Leyen”,
title-pages with related small
nineteenth century heraldic
stamp (von der Leyen library,
dispersed), very good in
contemporary leather-backed,
sponge-patterned boards,
spine gilt in compartments
with floral tooling, original
gilt-titled citron morocco
labels, silk bookmarks, light
wear to extremities.

First edition in French translation, scarce, of the epistolary High life: A novel. Or,The history of Miss Faulkland
(London, 1767) by Henry Higgs. This is a novel of manners, somewhat anticipating Evelina (London, 1778)
by Fanny Burney (1752-1840), that received favourable reviews in England, in particular garnering more
than five pages in The critical review (vol. 24, London, 1767, pp.350-355):

“The manufacturers of novels, in one respect, resemble the bakers of gingerbread; for their ingredients are
the same, and the chief difference lies in the manner of disposing the decorations. Whether they are in the
shape of a king, a queen, or a cuckold, they still consist of flour, water, brown sugar or treacle ... The
manufacturer whose work lies before us, has (to do him justice), the merit of baking it in the lightest
manner, and of proportioning his ingredients with tolerable skill, so as to prevent it from cloying his
customers. The reader, as upon many similar occasions, forms already an idea of miss Faulkland’s being a
divinity in flesh and blood. She is daughter to a parson who is dead; and though happy in her rural
retirement, is sent for to town by her aunt-in-law, lady Wellford, a very good kind of woman, but no better
than she should be. Her life is a continual scene of dissipation. She is distractedly fond of play, has very bad
luck, is reduced in her circumstances, , and depends for retrieving them upon her daughter, who is heiress
to a large fortune. Her necessities prevail upon her to betray our heroine to Sir Harry Courtney, who is a
married man and a fashionable husband ... We shall not particularize all the treacherous schemes practised
against our heroine ... she falls at last into the hands of a noted bawd, who pretends to be a woman of
fortune and character, and that the courtezans she entertains in her house are her virtuous daughters ...”

The original English title from which this French translation was made seems previously to have been
identified as several other works, including Samuel Hoole’s Aurelia; or, the contest (London, 1783) and The
lady’s drawing-room. Being a faithful picture of the great world (London, 1744), as cited in both Rochedieu
(Appendix I, 53) and Martin, Mylne & Frautschi (89.4). However, having compared the texts we can
confirm that the English source text is High life.
£950

Rare Books

MINERVA PRESS NOVELIST & FRIEND OF ROBERT BURNS

130. [NOVEL.][CRAIK, Helen.] La religieuse et sa fille, ou Mémoires de la famille
Courville. Traduit de l’Anglais, par J. D***y ...
Paris, Dentu. 1808. 2 vols. bound in 1. First edition in French. 8vo (10 x 15cm) [4], 288; [4], 314pp., with
half-titles, title-pages with small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), a few leaves
with some light foxing, final leaf of volume 2 with tiny holes affecting 2 letters, in near-contemporary marbled
boards, spine with paper label titled in manuscript, light wear to extremities.

First edition in French translation, rare, of the Minerva Press gothic novel The nun and her daughter, or,
Memoirs of the Courville family (London, 1805) by the Scottish writer Helen Craik (1751-1825). In
addition to five novels, Craik also penned poetry and was a friend and correspondent of the poet
Robert Burns (1759-1796). The narrative here begins with a shipwreck, with family secrets, an Italian
convent, nuns, dark chambers, clandestine birth and incarceration following. This work received at
least one favourable contemporary review, reproduced in the advertisements appended to other
contemporary Minerva Press titles: “The nun and her daughter is superior to most publications of this
sort. The story is told in a manner that indicates a fertile imagination, and excites a great deal of
interest. Monthly epitome, May 1805.”
OCLC locates 2 copies only (Bibliothèque Nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg; Bibliothèque
Nationale de France).
£2250
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LIBERTINE NOVEL BY ANGLOPHILE PAMPHLETEER

131. [NOVEL.] [RUTLIDGE, James.] Alphonsine, ou Les dangers du grand monde; par
l’auteur de la Quinzaine Angloise.
Londres [i.e. Paris.] ; et se trouve à Paris, chez Regnault. 1789. First edition. 2 vols. 8vo (10 x 17cm) viii, 230; [4],
207, [3]pp., with half-titles & final leaf of ads. in vol. 2, 3 leaves with small marginal tears (not affecting text), a
few small marginal stains, engraved heraldic bookplates [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque de Mr. le C.te de la Leyen”,
title-pages with related small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in
contemporary leather-backed, sponge-patterned boards, spine gilt in compartments with floral tooling, original
gilt-titled citron morocco labels, silk bookmarks, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this novel by the Franco-Irish writer James Rutlidge (1742-1794). Known for his
promotion of English literature in France, Rutlidge moved to Paris in 1772. His best-known work, La
quinzaine Angloise à Paris (Londres [i.e. Paris], 1776) was translated as The englishman’s fortnight in Paris;
or, the art of ruining himself there in a few days (London, 1777). We have not been able to trace any
translation into English of this novel, a narrative of Parisian libertine “education”, remorse and
subsequent redemption, in which a young woman, Alphonsine, is forced to marry an abusive nobleman,
Valvain, who uses her to try and regain his fortune. (For comments on Alphonsine and Rutlidge, see:
Raymond Las Vergnas, Le Chevalier Rutlidge, “gentilhomme anglais,” 1742-1794, Paris, 1932,
pp.178-179).
Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 89.99. No copy in British Library. OCLC locates 5 copies (Bibliothèque
Sainte-Geneviève; Deutsche Nationalbibliothek; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; National Library of
Sweden; Vanderbilt University Library).
£2500

Rare Books

SAPPHIC EPISTOLARY NOVEL WITH ENGLISH SETTING

132. [NOVEL.] Les chevalieres errantes, ou Les deux sosies femelles. Roman traduit de
l’Anglois.
A Paris, chez Maradan. 1789. 3 vols. First edition. 8vo (10.5 x 16.5cm) [4], 223, [1]; [4], 298; [4], 323, [1]pp.,
with half-titles, a few negligible marginal stains, engraved heraldic bookplates [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque de Mr. le C.te
de la Leyen”, title-pages with related small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very
good in contemporary leather-backed, sponge-patterned boards, spine gilt in compartments with floral tooling,
original gilt-titled citron morocco labels, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this French epistolary novel. Set in England, the work is presented as having been
translated from English but is in fact is an original French work, the title translating approximately as
“The lady knights-errant, or The twin girls.” English settings, including London and Essex, feature in a
narrative that is centred on the sapphic. Clara Finch and her close friend Bella Seymour are influenced
by Clara’s aunt, Miss Eleonora Finch, who considers all men enemies, enjoys hunting and shooting and
rails against what she perceives as the exploitation of women by men. The text includes an account of
Clara and Bella’s initiation into a secret society based on celibacy but with Anandryne parallels (see:
Susan S. Lanser, The sexuality of history: modernity and the sapphic, 1565-1830, Chicago/London, The
University of Chicago Press, 2014, pp.206-207).
Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 89.6. No copy in British Library. OCLC locates 3 copies only
(Bibliothèque Nationale de France; National Library of Sweden; Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg).

£3500
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TOM JONES IMITATION IN GERMAN TRANSLATION

133. [NOVEL.] Geschichte Sir Heinrich Heralds und Sir Eduard Haunchs. In drey Theilen
aus dem Englischen übersetzt.
Leipzig, bey Johann Wendler. 1755. 3 vols. bound in 1. First edition in German. 8vo (10.5 x 17cm) [2], 120; 120;
110pp., occasional light paper toning, contemporary plain calf, marbled paper pastedowns, spine with gilt-titled
leather label, small area of leather loss to back board, light wear to extremities.

First edition in German translation, rare, of The history of Sir Harry Herald and Sir Edward Haunch
(London, 1754), a novel inspired by The history of Tom Jones, a foundling (London, 1749) by Henry
Fielding (1707-1754). Sir Harry Herald, a Shropshire gentleman, is much concerned with class status
and breeding – the marriage prospects of his sons seems to be the main theme of the narrative, which
centres on county rivalries, provincial beauties and landed estates. “We have read this performance with
some pleasure ... The characters are natural and strongly mark’d; the sentiments generally just and
elevated, the style easy, and most of the incidents such as might happen in real life ...” (The monthly
review, vol. 11, London, 1754 p.467). The history of Sir Harry Herald is among the earliest modern
English novels and this immediate translation into German is noteworthy.

Not in British Library. OCLC locates 5 copies (Universitätsbibliothek Heidelberg; Staatsbibliothek zu
Berlin; Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen; Universitätsbibliothek Rostock; Würrtembergische
Landesbibliothek).
£950

Rare Books

GOTHIC FORGERY ATTRIBUTED TO SIR WALTER SCOTT

134. [NOVEL.][HÄRING, Georg Wilhelm Heinrich.] Walladmor, roman attribué en
Allemagne a Sir Walter Scott; traduit de l’Anglais, par M. A. J. B. Defauconpret ...
Paris, Librairie de Charles Gosselin. 1825. First edition in French. 3 vols in 1. 12mo (11.5 x 15.5cm) [4], 215,
[1]; [4], 214; [4], 224pp., with half-titles, title-pages with small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen
library, dispersed), occasional light foxing, in contemporary marbled boards, spine with paper label titled in
manuscript, light wear to extremities.

First edition in French translation, rare, of this Anglo-German gothic historical romance published
intitially in German as Walladmor ... nach dem Englischen desWalter Scott (Berlin, 1823-4). On publication
in Germany the work purported to be a translation from Scott but in reality it was a pseudotranslation
from the pen of the novelist Georg Wilhelm Heinrich Häring (1798-1871). An English translation,
Walladmor “freely translated into German from the English of Sir Walter Scott” and now freely translated from the
German into English (London, 1825), was made by Thomas de Quincey (1785-1859), and it was from
this English edition that this French translation was made swiftly by Auguste-Jean-Baptiste
Defauconpret (1767-1843). Set in Wales, the narrative concerns the inheritance of the ancient house of
Walladmor, featuring separated identical twin sons, a shipwreck, smugglers, and mistaken identity.
Contemporary reviewers of the English edition seem to have held differing views on both the quality
and authorship of Walladmor, however the work has received some scholarly attention as a literary
curiosity indicative of the huge interest in Scott’s work in continental Europe at the beginning of the
nineteenth century.
OCLC locates 1 copy only (Bibliothèque Nationale de France).

£750
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AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY WAR IN EPISTOLARY NOVEL

135. [NOVEL.] Géorgina, histoire véritable; par l’auteur de Cécilia. Traduite de l’Anglois ...
A Geneve, et se trouve à Paris, chez Maradan. 1788. First edition in French. 4 vols. bound in 2. 12mo (10 x 16.5cm)
xii, 188; [4], 198; [4], 211, [1]; [4], 164pp., very good in contemporary leather-backed dark green paper-covered
boards, boards a little rubbed with wear at extremities but sound, spines titled & numbered in gilt, all edges red.

First edition in French translation, rare, of the epistolary novel Georgina: or, memoirs of the Bellmour family
(London, 1787). Though criticised for multiple plot lines, the work received a positive treatment in The
monthly review (London, 1787, vol. 77, p.163):

“We cannot too much commend the spirited manner in which our author has depicted the petit maitre, the
man of mode, he who thinks it impossible for any woman to look on him without affection; and whose
confident air seems to say to her, ‘did you ever behold such an accomplished gentleman? don’t you think
me a wonderful creter?’ Such a character cannot be too severely and sarcastically treated; and we are truly
glad to find that this is his fate in the present performance – our modern novels rather serving as lessons
to him in folly and foppery than otherwise, occasioned by the romantic manner in which the power of
love is represented in them. The scene of this novel is occasionally removed to America; and the author
has drawn a very animated picture of the distresses to which the Bellmour family were reduced, during the
fury of the late unnatural war ...”

The authorship of this novel seems to be somewhat uncertain. The title-page of the English edition of
1787 identifies the author as “a young lady.” The title-page here attributes it to “l’auteur de Cécilia”,
Frances Burney (1752-1840) – presumably an attempt to increase sales. Some catalogues note the
authorship of “Georgina Bouverie,” whose name is printed at the end of the introduction, though no
biographical record of “Georgina Bouverie” is forthcoming, and it seems likely that the name is in fact that
of a fictional personage, introduced as part of the frame of the narrative. Other sources cite the novelist
Ann Howell, perhaps on account of her Georgina, a novel (London, 1796), though this appears to be a
different work entirely.
Rochedieu p.158; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 88.70. OCLC lists 3 locations only (Rice University
Fondren Library; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; National Libary of Sweden).
£950

